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Heading home 
Staff photo by Slav* Eaton 
Freshman David Hulser is seen walking In his tuxedo 
along the railroad tracks near Greek Row early Sunday 
morning. This weekend was a popular time for JMU for- 
mals. 
Admission selectivity 
toughening up yearly 
By Maria Osborn 
news editor 
JMU denied admisssion to about 7,400 
of the 11,000 high school seniors who ap- 
plied this year. 
Francis Turner, director of admissions, 
said, "There were several well-qualified 
students who would be successful here or 
any other college that we simply could not 
take because of our limitations." 
The university received about 2,000 
more applications than last year, but the 
number accepted remained the same. Ap- 
proximately 3,600 students were accepted 
and admissions officials expect about 
1,750 to enroll. 
Forrest Parker, an assistant director of 
admissions, said, "What dictates how 
selective you are is volume and quality." 
The average score on the Scholastic Ap- 
titude Test for the 1985-86 freshman class 
was 1,066. Parker said he expects the in- 
coming class to have a higher average. 
"You're looking at a university that's on 
the upswing in terms of quality," he said. 
Competition for admission is especially 
stringent for out-of-state students. This 
year, about 4,000 of the 11,000 applicants 
were out-of-state students. However, only 
about 380 out-of-state students were ac- 
cepted, compared with 1,370 in-state. 
JMU receives applications from many 
areas, Turner said. "This year, we got ap- 
plications from over 1,550 high schools 
in- and out-of-state." 
Because of the increased competition, 
"we're seeing a stronger student than we 
have in the past," he said. 
When evaluating an application, admis- 
sions officials look for "strength in high 
school education," he said. 
This year, they were looking for 
students who had completed 16 academic 
core courses of English, mathematics, 
science and social studies in high school. 
By 1989, the State Department of Educa- 
tion will require these core courses plus 
seven units of foreign language and elec- 
tives for graduation. 
Ellen Powell, a guidance director at 
Kempsville High School in Virginia 
Beach, said JMU did not notify her 
guidance office that more emphasis would 
be placed on academic units this year. She 
said it would be helpful to know what 
courses the university will accept as 
academic units. 
"That's important if you're counseling 
a sophomore — you've got to make darn 
sure that the student is taking those 16 
academic units needed to get in," Powell 
said. 
Turner said the admissions office is cur- 
rently "working out a list" of acceptable 
courses. The State Department of Educa- 
tion has not released specific details on 
the requirements so the admissions office 
See ADMISSIONS page 2» 
Office of residence life 
outlines loft regulations 
By Kim Richardson 
staff writer 
Before buying a loft, students should 
make sure they understand the recent 
changes in loft specifications, said a 
residence life official. 
The office of residence life has compil- 
ed a brochure outlining the new regula- 
tions on platform beds, said Ron Simar, 
assistant director of residence life. The 
brochure probably will be available by 
Wednesday. 
"We wish it (the brochure) could have 
been out three weeks ago," Simar said. 
"There are still misconceptions about 
why we made the changes and we'd like to 
clear those up." 
Simar said the new regulations were 
established because lofts are fire hazards, 
but complete removal of lofts is a "sen- 
sitive" subject with students. 
In the past, the university issued loft 
permits to students and assumed liability 
for damages caused by lofts. However, 
lofts that are 89 inches or longer are con- 
sidered pieces of construction and the 
university  does  not  have authority  to 
See LOFTS page 2*- 
Careful 
craft 
A 1980 JMU graduate's futon 
business has quickly become a 
profitable craft. 14 Spring kickoff JMU football fans got a preview in the annual purple and gold spring scrimmage. 19 
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Admissions  
►(Continued from page 1) 
"can't spell it out" yet, he said. 
The academic core courses were 
used as a guide this year, Turner 
said, but some students who had not 
taken the 16 units were accepted. 
Students who had taken classes 
beyond the basic units were favored, 
he said. 
After checking applicants' 
courses, admissions officials looked 
at SAT scores, class rank and ex- 
tracurricular activities. Class rank is 
not as important as SAT scores. 
Turner said, because the size of the 
high school can have a great effect 
on a student's rank. 
Guidance counselors include a 
profile of their high school with 
students' applications. These pro- 
files contain information on pro- 
grams such as honors courses and 
weighted grading systems offered at 
the school. 
"We review this information 
before reading the application," 
Turner said. "It helps us understand 
the school and make a more inform- 
ed decision." 
This year, the admissions office 
added a new procedure for consider- 
ing applicants interested in art or 
music. Applicants sent portfolios 
and musical recordings, or perform- 
ed at auditions. JMU faculty 
members evaluated their work and 
made recommendations to the ad- 
missions office. 
Most of the students recommend- 
ed were accepted, Turner said. The 
university denied admission to some 
Lofts 
►(Continued from page 1) 
grant building permits for them. 
JMU can no longer afford to take 
that risk, Simar said. 
As a compromise between state 
officials and JMU students, the 
university decided to allow platform 
beds, or single lofts. To be approved 
by the residence life office, lofts now 
must meet certain specifications. 
When constructed, the platform 
bed must be 5 to 7 feet above the 
floor and at least 30 inches from the 
ceiling. It can be no longer than 89 
inches and no wider than 42 inches. 
The bed cannot be connected to 
walls, ceilings, floors, furniture or 
another bed, and should be padded 
where it touches them. "The 
students may still position the beds 
together like the old lofts, but they 
cannot be connected," Simar said. 
Students building lofts must com- 
plete a construction guidelines form 
and submit it to their head resident. 
During construction, lumber and 
furniture cannot block hallways, 
doors or windows. 
Construction must be completed 
within the first eight weeks of the 
semester, and any damage resulting 
from construction is the students' 
responsibility. 
All bed frames, springs and fur- 
niture must remain in the student's 
room. 
Students who are removing lofts 
that are in violation of new regula- 
tions must do so before or after ex- 
am week to avoid disrupting "quiet 
hours." 
Signs are being posted to designate 
areas where loft materials may be 
disposed of. Students can keep the 
materials in their rooms until check- 
out. 
If students do not remove their 
lofts, they may leave them standing 
and pay a maximum fine of S30 per 
room. 
If the conversion of a full loft to a 
platform bed is necessary, it is most 
easily done by splitting it in two and 
adding the two extra uprights, Simar 
said. There are other ways it can be 
done as long as they pass inspection 
by residence advisers. Inspection 
now will be more a matter of 
measurement than anything else, he 
said. 
Simar said he thinks there will be 
few changes in room styles or basic 
appearance once the platforms beds 
are put into use. The use of platform 
beds will continue to provide floor 
space, plus some added versatility, 
he said. 
"The trick is to make sure you 
don't buy something you can't use," 
Simar said. 
students when their records showed 
they had not pursued general studies 
work, he said. 
The new procedure worked well 
this year, Turner said. During the 
next few years, "we will monitor the 
success of the students who were 
recommended so we can determine 
the validity of the program," he 
said. "We need to take a look at the 
talent along with the application." 
JMU's admissions officials review 
all aspects of a student's application, * 
Turner said. "Maybe other colleges 
just put the class rank and board 
score into a computer and wait for it 
to spit out the names of those ac- 
cepted. I hope we never get so big 
that we don't read the applications." 
Turner said he received at least 
150  phone  calls  and   letters  this 
semester from students and parents 
of students who were denied admis- 
sion. He encouraged them to try to 
transfer after attending a community 
college or another four-year college. 
"We want to ensure them the door 
to JMU is never closed." 
This year, about 1,700 students 
applied to transfer here and more 
than half of them were accepted. 
Powell said a "tremendous 
number" of students from Kemp- 
sville applied here this year. "We are 
under the assumption that JMU is 
getting almost as popular as William 
and Mary and the University of 
Virginia," she said. 
"You all are accepting the same 
caliber of students as the most com- 
petitive schools in the state." 
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Send a Personal 
or 
Place a Classified 
will be this Thursday, May 1. 
DEADLINE for this issue is Tues- 
day, April 29 at NOON. The cost is 
$1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20 
words, etc. Bring your personal and 
money to the Business Office in the 
SKEW of Antoony-Seeger Hall. 
NOTE: If you send by campus' mail 
you may miss the deadline 
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Scholar says psychology gets 'no respect' 
By Kevin McCarthy 
staff writer 
Psychology is "the Rodney 
Danger field of the sciences," said a 
visiting scholar here Thursday. 
Keith Stanovich an associate pro- 
fessor of psychology at Oakland 
University in Rochester, Mich, said, 
"Psychology gets 'no respect.' It 
receives a double-whammy because 
it's associated with the pseudo- 
sciences." 
Stanovich said the media plays a 
large part in building this image. 
Television talk shows and newspaper 
columns "exasperate the understan- 
ding of psychology. This tends to 
confuse people more," he said 
During the lecture in Miller Hall, 
Stanovich elaborated on points 
made in his book, "How to Think 
Straight About Psychology." 
He said the average layman, when 
asked to name a psychologist, im- 
mediately answers Sigmund Freud or 
B. F. Skinner. Freud, known for his 
work with psychoanalysis, and Skin- 
ner for behaviorism, were two very 
important psychologists, but they 
are not the only two, he said. 
"It's wrong to overgeneralize 
associations with Skinner and Freud 
and make them the speakers for the 
field," Stanovich said. "These two 
are not at all representative." 
Stanovich explained that there is 
"tremendous diversity" in 
psychology, and labeled the subject 
the    "Pac-Man    of   the   social 
sciences. 
Psychology "gobbles up other 
areas" and uses them as a total 
framework, he said. There are 42 
subdivisions within the field, in- 
cluding developmental, experimen- 
tal, industrial and clinical 
psychology. 
Stanovich stressed that 
psychology is a science. Psychology 
is publicly verifiable and able to pro- 
duce solvable problems, he said. The 
field utilizes "systematic 
empiricism," using the world en- 
vironment to provide data. 
A psychological theory cannot be 
presented as completely valid, he 
said. "Principles of framing ques- 
tions and theories must be stated in 
such a way that it is potentially 
falsifiable." One way to make a 
theory "falsifiable" is to make it 
very specific, he said. 
"Specificity is better," Stanovich 
said. "With this, more things could 
happen to falsify the theory." 
Stanovich said testimonials and 
case studies provide the "bulwark of 
popular psychology" that is brought 
out by the media, but is "virtually 
worthless as a test of psychological 
theory." 
"Testimonials are too easy to 
generate," he said. Good 
psychologists observe and then 
"change and manipulate the world. 
They don't go by testimonials." 
Stanovich said people who feel 
that psychological experiments are 
artificial because the laboratory con- 
Staff photo by Steve Eaton 
Visiting scholar Keith Stanovich points out misconceptions about 
psychology. 
ditions don't reflect real life are giv- 
ing "completely mistaken criticism. 
"Artificiality is a strength, not a 
weakness." He said psychologists 
"isolate particular variables which 
are operable in the world." This 
allows for successful experimenta- 
Stanovich is the associate editor of 
the Merril-Palmer Quarterly and 
serves on the editorial boards of 
numerous journals. He received his 
doctorate in experimental 
psychology from the University of 
Michigan. 
Panel discusses media coverage via satellite 
By Martin Romjue 
staff writer 
An international videoconference sponsored by 
The Christian Science Monitor was aired at JMU's 
Baptist Student Union Saturday. 
The presentation, focusing on media coverage of 
world events, was broadcast live via satellite to 150 
journalism and mass communications schools 
worldwide. Broadcast journalists and world affairs 
experts from three different locations formed a 
discussion panel. 
Satellite links made communication possible bet- 
ween the panelists, who were located in Vienna, 
Austria; Ditchley Park, England; and Kyoto, 
Japan. The discussion was moderated by two an- 
chormen at the Christian Science Monitor head- 
quarters in Boston. 
Topics included superpower relations, ter- 
rorism, Third World problems, and increased 
worldwide technological and cultural understan- 
ding. The panelists discussed these subjects in a 
casual give-and-take format. Throughout the 
presentation, students worldwide contributed 
questions by calling toll-free telephone numbers. 
One of the main topics discussed television 
coverage of terrorism. 
"We must find the roots of terrorism and why it 
is taking place," said the chief foreign correspon- 
dent for ABC News, Pierre Salinger. Broadcast 
from England, Salinger said, "It is important to 
get the viewpoint of terrorists." 
He said "the media is not responsible for ter- 
rorism." Terrorism would continue if there was no 
news coverage. However, terrorists sometimes use 
the media to their advantage, he said. ^ 
Lincoln Bloomfield, a political science professor 
at the Massachusettes Institute of Technology, 
supported Salinger saying that "the underlying 
causes of terrorism get shortchanged. 
"The United Nations is failing to do its job, and 
governments and the media do not know how to 
get ahead of the curve in revealing the causes for 
terror," Bloomfield said. 
Syndicated columnist Georgie Anne Geyer, a 
former foreign correspondent, said from England, 
"They (terrorists) are 
going to continue to 
want to use us as a 
megaphone." 
— David Willis 
"We are seeing many non-governmental political 
movements journalists are just starting to get on 
to." 
David Willis, an international correspondent for 
the Christian Science Monitor and co-anchor of 
the teleconference, said "continued terror will 
result in more demands on the media. 
"They (terrorists) are going to continue to want 
to use us as a megaphone. We must make 
judgments how to analyze and cover terrorist in- 
cidents." 
Salinger added that terrorism has "the capacity 
to lead to war." 
The panelists also discussed the media's respon- 
sibility to expose and cover other Third World pro- 
blems. 
"Terrorism is only the tip of the iceberg in 
understanding the Third World," said Richard 
Nenneman, publisher of the Christian Science 
Monitor. 
"Problems of overpopulation, resource exhaus- 
tion, and illegal immigration are not answered by 
power politics anymore," Geyer said. 
He also mentioned difficulties in obtaining in- 
formation in many Third World countries, where 
governments have a hostile attitude toward a free 
press. 
"We have struggled hard to cover the Third 
World, but there are many disadvantages when 
thugs and goons on both the left and the right try 
to keep journalists out of their countries." 
In discussing worldwide events and issues, the 
panelists suggested ways to improve coverage of 
scientific and technological developments. 
Edwin Newman, a former NBC News foreign 
correspondent, said from Japan that "it is 
necessary for us to become sharper in many ways 
concerning science and technology." 
See VIDEO page 5*- 
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Why pay rent and lose 
when you can buy and win? 
Let your roommates help to pay for your college housing. 
• No closing costs or points 
• 95% Financing 
• Three spacious bedrooms 
• TWo full baths 
• Quiet study environment 
Bradley Properties. P.O. Box s 187. Roanoke VA 240 14 
\\~S       r\f     A/T^        IVES (lease send my 
I        II      / \i       1 S parents more informa 
* _JM^A    »->| lion on now my room 
!|AT««li««nM"l    J            maiescanrwlppayftw 
*                                *    m             my college housing. 
My Parents Name _ . _ 
Address ,  
City State zip 
All kitchen appliances 
Washer/Dryer room in unit 
5 minute walk to class 
Central Air Conditioning 
And Much More 
I ■ ■ Phone 1  My Name 
Phone [  
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New Greek regulations 
limit alcohol during rush 
By Vicki Gray 
staff writer 
The Inter/fraternity and 
Panhellenic councils will change 
many of the regulations for formal 
rush next fall. 
Under the new rules, sororities 
will not be allowed to sponsor ac- 
tivities involving alcohol during their 
two-week rush period and frater- 
nities will not be allowed to serve 
alcohol for the first half of their 
three-week rush. Also, sororities will 
not be allowed to participate in »ny 
rush activities with men. 
Rhonda Clayton, activities chair- 
woman for Panhellenic, said, 
"Depending on the severity of the 
rush violation, any sorority found 
guilty would have to perform a great 
number of hours of community ser- 
vice work." Also, fines may be 
charged. * 
Sororities and fraternities will not 
be allowed to have functions 
together during rush. 
Brian Mizelle, rush chairman of 
IFC, said, "We've always looked 
forward to parties with sororities but 
we won't be able to have them 
anymore. However, this will give us 
a chance to show that we don't need 
sororities to have a good time." 
Fraternities will be allowed to 
serve alcohol at functions after the 
first half of rush. 
"I don't see it coming to a point 
where we'll have to implement a 
totally dry rush. They're (ad- 
ministrators) just pleased with the 
rush being partially dry," Mizelle 
said. 
Fraternity parties cannot be given 
for or with any particular sorority, 
but females may attend. 
Donna Harper, assistant dean of 
students, said the changes are not be- 
ing forced by the university or the 
national chapters. But many na- 
tional organiations sent letters to 
sororities, recommending they 
change to a dry rush. 
Sororities received letters last year 
but they decided to wait and make 
the changes this year, Harper said. 
Greeks will have to re-evaluate 
and reorganize their rush functions, 
she said. She thinks the changes will 
add creativity to rush functions, she 
said. 
Sororities at Virginia Tech and the 
University of Virginia already have 
dry rush with no men allowed. The 
two schools also prohibit what is 
known as personal rushing. 
Personal rushing is when girls in 
the sororities communicate with 
potential members outside of rush 
functions. Talking with, eating 
lunch with, and writing notes to girls 
who are rushing is considered per- 
sonal rushing. 
Clayton said JMU will continue to 
allow personal rush. 
"By allowing no personal rush, 
the girls rushing are made to feel as 
though they are on display," she 
said. "They feel uncomfortable and 
wonder why the girls in the sororities 
aren't talking to them. Without it, 
the girls are expected to select a 
sorority on the reputation of a na- 
tional name rather than the reputa- 
tion of the school's chapter." 
Video 
■» (continued from page 3) 
Eugene Skolnikoff, director of the 
Center for International Studies and 
an MIT political science professor, 
said "science and engineering 
students are not going into jour- 
nalism because of better economic 
returns in other fields." 
Takashi Oka, editorial adviser to 
the Christian Science Monitor and 
Newsweek's Japan bureau chief, 
said "science and technology have 
brought about global shrinkage 
through trade, economics and com- 
munication." 
Oka said people "accept the con- 
cept of a global village intellectually, 
but not in their hearts. 
"As journalists we must have a 
dual citizenship. We must be good 
citizens of our countries in addition 
to being citizens of the world," he 
said. 
Elizabeth Pond, the Christian 
Science Monitor's correspondent in 
Bonn, West Germany, said it is "the 
role of journalists and the media to 
be fair and accurate in illuminating 
these different policy options." 
In covering worldwide issues, all 
journalists need report the news fair- 
ly and accurately, panelists agreed. 
"You seek both facts and truth," 
said Richard Hottelet, former CBS 
News foreign and U.N. correspon- 
dent. "They are both one and the 
same and you seek to present them 
without distortion." 
Co-anchor David Willis added 
that a foreign broadcast journalist 
needs to be "committed, curious and 
caring." 
Lake area staff 
donates money 
JMU's lake area staff 
donated $600 to the American 
Red Cross Disaster Relief 
Campaign Friday. 
The funds were raised at the 
Lake Luau event this month. 
The check was presented to 
Mary Mullin, the local Red 
Cross executive director. 
The staff decided to donate 
the Lake Luau proceeds to the 
Red Cross after the recent local 
flood disasters. 
■4" 
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Ding Order Da^ 
Last 2 Days 
April 29   9-5   Rm.B 
April 30   9-5   Rm.C 
WARREN CAMPUS CENTER 
($20 deposit) 
Balfour 
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Students suggest business school improvements 
By Debbie Farris 
staff writer 
The Student Advisory Council of 
the College of Business conducted a 
lurvey of 1,000 business students to 
determine the strengths and 
weaknesses of the business depart- 
ment. 
The purpose of the survey was to 
give students a chance to voice opi- 
nions and make recommendations 
for improving the college, said Lor- 
na Siron, a member of the council. 
The results of the survey were 
analyzed by the 17-member council, 
which is composed of the presidents 
of all the business clubs. Based on 
the results, the council made sugges- 
tions to the College of Business. 
One problem expressed by 48 per- 
cent of the students surveyed was the 
large number of students in business 
core courses. The council suggested 
that the college set up help sessions 
where a professor or graduate stu- 
dent would answer questions about 
lectures and homework, Siron said. 
About 47 percent of the students 
were not satisfied with the procedure 
for obtaining override cards. The 
council suggested that the depart- 
ment head determine the number of 
overrides to be given for each 
course, but that the professors still 
distribute those cards at their discre- 
tion. 
Students also expressed 
dissatisfaction with faculty office 
hours. They indicated that faculty 
should spread out their hours so they 
are available at different times dur- 
ing week, and that part-time pro- 
fessors should extend their office 
hours. The Student Advisory Coun- 
cil suggested that appropriate 
changes be made. The council also- 











"Official Ring Company for Class of 1987"   ' 
April 28-30, 1986 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Warren Campus Center 
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pointments with faculty. 
Since about 71 percent of the 
surveyed students said they would 
like to contribute suggestions in the 
future, a suggestion box will be plac- 
ed in Harrison Hall. 
She thinks the dean of the College 
of Business, Dr. Robert Holmes, will 
be receptive to the students' sugges- 
tions. "Dean Holmes is one for 
change," Siron said. 
Holmes said he thinks it's impor- 
tant to listen to the opinions and sug- 
gestions of students. "We wouldn't 





to DUI charges 
By Alex Dapolito 
court reporter 
The cases of three non-students 
charged with driving under the in- 
fluence of alcohol were decided last 
week in Rockingham County 
General District Court. 
Non-student Lawrence W. 
Messerley Jr., 21, of Harrisonburg 
pleaded guilty to driving under the 
influence April 17. He was fined 
$250 and his license was suspended 
for six months. His license was then 
reinstated because he enrolled in the 
Alcohol Safety Action Program. 
Messerley was arrested Feb. 8 by 
campus police on Bluestone Drive 
and Port Republic Road. 
Non-student Ricky Lynn Hensley, 
28, of Harrisonburg pleaded guilty 
to driving under the influence Tues- 
day. He was fined $250 and his 
license was suspended for six mon- 
ths. His license was then reinstated 
because he enrolled in ASAP. 
Hensley was arrested March 30 by 
campus police on Duke Drive West. 
Non-student Mark S. Brennan, 
19, of Middletown, N.Y. pleaded 
guilty to driving under the influence 
Thursday. He was fined $250 and his 
license was suspended for six mon- 
ths. His license was then reinstated 
because he enrolled in ASAP. 
Brennan was arrested by campus 
police March 29 on Madison Drive. 
The following case was also decid- 
ed in the court. 
Petty Larceny 
•Student Kelvin A. Griffin, 20, of 
Chesapeake pleaded guilty to a charge 
of petty larceny April 18. He was sentenc- 
ed to 40 hours of community service and 
dismissal of the case or a $150 fine and 
conviction. The case will be reviewed Ju- 
ly 25. 
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Lost and Found 
Lost Ring ol 7 keys on the quad Major 
rewaro  Call x 5965 or x-6277.  
Lost • Reward - Reward - Reward Need In- 
formation leading to recovery of 
business office sign taken 4/23/86 from 
356 S. Main St. Cream color with dark 
green lettering on both sides 434-4516 or 
434-4836  
Lost Set ol keys. Brass No. 1 for GM keys 
and room key. It found, call Todd 
43^6453  
Lost Lady's gold Seiko watch. Sentimen 
tal value, please call x4534 
For Rent 
Female needed to share a double room 
at College Station for the '86rB7 school 
year Close to campus. Fully furnished 
Call Sue at x-5774 or Karen at 433-2179 
University Court Townhouse - 2 large 
uediooiTis. i 1/2 baths, appliances, heat 
pump/AC. pool privileges. Lease, 
deposit,  references  reguired.  No  pets 
Maximum 4 $440 month  434-4199. 
4 bed room house for next year Two 
bathrooms, very energy efficient On city 
bus route  $480'mo  234-8317.  
S-bedroom house for next year 
Washer/Dryer. Private lot. Efficient. On 
city bus route S600'mo. 234-8317.  
College Station • Rooms tor rent 
May/Summer session, fully furnished 
Can 433-8719.  
3-bedroom. fully equipped kitchen, hook 
up washer and dryer, carpet, wallpaper 
heal pump, average electric S50 month 
water, sewer and retrig. furnished 
Available May 15 or July 15.1-year lease 
5 blocks from campus $150 person 
434-0183  
Student housing - Large 1 BR apt 
available tor early May or August rental 
Ten-minute walk on Main St. to campus 
434-3509 after 5 p.m  
Almost on campus • One bedroom apart 
ment on Dutchmill Court (Behind 
Hardee's) water, trash pickup, lawnmow- 
ing provided. Carpeted, almost new No 
pets  Lease/deposit $235 434-2100. 
Madison Square - Fully furnished 3 
bedroom. 2 1/2 bath. Washer-dryer Max 5 
persons. Rent $675 Patrick Real Estate 
433-2559  
Available May or June - Alumni has com- 
pletely furnished townhouse to share 
perfect tor receni graduate bedroom fur- 
nished or unfurnished $350-$400 month. 
utilities included Pool, microwave 
answering machine, cable TV, etc. Prefer 
female non-smoker Call or write: 
Margaret Dennison. 8530 Barrington 
Court. Fairfax. VA 22152  
Efficiency apartment for rent starting In 
May. $235 a month plus 1/3 electric 
Close tc campus Call 433-8283 anytime 
Sublease one bedroom apartment   one 
month or more on Dutchmill Court $235 
rent/deposit 434-2100  
Beautiful  fully furnished  townhouse 
needs   3-4   females   tor   1986-87   year. 
Chrissy   434-4913    Subletting   available 
this summer 
Female to share apartment in large 
house. 3 private bedrooms large living 
room, kitchen yard $165 school year 
lease 434 1940  
Madison Square - Sublet private pool in 
fully furnished townhouse tor May'Sum 
me'  $l00'neg  Cal' 433-8374 
New opening - Male subletter needed to' 
May. summer 2 blocks from campus 
cn6ap Call Rob 4341246.  
Oh. no • Only 3 spots left in the Grafltti 
House Don't miss out on the sundeck 
fireplace W'D. parking, and conve 
mence 50 feet from campus May'Sum 
mer  434-7409 
Off-campus housing for females ■ Fur- 
nished, single rooms in a house with 
other JMU females Near campus, $135 
to $145 per month plus utilities. Large 
yard, near laundry-mat and M1 Call 
434-0670.  
May/Summer - on campus - Lg room in 
house. Own bath. Kitchen, washer/dryer 
Rent neg  Call Steph 433-0517  
Summer • furnished room in furnished 
apartment. Next to Anthony-Seeger Rent 
neg. Call Steph. 433-0517.  
Furnished room • 1 or 2 people; kitchen 
bathroom, W/D, 1/2 mile from campus 
price negotiable. May-August. Lisa 
x-6591 weekdays.  
Fantastic location - Sublet room in 
house behind Wine-Price tor May'Sum 
mer $85 mo. Call now Heather 433-8937 
6-room house with 2 full baths available 
tor lease May 15. 434-7161.  
May/Summer apt. • Bruce St. $70'mo. Call 
Mark 433-8291.  
Forest Hill Townhouse. Sublet for May 
and summer sessions. Large furnished 
room. Washer'dryer A/C. rent negotiable 
433-8374.  
College Station - fully furnished Renting 
summer  Call Chris 433-3764  
Forest Hills • June. July. August. Furnish- 
ed Master bedroom tor 2. $60'person 
single $100. Call Suzanne or Annette 
433-5004  
Room for rant Washer'dryer. dishwasher 
Jen-Air range, one mile from campus at 
281 W Market St., available from June- 
August. Furnished Call Chris M 
A33-64Q6  
May-August rental - 2 bedroom house 
A'C. den. dining room, fireplace with 
large backyard. Only two blocks from 
campus, great for students $320 pe' 
month, all appliances included Cal 
Larry at 434-7685  
Females to rent S bdrm house 501 Col- 
icelto St. 433-1610. ask for Gloria  
Come vacation at Squire Hill - Pool, ten 
nis courts. A/C. W'D. fully furnished 
townhouse May/Summer sublet 2 
bedrooms - $140 a room. Call Kristi 
433-6460   Now.  
2 rooms available tor the months of June 
and August. Price negotiable, fully tur- 
nished. pool. A'C, W/D Call Lyn 433-125"? 
3-4 person apartment • 3 bedrooms, kit 
chen living 'oom, bath, W/D. At Camp 
bell and Mason streets. 4 blocks from 
campus $450-$500 per month. 12-month 
lease starts mid-August. Contact Glenn 
433-0527   PQ Bo> 1659 JMU  
Need 2-4 people to sublet great apt. sum 
mer session. Pooltennis ct., 1/2 mile tc 
school $90'mo 4 students Can 
434-6387  
East Grattan Street Rooms to sublet tor 
May/Summer $100 a month (not incl 
utilities). Female Big back yard, 
washer'dryer, kitchen Call Sally or Lisa 
> 5862  
Apt. in Victorian house available for sum 
mer. $100 a month 3 blocks from cam 
pus. includes water and trash pick-up 
and own room 433-8982  
Two spaces available at the Gingerbread 
House - Balcony, a block from campus 
reasonable utilities. June August Cal 
Nancy 433-6429  
College Station - fully furnished apt $95 
plus utilities  Call Terr 433-3287 
Apt. for 3-5 college  students - 5 large 
rooms. 3 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths close to 
campus Washer/dryer privileges 
Female students preferred CaM 
433-8283  
Girls • Forest Hills 5 bedroom, 2 1/2 batr, 
townhouse equipped kitchen carpet 
available May 15. June 1, July 1. or Aug 1 
i-yea' lease nc pets deposit $135 tc 
$150 mo 434-0183 
4 males needed to share furmsnea 
townhouse on Village Lane  Call John 
896-7600 0' Tom 826-2 ^ 06  
Madison Manor • May'Summer sublet 
Cheap Call Steve 434-7996  
May session • room tor rent • 1-2 people. 
$l00/mo plus utilities. Call Mary 
433-5659  
Your   own   fully   furnished   room   with 
balcony. Only 1 block from campus Very 
cheap and very negotiable at only $80 a 
month 635 S Mam St  Call 433-0460 
Sublet Madison Manor - June 1 - Aug. 31. 
$l00'month each for 5 433-9146 
1-3 rooms in Forest Hills • Summer 
sesson Master poss to share Call Kathi 
434-1186  
Room to sublet tor summer session - 2 
full baths, large BWkH Close to campus 
Call Doug 433-0090  
Hunter's Ridge - 2 girls to share room. 
completely furnished, all kitchen ap- 
pliances including microwave, 
washer'dryer. available June 1, $145 
each. 1-y lease no pets 434-0183. 
Sleep cheap - Roommate wanted for May 
session - summer school $80 May. $60 
per month summer 423 W Market St. 
Call Jim or Bruce 433-0652 
Hunter's Ridge • Two male roommates 
needec tor next fall 434-9918 Steve or 
Tracy 
May'Summer • Non-smoking female. 
$,00'month 'or furnished Forest Hills 
apartment  Cindy 433-6576. 
Summer rooms tor rent • 647 S Mason St 
$"25 plus utilities. All utility deposits 
paid  includes full use of living. 
Madison Square • for summer sublet 
Price negotiable Can Jean 433-8621 
Sublet apartment   May'Summer • 10 mm 
wal> from campus Tom 433-0227. 
Beautiful  apt. to sublet  for summer 
Duke Garden Apts 2 mm. walk from cam- 
pus. 3 bdrm. 2 1/2 bath Rent negotiable 
Forest Hills . fully furnished room 
$pmonth. June-Aug Live with partiers 
Maie or temale Call x-5342. 
Furnished room • May'Summer $100 a 
month plus ifi utilities, located on East 
Wolte St.. call Mitch 433-354Q 
Fabulous spread for 2 guys or dolls 
Cose tc campus, pool, washer'dryer 
w ^Vr'V,6!"06^ eleclr,c A" m S«£2' e 433"°220 °' Ja ,e 
3 spaces available in nearby townhouse 
$6C  Cal Jj-ie 433-3542 
^ f?°m* ,0f r-Bt • 611 S Majn Large 
porch, large k.tchen, lo* rent  May'Sum 
mer  Furniture available 433-3253 
Reasonable rooms tor malt students - ? 
blocks from campus From S8cT$i00 
per month. Utilities furnished Krtrhin 
available Call 234-8247 an"?P*'
1Ch*" 
For Sale 
tion.ng $2 700 07h«*w«   °  *" 
con<5" 
to Debbie **** ** ""*«» ASK 
Men's  lacrosse  T *K,-.. 
iimitMnumgrJ^ '    * 
Two identical sinal* M*T^+  
fon    One   vea-   ,7-    A-   ° 
nogo2iabie_CaL£^v t.! 
Sofa bed - good condition, must get na 
of. $20. x-5364.  
Brown loveseat - excellent condition 
Very comfortable. $30. Renee x-4858 
Matching sofa and chair - good condi- 
tion $25/set; dresser, great condilion 
$20; desk, fair condition $5. Call Sally 
433-1037.  
Dresser • 6 drawers with mirror. $25. Call 
Elaine 433-9146.  
Sola bed for sale Call Cathy 433-5345 
Bed, desk, sofa, rug for sale. Cheap Can 
Brenda 434-6159.  
Legal loft great shape' $50 
Refrigerator. $50. Buy together for only 
$90 Jim x-5748.  
Wine colored rug - Good condition. $15 
Call 433-2011.  
Legal loft ■ stained, sleeps up to 3 
custom designed. 4 brass hooks  $45 
x-5051.  
Bi-level. straight, stained loft - Desperate 
AmyTern x-4029 ^^^ 
Carpal - 9 x 12. medium blue, ex: 
condition, best offer, x-4267 ^^ 
'78 Toyota Pick-up - Runs great $1,000 
Cal' Tad 433-6009.  
Panasonic stereo • 2 speakers, AM'FM 
cassette deck. Minor repairs needed 
$40 Call Diane 433-9195 
Services 
Professional  typing 
433-8015 after 1. 
Call   Kathy at 
Typing/Word processing • (letter quality 
printer) Call between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m 
Donna Freeman 289-9959.  
Typing service - 22 years experience 
$1 25/page  Mrs  Price. 879-9935 
Free Karate Lesson - No obligation 
(Special students rates) Open Monday 
thru Thursday 6 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Can 
Haiterman Karate Inst. 95 North Main St 
4th Floor 434-8824. "We train cham 
Dions."  
Pregnant? ■ Free confidential help Free 
pregnancy test  Birthright  434-0003 
Need a resume that gets results? Can 
the Thomas East land Company. Low 
'ees 896^617  
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tann- 
ing salon. Best systems available and 
five years of service 1106 Reservoir St 
434-1812  
Typing and Word Processing Free 
delivery, overnight service and com 
petitlve rates Call Kevin at 433-31*7 after 
500   
Typing- Experienced, professional quaii- 
'>- Call Donna Bodkin. 879-9294. . 
Loft storage • Call Moh/in or Steve 
S79-9573 oe 269-6141        __ 
  Help Wanted 
Handyman - 20 hours/wee*. Need o*" 
transportation Call 433-1564 after 5 p.m 
Rasort hotels, cruise lines ft amusement 
parks are now accepting applications for 
employment   To recieve an applicant 
*nd information, write; Tourism In"; 
tion Services P O Box 7881. Hilton Head 
'Slano. SC 29938  
Summer fobs at outstanding, private rest 
dent camp near Chartottesville Nee: 
counselors and waterfront director 
618-8117" Camp Friendship, Box 1*5 
Palmyra. VA 22963 or (804I-589-8950  
Immediate positions available to  *- ' 
M*v   and  summer tor catermg'spacia 
-   Must be able to work a flexible 
schedule   including   evenings   and1 
weekends Apply to Chandtor G 16      
*«'ters. Waitresses, and Dishwashers 
-•eefled lot summer Apply Mon-Thur *a 
Pm P,ut inr, 
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Sales rep - Woodstock • Shenandoah 
County area. Commission only. Dirlct 
nail advertising. May need for H'burg 
later.       
Get your wings • Freshmen, 
sophomores, and juniors . . . time is run- 
ning out for those of you that want to fly 
with the best. The Marine Corps needs 
pilots, but application for this year's pro- 
gram is reaching the deadline. You could 
be qualified for the Platoon Leaders 
Class and be guaranteed flight school 
after graduation. There are no on- 
campus drills or uniforms to wear and 
/ou may be eligible for extra cash for 
your education. If you want to fly with the 
best, call Captain Berger today at 
1-800-542-5851. We're looking for a few 
good men. 
Wanted  
Female to sublet large room in iurnished 
Forest Hill townhouse May/Summer. 
$95/month plus utilities (negotiable) Call 
Denise 433-6379.     
Non-smoker ■ female roommate needed 
for '86'87 school year to live at University 
Place. Margaret 433-9758. 
I need a room to rent fall semester only. 
(Non-smoker). If you can help, please call 
Dave 433-6382.  
Two nonsmoking females to rent a room 
in spacious condominium. $160/month 
plus utilities. Close to campus. Gina 
x-4273.  
Madison Manor - 2 roommates needed 
for next year, x-5030. 
Females wanted to share apartment. 
Lease begins as soon as June. Rent 
$165/month. Utilities included. 434 3008. 
Mala • to share room at Madison Manor 
starting this fall. $125/mo. plus utilities. 
Call for details. 434-1954.  
People to sublet for May/Summer. 
$80/month plus utilities. 10 min. from 
campus. 434-2644. 256 Old S. High Street. 
Female Dec. graduate to share apt. 
Lease obligation only till Dec. 31. Must 
be fun-loving, partying person. Call Jean 
433-5495.  
2 sublettors to rent furnished house for 
summer session. 3 blocks from campus - 
S. Mason Street. $90/month. Contact im- 
mediately Mary/Barrie 434-3235.  
2 females, single room. Summer ses- 
sions ■ College Station, Pam/Beth 
433-6372.  
College Station - fully furnished apt. $95 
plus utilities. Call Terrl 433-3287.  
Revenge • Watch out Parker! D.B.  
Personals 
Carol Novotny - Congratulations on your 
new job. You deserve it. And how about 
recruiting a weather watcher for Front 
Royal?  
Need a Mother's Day gift? Mineral Sale 
April 28 and 29 at the Union. Faceted 
gemstones and jewelry. 
Please help • 2 females need a place to 
live this summer in Nova, Fairfax area 
pref. Call soon. Jessica x-4309 or Cathy 
x-7473. Thanks 
Happy Birthday Buddy 
O.J. 
Happy Birthday Buddy 
Love, ME 
To the unique guy in Weaver with dual- 
color hair and red socks and who speaks 
with an accent. Two girls dying to meet 
you. You intrigue us. Respond to Box. 
5208 or 2734 CM. Address envelope to 
"Admirers." 
Free Karate Lesson and no obligation. 
Halterman Karate Institute. Call 
434-8824.  
Nanette - A quick hello from your ap- 
pleturkey bro  
Kyra • "Hey buddy." I want everyone to 
know ... I'd be willing to invest a mint in 
our friendship, but you'll have to settle 
for forever. Even when I don't have me, I 
still have you, and that's worth 
everything to live for. You'll always be my 
best friend. Love, Sarah 
Melissa - Let's hear it for the boys, Fri. 
\nites, empty bottles, "don't I know 
ydu?," dancing, Burrito, blow dryers, col- 
lages, road trips' the "language," good 
songs, views from your window, the 
bestfriend syndrome, libraries, b-day 
presents, ding and dong, "Sisters," your 
accent, this summer and future roomies. 
I can't wait. (Yankee) Sueboo 
Wayland B16 and B14 • You guys are the 
best. Thanks for the last three years. I 
love you all. SAN 
Lisa Keefe • From fieros to Luray, Anna 
Ruth to Dave C. (and Kappa Sig to 
Hardees) - all in 2 years. The men all 
pause - at Players. (Burritos forever) Hap- 
py Birthday, Angela 
Terrl • Champagne and congratulations. 
You are marvelous. Love, the fans 
Slick - Only 2 more weeks. Could you die 
or what? We will work. Love You ... Slick 
too 
Need topographic maps? Sold in room 
207 Miller Hall x-6722 
Last Chance 
Thursday's issue will be your last chance to 
run a personal or classified this semester. 
Deadline for personals and classifieds is noon 
Tuesday. 
Cost for personals is $1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 
11-20, $3 for 21-30 and soon. Personals can be 
dropped off in our office in the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
Congratulations Chad. Carlos, Paul.<& 
Tony. I'm on Alpha time. Summit 
Chephren • Have to keep a tradition alive. 
Smile. Thanks. 
Rbkel/Melonlover - Happy 21st Birthday 
(two days early). Fruitfully, Melon 
Happy Belated Birthday to Bruce, Ben, 
Elaine, Scott and Glenn   Love, the SPE.- 
Golden Hearts ■s 
Bruce You did an awesome job with 
Founder's Day Formal. Thanks for your 
hard work. Love, the SPE Golden Hearts 
Congratulations New SPE Brothers. 
Love, the Golden Hearts 
Occupants  of   Logan   306  next  year - 
Please call x-4514. Thanks.  
Brian - Thanks for making this the best 
ever semester. The time we've spent 
together means so much. I hope you 
know how special you are to me. Love, 
Allison 
JMU 4 • It's funderful when we're on the 
same team. 
Scott No. 12 You stole my heart when 
you stole hon\e plate. Congratulations 
on lots of Successful steals this 
semester. I noticed. A secret fan  
Danny • Thanks for the myriads of fun 
moments. You are quite a friend, indeed - 
Much better than Tom Selleck. I'm so 
very glad you meandered my way 
Babe • I be lovin' you. Pepe  
ZTA seniors • Get psyched for the Mystic 
Den tonight. 
Zetas • Good luck on exams and get 
psyched to rock this summer.  
Susie Johnson - You did a great job this 
semester. Thanks for everything. We love 
you, ZTA PC 
y 
Sigma PI • Thanks for waking up with us 
Friday morning, from the sisters of ZTA 
Congratulations - to our newly initiated 
sisters - Ann, Betsy, Cindy, Liz, Peggy, 
and Stacey. Love, Delta Gamma 
ASA • Hope you had a great time at your 
formal. Your secret sorority  
ASA's Sue and Kara • Your note was "ex- 
hllarating." Thanks, Kelli  
Carrie - Happy Birthday plus one day. I 
love you, Trippy  
Mineral Sale - April 28 and 29 at the 
Union. All new faceted gemstones, maps 
and jewelry. Sponsored by G.A.J.M.U. 
Gamma Gamma Sigma is three blip, blip, 
blips.  
Carl Bell - Good luck from a former CA 
alumnus - Moolip 
Jay • I know what you're thinking - I'm 
psychic. Or is it psycho? No more cold 
water or I'll... I really will. Teamo, 
Jourals tou your faime de toi. I think. 
Erotlka -1 want to have your baby. Donald 
Duck  
Kevin • Thanks for 5 great weeks. (Yes, 
I've been counting.) Can't wait til sum- 
mer. Love, Your Fuzzy-heade Teddy Bear 
Mascot try-outs - Monday, April 28, 7 pm. 
at Convocation Center.  
Hey, Milan Holman • You've got great 
legs. Someone who noticed  
Iguanas • Thanks for your support. OK, 
that game Wednesday was ridiculous, 
but there's always next fall. Heck, the 
shirts are paid for. Have a great summer. 
Bob and Skip  
If any two people are willing to switch 
from Converse to Hoffman next year or 
vice versa, call x-5426 (third floor prefer- 
red.) We'll be seniors and would like to 
spend our last year together. Thanks • 
Annie, Laura, Jane, Renee 
To the "Happy Camper" In 205 • Thanks 
for an awesome weekend. (This is a week 
late.) Love, Mr. Personality  
Peter Vaeth - The best brother in the 
whole world. 
Class of 1986 - Senior barbeque. May 2. 
Be there. 
Class of 1986 • Buy your ticket for the 
senior barbeque in the commuter stu- 
dent office. $3 w/ meal contract. $5 w/out 
meal contract. It's gonna be fun. 
Hey seniors • May 2 is the date, the senior 
barbeque is the place. Buy your ticket to- 
~(ja"y\n the commuter student office. 
Seniors - Wanna jam and munch out? 
Come to the senior barbeque May 2. 
Tickets available in the campus center, 
commuter student office. 
Class of 1986 - Let's make some noise. 
Senior barbeque, May 2. Tickets are go- 
ing fast. 
Class of 1986 • Reading Day isn't just for 
reading anymore. Come to the senior 
class barbeque. Purchase your ticket in 
the commuter student office, 8 am.-4 pm. 
Seniors • Barbeque May 2 - Tickets - 
Commuter student office - Be there or be 
boring. 
Class of 1986 ■ We're gonna jam outta 
JMU together. Don't forget the senior 
barbeque May 2. Buy your ticket in the 
commuter student office. 
H   A   A   D   M   B  
A  P  T A  R  U  
P  P    I Y      L  
PRO I  
YEN O 
I K  
You are the coolest • From the Phoenix 
line of the Xi Delta chapter of Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
One last time - See Thirdwave at Players 
Tuesday. All proceeds go to charity. 
Thirdwave - Tuesday at Players - the 
alternative. 
Party with Thirdwave one more time. 
Players Tuesday night. All proceeds go 
to charity. 
Stay up late with Thirdwave Tuesday at 
Players. 
Seniors - Graduation is coming soon, but 
don't leave without taking a piece of JMU 
with you. Get a "Rainbow over JMU" 
poster at the bookstore so you can 
always be reminded of the beauty of the 
campus and the good times you had 
there.  
Graduates ■ You will soon be leaving JMU 
and it may be years before you visit 
again. But, you can take a reminder of 
this beautiful campus with you by get- 
ting a "Rainbow over JMU" poster at the 
bookstorei Don't leave school without it. 
i 
Katy A Mary ■ Congratulations. You are 
finally AST'ers.  
Pattl • We1 saw you April 24 at 1 am. in 
front of the Hillside trailers wearing that 
hat and a smile. 
Anonymous • Six months later.. . Who 
are you?? Barbara 
Don't overlook Wilderness Voyagers 
coupon Iqside this issue. 
Mrs. Carrie Moyers - Happy Birthday. 
Don't do anything we wouldn't do. Love, 
Your 3 favorite filers  
The song say* it all - Hopef'illy for a long 
lime. I love you, Lips 
PL • Thaqks for always being there and 
for takingxare of me. You're swell. Sorry 
this is so late. Pumpkin         
Shoob, Doob, Cathie, Nlkl, Elaine, Maria, 
Kelly, Lisa, Allison, Julie, Laurie. Martha 
and Cathy ... You guys are wonderful. 1 
1/2 weeks left. Good luck on all exams 
and rage all summer. I'll miss ya lots. 
Laura 
Art supplies -1 took 2 art classes and still 
can't draw so I'm selling my supplies, 
Jeff 434-6464  
Gamma Gamma Sigma is a BEG - BEG. 
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AT A THEATER NEAR YOU 
Get it 
straight 
The Breeze needs production people. So, if 
you have experience with layout or paste-up 
we are looking for you for a job next fall. Job 
involves all aspects of production, including 
layout, paste-up and straightening. 
// you are interested, call Diane Benevides at 







Special Student Rates 
-FIRE RATED BUILDING 
-SECURITY PATROLS 
-OFFICE & RESIDENT 
MANAGER 
-COMPLETELY FENCED & 
WELL-LIGHTED 
-MANY SIZES TO SELECT FROM 
Insurance Coverage Available 
433-1234 
Call Now for Reservations 
190 E. Mosby Rd. (Just Off S. Main) Harrisonburg 
(Close to Nichol's) 
The heat is on. 
This summer may be your last chance 
to graduate from college with a degree 
and an officer's commission. Sign up 
for ROTC's six-week Basic Camp 
now. See your Professor of Military 
Science .for details. But Hurry. The" 
tirfie is short. The Space is limited. The 
heat is on. 
BEALLYOUCANBE. 
THE JMU ROTC DEPARTMENT CHALLENGES 
ALL FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES, CLUBS, 
ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVUALS ON CAMPUS!!! 
COME TRY OUR SUMMER BASIC CAMP-NO 
OBLIGATION!! YOUR EXPERIENCE WILL BE 
REWARDING AND YOU MAY WANT TO ACCEPT 
1= o^LLENGE' EXCITEMENT AND BENEFITS 
DNDCUC JNoiNG IN THE R0TC PROGRAM AND 
S,TuCr°MMISSI0N AS A SECOND LIEUTE- 
ARMI M A™ ACTIVE ARMY- ARMY RESERVE OR 
nnoo ^'GNAL GUARD- D0 NOT CLOSE THE 
w?Twn.S-e JrH,S 0UTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY 
^T THE J,?»!i.NG WHAT ,T IS LIKE <FIRST HAND) 
TLP rr£WEEK ARMY R0TC BASIC CAMP. 
CAMP  Sou A,tE AND FEMALE  ^NISHERS AT 
FROM TUC°^M
MU  WILL   RECEIVE   AN   AWARD 
PHMTAOT oU R0TC DEPARTMENT. 
63%M™. (XLCE518 KENTCH AT 568"6264 or 
MORE ABOUTAT
Ru    N:ERESTED IN FINDING OUT 
MORE ABOUT THIS OPPORTUNITY!!! 








go to pot. 
Smoking marijuana is a lot 
more dangerous than you 
think. And a lot less cool. 
Recent studies show that 
pot can do a lot more damage 
to your lungs than anyone 
ever thought. Especially if 
you're young. 
So, if you smoke, or if you're 
thinking about it, think again. 
t AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION The Christmas Seal People* 




The Announcements section 
is run as a free service to 
publicize JMU groups and ac- 
tivites. Announcements, 
however, are run on a space- 
available basis, and are not 
guaranteed to be run in each 
issue. 
General 
Alpha Chi RhO — fraternity offers escort service 
to all women Monday through Thursday for 6-12 pm. 
«5108. 
JMU Video Network — Watch Us Work lor You! 
"JMU Today," followed By "Profiles", airs every 
Wednesday at 2:30 and 8 pm on cable channel 8. 
Watch It! 
University Writing Lab — oilers individualized 
help to students working on papers or reports, study- 
ing for essay exams, writing letters or applications, 
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the GRE, 
LSAT, NTE, or GMAT. For further Information, contact 
Mrs. Hosklns, Boom 233, Carrier Library, 8:30 - 3:30 dal- 
ly. 
Student Advocate Coordinator — Appiica 
lions now available In SGA Office & In G-7 of Ihe WCC. 
Applications are for the May-August & 1966*7 school 
year positions. 
C.A.R.S.—A free ride home Tor students and their*' 
guests who have had too much to drink. Friday and 
Saturday nights from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m.. call 433-CARS. 
Life Science Museum — Hours are Mondays 
from 1-5 pm and Fridays from  11-3. All welcome. 
Located In Burruss, Room 10.   Closed on University 
holidays. 
Events 
Catholic MaSS Schedule — Saturday: 5 pm, 
WCC, Room D Sunday: 11 am & 5 pm, Pnilllps Center 
Ballroom. 
Baccalaureate Service —May 4 at 3 p.m. Open 
to all seniors, their family, and friends. Emmanuel 
Episcopal Church, Main Street and Cantrell Reception 
will follow 
Foreign  Language Department—and tne 
German Club are showing the last of a series of Ger- 
man films, Monday. April 28 at 7 p.m. In Grafton-Stovall 
Theater. 
Speak Out 'M—The Department of Communica- 
tion Arts presents an open mike speak out on the 
hillside next to the union, Wednesday, April 30. Got 
something to say? Speak out I Everyone welcome to 
participate. 
TIM Young Child—the Institute on Education Is 
presenting Dr. Ruth Rohrkemper In a discussion on 
chiid-teecher relationships, Monday. April A at 7 p.m. 
The presentation will take place In the Warren Campus 
Center Ballroom. 
Meetings 
MadlSOn Outing Club —Meets every Wednes 
'.dfly. In,Room A at 6 pm. 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship —meets 
every   Thursday   night   at   7:00   pm..   Moody   Hall, 
Blackwell Auditorium. 
Canterbury Association   —This Episcopal 
group meets every Thursday at 8:00 pm. al Emmanuel 
Episcopal Church; and every Wednesday Irom 
4:30-5:30 pm. for Bible study In Hoffman Hall, Room 
212. All students are welcome. »^, 
r* 
Campus Crusade lor Christ —win meet every 
Wednesday nighl at 7:30 on the Mezzanine in WCC. For 
more infomation. call Melissa or Karen at X5162. 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes —meets 
every Sunday night at 8 pm., Mezzanine, Room D. All 
present and former athletes are welcome! For more In- 
to, drop a line In Campus Mall to: FCA, TO Box L-2. 
Baptist Student Union —meets every Thurs- 
day, 5:30 pm. al Baptist Student Center on corner of 
Main St. and Cantrell Ave. New Psalm Singers meet at 
center every Wednesday. 6 30 pm. Friday night Bible 
Study and Fellowship at 7:30 
Commuter Student Committee -vmeets the 
1 st,3rd, & 5th Monday of each month al 5:30 in Room A. 
WCC. All interested commuters are welcome. 
Grace Campus Ministries —celebration" 
meets every Friday night at 7:30 in Room D WCC Mez- 
zanine. Topic: dating, love, & marriage. All welcome. 
Cave Club —will be meeting in Jackson IB every 
Thursday at 7:30 pm. 
JM 
n 
li fiinlin.»«   MMt 
i 431-Jtll 
Cap Your Commencement With Us 
The big day is almost here-graduation. You 
deserve to feel proud. What better way to celebrate this 
major achievement than with family and friends over a 
fine meal at Heritage Family Restaurant. 
We'll do everything possible to make this special 
time even more memorable with our tempting entrees, 
baked goods made fresh on the premises and your 
favorite hot and cold beverages served by our efficient, 
friendly staff. 
You 've made the grade, so take a flavor break this 
busy weekend at the Heritage. The best course of your 
college career awaits you. 
Breakfast Sew *»)d 6 00 a m to 10:45 em Man-Sat 
Thursday Lunch & Dinner Served 11:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. Mon.-Sat. 
Afl Vou Can Eat Breakfast Bo tier Sat. 7 30 a.m.-10.45 am 
Fri.-Sat Buffet 5-8 pm 
 ■  Closed Sunday 
Here's another first class idea: Hold your family gathering 
or business meeting In our private dining room. Call us to- 
day for details. 
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Madison Gardens 
1335  &   1339  South Main  Street OFFERING the JMU 
student a well- 
located, secure and 
comfortable residence 
with an excellent 
study environment. 
***** 
Croup or Individual 
Leases Available. 
* * * * * 
EACH UNIT has over 1100 sq. ft. of space with 3 bedrooms 
(each with a private deck)—2 full baths — fully equipped 
kitchen — washer and dryer — completely furnished including 
window draperies. 
All brick cons- 
truction with 
attention to energy 
conservation and 
savings. 
Heat pump with 
central air. 
Maximum 5 persons 
DATRLCKI 
1 REAL ESTATE 
«*»       •        1-U,    . 
(703)   433-2559 
HURRY - AVAILABILITIES ARE LIMITED! 
mm vemts 




ANY STUDENT WITH ANY VALID 
COLLEGE I.D. WILL RECEIVE A 10 % 
DISCOUNT ON ANY PURCHASE 
ABOVE $15. PURCHASES MUST BE 
MADE AT THE SERVICE DESK. 
HARRISONBURG HONDA 
Congratulates this year's 
soon to be college graduates 
As you enter the workplace, 
we would like to assist you by making 
the transition as easy as possible. If 
you are considering transportation, 
you may find that without credit 
history, credit experience, and credit 
references it may be difficult to ob- 
tain the car you want. 
We can help with our 
• New College Graduate Plan* 
you can 
1. Establish credit with major banks 
i. Establish credit history and reference 




Stop in for your "How to get a job Guide" 




You Right Honda 
DLR. 4078 
THE FAR SIDE 
■ 
By GARY LARSON BLOOM COUNTY 
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54 S. Main 
55.00 this week only 
(Mon. through Sat.) 
For May Graduates Only 
(With JMU I.D.) 
Call 433-8600 
College Students 
It's Not Too Late 
To Find a 
Summer Job 
Prestigious financial firm experienc- 
ing   rapid  expansion.   Receive  ex- 
cellent training to assist Special Pro- 
jects   Team   involved   In   tracking 
customer   activity,   contacting 
businesses, collecting data for CRT 
entry.  Lots of people activity. Ex- 
cellent salary, full time benefits. Posi- 
tions available  in  Richmond,  Nor- 
thern Virginia, and Hampton Roads. 




APRIL 26 thru MAY 9 
kinko's 
1010 South Main 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
433-9287 
M-Th   r:30«m le midnight 
Fri 7:30am te tpm 
Sat earn to Spm 
INO'S 
LIVERS' 
31 Miller Circle 
Phone: 433-2300 
22 Terri Dr. 
Phone:433-3111 
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00. 
Limited delivery area. 
C '965 DonMl Pin*. Inc 
$|Off!   j $!Off! 
| $1.00 off any size pizza. 
One coupon per pizza. 
Not good with any other 
offer.  Expires 5-10-86. 
| $1.00 off any size pizza. 
One coupon per pizza. 
Not good with any other 
offer. Expires 5-10-86. 
SERVANT 
In concert May 9, 7:30pm 
Tickets $6.00       Wilson Hall JMU 
Group of 10 or more $10.00 
Ticket Outlets- Valley Books. Centerpoint Book 
Store, EMC Bookstore ttfAexM 
For   more   information   call     KS"    at 
(703)433-6532 
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arts & 
Futons 
JMU graduate creates down-to- earth furniture 
By Owen Fariss 
staff writer 
Anyone for a futon? 
You can sleep on one, sit on one, 
even entertain on one. 
A Japanese inspiration, futons are 
convertible mattressses — a bed at 
night, a couch by day. And now they 
are as close as Dayton, Va., less than 
10 miles from campus. 
Thinner than the typical foam 
mattress, futons can be folded into 
instant seating space, then rolled out 
for sleep on the floor. 
Joelle Austin, a 1980 JMU 
graduate, has made futons for the 
last three years — letting customers 
select their own fabrics and patterns 
for a look all their own. 
The 27-year-old bought her first 
futon four years ago and said she 
was so sold on their comfort and ver- 
satility, she decided to make and sell 
futons in the community. 
Since then she has sold about 200 
futons, mostly to customers who 
have heard of them by word of 
mouth. "Many people in Harrison- 
burg are sleeping on these things," 
she said with a grin. 
Austin, who said she can make a 
futon in one day, first sews the out-' 
side case, then stuffs it with layers of 
100 percent cotton and wool. She 
then closes the mattress by handstit- 
ching a seam down the middle of the 
case. 
Having poked her hand twice with 
a needle, "two times too many," she 
now wears a bicycle glove with three 
leather pads whenever she thrusts the 
eight-inch needle through almost a 
foot of cotton and wool. 
When completed, the futon is 
about six inches thick and ready for 
wear. 
Austin isn't through, though, un- 
til she leaves her mark — her painted 
signature — somewhere on the case. 
Although Austin exhibits a sense 
of satisfaction and pride in her 
work, it was a career she didn't ex- 
actly plan. 
Trained to be a speech therapist, 
she worked at Shenandoah Elemen- 
tary and Grove Hill Elementary 
schools, where she discovered her in- 
terest in art. 
While other teachers were going to 
card shops to buy pre-made teaching 
aids, Austin was making her own 
and found herself enjoying it more 
and more. 
"I came along and started making 
things and finding how fun it was to 
put bits and pieces together," she 
said. "That was the first time I 
realized I worked things out creative- 
ly." 
Joelle Austin finishes each of her futons by painting her signsture on the csse. 
Staff photo by Staira Eaton 
She took a particular interest to 
sewing, and began marketing her 
skills. "I began in a small apartment 
in Harrisonburg, shortening jeans — 
anything to do needle and thread 
things." 
Then she started making com- 
forters, pillows, drawstring pants — 
and futons. "It slowly but surely 
evolved into a full-time operation." 
Though still interested in making a 
variety of items, Austin devotes 
more and more time to making mat- 
tresses. A new addition, the baby 
futon, features a cover with carrying 
handles. 
Besides the ease of moving futons 
and their various arrangment op- 
tions, buyers also get health benefits, 
she said. 
Made with cotton and wool rather 
than synthetic materials, futons hold 
body heat and encourage natural 
body breathing. Cotton and wool 
absorb body moisture given off dur- 
ing the night, taking it away from 
the body. Synthetic materials do not, 
she said. "The more natural the cir- 
culation, the deeper sleep you can 
have." 
Austin's own home is furnished 
with several futons. In her room is 
the one she bought four years ago. 
"There's 
something nice 
and relaxing . 
about being close 
to the ground, 
especially after a 
long day." 
— Joelle Austin 
Her housemate sleeps on a futon 
Austin made. Downstairs, one futon 
makes a spacious window seat, and 
another makes a chair. 
In the living room, a table top 
rests a foot above the floor. Hand- 
made cushions make seating pads, 
and oriental art hangs on the wall. 
Born in Japan, Austin said she has 
always liked such furniture. 
"There's something nice and relax- 
ing about being low to the ground, 
especially after a long day," she 
said. "It's more relaxing than when 
you're sitting up and crossing your 
legs." 
Although homey, her house also 
has the atmosphere of a workplace. 
Rolls of fabric line the room, sample 
swatches hang from the wall and 
spools of thread color the shelves. 
Four sewing machines, one com- 
puterized, are perched on table tops. 
In every nook and cranny is 
evidence of her business. "I end up 
saving everything," Austin said. 
As the demand for futons in- 
creases, Austin has started looking 
for shops where she can sell in 
greater quantity, and she plans to 
name   her   business,   quite   ap- 
See FUTON   page 15 *• 
Futon 
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propriatcly, Home Works. 
Her business brochure states "I 
have come to know that a futon is 
beyond a thing. It is a place where 
you find rest, befriend a book, con- 
template impor uit decisions, collect 
peaceful thoughts, receive and give 
tender touch and share intimacies 
with loved ones." 
Austin's futons sell for $105 to 
$243, depending on size and type of 
filling. A single-sized futon filled 
with eight layers of cotton and two 
layers of wool sells for $135. One 
with eight layers of cotton sells for 
$120. 
A thinnei version with five layers 
of cotton and two layers of wool 
costs $120, and one made with five 
layers of cotton costs $105. 
Caring for a futon is easy, Austin 
said. -   
Occasionally, owners should flop 
the mattress on the floor or roll it up 
for a day to fluff it up. Twice a year, 
it should be taken outside to air. 
'Mt will last forever unless so- 
meone completely trashes it." Austin has made and sold about 200 futons in the area. 




"Crossroads" is interesting alter- 
native Mississippi swamp country 
music for the curious. It probably 
compliments the movie very well, 
but it is not music to be played over 
and over again. 
Produced and performed by 
guitarist Ry Cooder, who made his 
name by resurrecting older and more 
traditional music in the rock era, 
"Crossroads" is dominated by 
twanging guitars and blues vocals. 
The production is kept simple to 
preserve an authentic down-home 
sound. The dominant slide guitars 
make the music sound like it's con- 
stantly changing speed. Although an 
interesting effect, this makes for 
tedious listening. 
"Crossroads" will broaden your 




Replacing the obnoxious David 
Lee Roth with the more refined Sam- 
my Hagar on lead vocals is the best 
thing ever to happen to this band, 
but "5140" is, unfortunately, 
typical Van Halen. When the band 
does not try to impress everyone 
with a hard-rock, bad-boy image, it 
performs   cardboard   syntho-pop. 
"5140" thus has a two way appeal: 
Top-40 enthusiasts and high school 
students. 
. Van Halen's forte is Eddie Van 
Halen's experimentation with elec- 
tric guitar, of which there is plenty 
on "5140." But otherwise, hard- 
pounding, tough-guy songs like 
"Get Up" and "Inside" are ap- 
propriate if you feel like hitting 
somebody. "Dreams" and "Love 
Walks In" rely on emotionless lyrics 
and unimpressive synthesizers in- 
stead of imaginination; they should 
do quite well in the Top 40. 
"Good Enough" illustrates the 
peak of the album's cleverness by 
disguising lyrics about rape and lust 
as a description of an oyster dinner. 
The hit single "Why Can't This Be 
Love" is about the best "5140" has 
to offer. 





College album of the year? 
Husker Du, a three-man band from 
Minnesota, could have appeared on 
the "JMU Rocks" tape and fit right 
in. "Candy Apple Grey," the band's 
first national release, is the epitome 
of outstanding college-oriented 
music that G93 will never play. 
Variety is constant on  "Candy 
is fronted Apple Grey." The band 
by two gifted songwriters, guitarist 
Bob Mould and bassist Grant Hart, 
who provide cohesive heavy metal 
with the songs "Don't Want to 
Know If You Are Lonely" and "I 
Don't Know For Sure." "Too Far 
Down" is as truly morbid as an 
acoustic ballad can be. "Crystal" is 
pure pissed-off punk and "No Pro- 
mises Have I Made" is an excellent 
dreamy hypnotic song relying on 
piano and vocals instead of syn- 
thesizers to create its effect. 
"Candy Apple Grey" has a lot of 




The Big Prize 
Honeymoon Suite is a five-man 
Canadian band that, like Loverboy, 
is gaining an American following. 
The band members probably grew 
up on Led Zeppelin and Deep Purple 
because "The Big Prize" is 
seventies-style heavy metal produced 
with 1980s high-tech equipment. The 
result is quite boring. 
All the songs are totally 
forgetable. Their generic lyrics and 
meandering rhythms are inter- 
changable and don't make any im- 
pression on the listener. The guitar- 
dominated hard rock sound is sup- 
 Charles Lundy 
plemented by keyboards and elec- 
tronic percussion; none of it makes 
any memorable contribution. 
"The Big Prize" like sounds a 
band that has found a good pro- 
ducer but has burned out all the 
creativity of its earlier days. Honey- 
moon Suite is probably headed for 
obscurity as a Canadian has-been. 
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SQUIRE HILL 
Located oil Port Road, east of 1-81, 
right on Devon Lane at top ol hill. 





Fully Equipped Kitchen 
1,2,8,3 Bedroom 
Townhouses 





6, 9, & 12 month 
leases available 
ATTENTION! 
AERho/Communication Arts Banquet 
WHEN: Saturday, May 3, 1986 
WHERE: Chandler Hall 
TIME: 6 p.m. 
COST: $4 with contract I.D. 
$8 without contract 
$8 with Food from Home 
All communication arts majors and guest invited to attend. 
Tickets may be purchased from WMRA-FM, Television Produc- 
tion Center, and Anthony-Seeger. 
sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Rho, the National Broadcasting 
Society 
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Don't Wait to Spend More. 
Save Now! 
patagonia 
25% OFF all Patagonia, 
North Face, & Royal Bobbins Shorts 
Royal Bobbins 
Rugby Shorts $9.95 
ft 
10% OFF our Already low price 
on Vuarnet Sunglasses 
Conversion Luggage 
Suitcase to Backpack 
Great for all kinds of travelling 
Was $95.50, NOW $75.50 
All backpacks, Sleeping bags & tents 
10% OFF Y 
Offer: Only with this coupon 
Expires May 15th 
188 S. Mason St. 
Corner of E. Bruce & S. Mason, Downtown Harrisonburg 
cI^ngscDominion 
Wukwlwi Stuiwm 9oi Offfytiuniiia 
Positions also available lor weekends only (Saturday 
and Sunday) and Saturdays only throughout the 
season. 
BENEFITS 
Above average compensation. 
Entry level positions begin at $3.60 
per hour. Returning employees 
from 1985 earn $3.70 per hour. 
Food Service employees earn an 
additional 25* per hour end of 
season bonus. Many positions pay 
more (see below). 
A schedule of 35-45 hours per 
week In the summer. 
1 Time off for vacations. 
1 An opportunity to gain valuable 
job experience. 
> Opportunities for advancement and 
promotion to supervisory positions. 
• Internships available. 
ADDITIONAL PAY INFORMATION 
PAY RATE 
POSITION KR HR. 
Supervisor «4.25-»5.50 
Cash Control M.50-M.85 




POSITION PER MR. 
Night Cleanup '4 50-«4 65 
Vtarehouse '4 50-M.60 
Manager Trainee »4.25-«4.40 
Security "4.25 
Marketing »3.75-«4.40 
"W «ATt» tUMCT TO CMANOf 
Interviews are held at the Kings Dominion Personnel Office 
Monday through Friday. 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.. Saturdays, M0 am. -12:00 Noon 
For a brochure on employment and pay Information, can (604) 87M373 
or write to: 
Kings Dominion, Personnel Department 
Box 166. Doswell. VA 23047 
tot 
—-f" 
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Poor structure makes knee vulnerable 
By Ken Malczak 
staff writer 
Snap, crackle, pop! 
No that's not your favorite 
breakfast cereal talking. It's the 
sound made by the largest and most 
commonly injured joint in the 
human body, the knee. 
Everybody's knees crack and pop 
once in awhile. But for anyone 
who's ever had a serious knee injury, 
those words have a special meaning. 
Unlike the other major joints in 
the body, the knee is not constructed 
well. The shoulder and hip are ball- 
and-socket joints, and the ankle and 
other joints have bones that mesh 
together tightly. 
The knee, however, is a hinge 
joint connecting the femur (thigh 
bone) to the tibia (shin bone). These 
two bones rest precariously upon 
each other with a thin cushion — a 
crescent-shaped, rubbery substance 
called cartilage — protecting the 
ends from wear and tear. Four 
fibrous cords, ligaments, stretch 
around the knee to help hold the 
bones together. Two main 
ligaments, the anterior and posterior 
cruciates, run through the middle of 
the knee to keep it from moving too 
far forward or backward. 
On the sides, the medial (inside) 
collateral and lateral (outside) 
ligaments keep the knee from buckl- 
ing inward or outward. These 
ligaments, along with the leg muscles 
and tendons, are what hold your 
knee together. 
When you consider the wide range 
of motion the knee has — it can 
pivot, twist, turn, bend and roll into 
nearly any direction — and the 
amount of pounding force it takes 
just  during  routine activities,  it's 
easy to see how it could be injured. 
According to Ron Stefancin, the 
head trainer at JMU, knee injuries 
can range from the least severe — a 
tear in the cartilage that could hap- 
pen "to anybody just walking" — to 
the worst kind — one requiring total 
knee reconstruction — when some or 
all the ligaments have been severed 
leaving the knee unstable. 
Many people think knee injuries 
occur in contact, physical sports 
such as football or hockey, and they 
do. But they also can, and do, occur 
frequently in such activities as swim- 
ming,   gymnastics,   volleyball, 
basketball and skiing. 
A study conducted on injuries to 
women in intercollegiate competi- 
tion in Virginia during the 1974-75 
school year found 25 percent of all 
injuries in swimming and volleyball 
were to the knee. In basketball the 
knee was second only to the ankle, 
with 13.9 percent of the total in- 
juries. 
Skiing is particularly rough on 
knees; one fall on an icy patch can 
twist a knee into unsightly positions. 
Staff graphic by Chris Sprouse 
According to the 1985 Yearbook of 
Sports Medicine, in a study of 100 
people with known anterior cruciate 
tears, one-third of the injuries oc- 
cured during skiing. Recently, Sport 
reported big skiing centers like 
Aspen see about six anterior cruciate 
tears per day. 
In any case, a knee injury is a knee 
injury, and that means pain. Nerve 
fibers run throughout the knee, sens- 
ing force on the joint and calling 
upon the leg muscles when necessary 
to help support it. These same nerves 
also sense pain when something goes 
wrong. "A blown-out knee is among 
the most painful injuries 
sufferable," suggests Sport. 
In November 1984, Kellen 
Winslow of the San Diego Chargers 
went down with a severe knee injury. 
He had planted his right foot and 
was hit by a defender, blowing out 
the posterior cruciate ligament. He 
then twisted the leg and severed the 
medial collateral ligament as well. 
Dr. Gary Losse, Winslow's physi- 
cian, described the injury, which re- 
quired two-and-a-half hours of 
surgery, in Sports Illustrated. 
"The ligaments had almost an 
explosion-like appearance . . . like 
spaghetti . . . mopends," he said. 
Winslow reportedly told former 
teammate John Jefferson following 
the injury, "I've never known this 
much pain . . . I'm not going to 
know for a year whether I'll ever 
play again." Remarkably, Winslow 
since has returned to playing pro 
football. 
When a knee is torn up, destroyed 
or totaled, a combination of things 
usually happens: some of the 
meniscus cartilage tears, as does one 
or two of the ligaments depending 
how the injury occurs. If a football 
player' is blocked from the outside at 
the knee, for example, his knee 
might buckle inward, tearing the in- 
side cartilage, the medial collateral 
ligament, and/or the anterior 
cruciate. 
The sports medicine yearbook also 
found baseball players frequently 
tear cartilage, possibly because of 
the squatting position of the catcher. 
Similarly, a basketball player is more 
likely to tear cartilage in the right leg 
because it is used more to jump than 
the left. 
Upon injuring a knee, a person 
feels excruciating pain as the nerve 
fibers in the joint react to the tear. 
Anyone who's ever watched football 
or basketball probably can 
remember a scene where a player 
goes down clutching a knee and 
writhing on the ground for minutes. 
Almost assuredly, the knee will 
begin to swell shortly after the in- 
. See KNEE page 23 *• 
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Home runs help Dukes split 
By Greg McCormick 
staff writer 
The long ball proved very produc- 
tive for JMU's baseball team Sun- 
day. 
In a Colonial Athletic Association 
doubleheader against American 
University, home runs provided 
eight of the Dukes' 13 runs. 
But the Dukes could manage only 
a split against the Eagles, putting a 
damper on JMU's hopes to catch 
first-place East Carolina. 
In the first game, Mike Mathews' 
grand slam home run put the 
finishing touches on a 9-4 JMU vic- 
tory. In the second game, two home 
runs by Glen Deren gave the Dukes 
their only runs in a 6-4 loss. 
The win leaves JMU at 31-11, 11-5 
in the CAA. 
The day began well for the Dukes. 
Pitcher Kevin White threw five 
shutout innings to move his record 
to 7-0. While White held the Eagles 
in check, the JMU offense took ad- 
vantage of some American pitching 
mistakes to take an insurmountable 
lead. 
In the second inning, third 
baseman Mark Brockell walked, one 
of 11 base on balls issued by 
American hurlers in the opener. 
After two consecutive JMU 
strikeouts, he moved to second on a 
wild pitch. Robert Trumbo then 
walked and the pair moved to second 
and third on another wild pitch. 
Shortstop Jeff Garber brought the 
runners home with a single to give 
the Dukes an early 2-0 advantage. 
Rod Boddie walked to open the 
third inning and a wild pickoff 
throw moved him to second. Deren 
singled Boddie to third and then 
stole second. Steve Schwartz's single 
scored Boddie and Rich Bralley's 
fielder's choice plated Deren. The 
Dukes led 4-0. 
A Mike Mathews double, an 
American error and Deren's single 
gave the Dukes a 5-0 lead in the 
fourth inning. 
JMU put away the Eagles in the 
fifth with a two-out rally. Brockell 
walked, Trumbo singled and Garber 
walked to load the bases. Mathews, 
who went three for five with four 
RBI's in the first game, cleared them 
with a grand slam and JMU held a 
9-0 bulge. 
"I was just trying to hit the ball 
hard," Mathews said. "I've been 
taking extra practice on inside pit- 
ches." 
White ran into difficulty in the 
bottom of the sixth as AU scored 
four times. Chris Garber and Joe 
Macavage finished tfte win over the 
last two innings. 
But then hard times fell on JMU 
in the second game, especially for 
Macavage. American sent ten men to 
the plate in the bottom of the first as 
they broke out to an early 4-0 edge. 
Macavage (2-2), lasted only two- 
thirds of an inning when he was fore- 
see SPLIT page 21 »> 
Patience pays off for JMU first baseman 
By Greg McCormick 
staff writer 
In his first collegiate at-bat against West 
Virginia University, Steve Schwartz ripped a dou- 
ble. For Schwartz, that hit did much more than 
just help his average. 
It capped a year-long road that saw Schwartz 
move from a player without a position to JMU's 
starting first baseman. 
"I was so psyched that I was playing, that emo- 
tion and adrenalin just carried me through the 
game," said the 5-foot-10 freshman. 
That Schwartz was even in a JMU uniform 
against the Mountaineers was somewhat of a sur- 
prise, and culminated a two-year process. 
Staff photo by Steve Eaton 
JMU freshman first baseman Steve Schwartz is hitting .306 with 30 runs batted in. 
"I had already been accepted at Delaware," 
Schwartz recalled. "I was going to play football 
and baseball." 
Then, two weeks before his high school gradua- 
tion, his phone rang, changing his plans. 
On the phone was JMU head coach Brad Bab- 
cock, who offered Schwartz the opportunity to try 
out for his squad. Babcock had heard of Schwartz 
through a Pennsylvania high school coach who 
played against Schwartz's team. 
"He (Babcock) couldn't guarantee me a spot on 
the roster," Schwartz said. "But he said they 
wouldn't cut me right away." 
Schwartz jumped at the chance to attend JMU, a 
school whose baseball team he first heard of in 
1983 when it qualified for the College World 
Series. 
"I heard about them in the CWS," said 
Schwartz. "They weren't a real big school. Among 
all the Miamis and Florida States, there was James 
Madison. They were a little school and their pro- 
gram was on the upswing." 
After first checking into the "school's academic 
reputation, Schwartz packed his bags and headed 
south. 
During that first fall season, Schwartz saw some 
playing time at third base, but with starter Carey 
Nemeth returning, prospects for any significant 
playing time were dim. 
So, to protect a year of eligibility, Babcock 
recommended that Schwartz be redshirted. Red- 
shirting allows an athlete to extend his four years 
of collegiate eligibility over a five-year period. 
While Schwartz did not work out with the team 
directly during that first year, one-on-one sessions 
with assistant coach Tom Sheridan kept him in the 
swing of things. 
"I have to credit a lot of things to Tom," 
Schwartz said. "He took me outside two or three 
days a week and we just worked on little things 
here and there. He made me feel like a part of 
things." 
Schwartz's hard work paid off this fall and he 
got another chance at a spot on the team. To get 
that chance, Schwartz did almost anything to pro- 
ve he wanted to play. 
"I made it so he (Babcock) couldn't cut me," 
Schwartz said. "I showed him that I wanted to 
make it. I had to prove myself." 
Schwartz did anything he was asked in an effort 
to make the team, including catching, a position he 
See SCHWARTZ page 19 *• 
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Speed, defense lead Purple over Gold 
By Rob Washburn 
sports editor 
With temperatures rising into the 80's last Satur- 
day afternoon, it was "Miller time" at the annual 
JMU spring football game. 
But for JMU head football coach Joe Purzycki, 
the refreshment didn't come in bottles or cans, but 
from a pair of speedsters that could add excitement 
to the Dukes' offense this fall. 
Fullback Rick Miller and split end'Tony Miller 
each scored a pair of touchdowns to lead the Pur- 
ple team over the Gold 34-7. 
Rick Miller, a red-shirt freshman, scored on an 
80-yard touchdown pass from Greg Lancaster on 
the Purple's first play from scrimmage, and later 
added a 72-yard scoring run. He finished the day 
with 95 yards on just seven carries. 
"If there is a silver lining to (Warren) Marshall's 
not playing, it's been the development of Miller 
and (Craig) Blandford," Purzycki said. "Rick 
Miller has great speed at 220 pounds. . . he ran 
away from our fastest player on the touchdown 
run." 
Junior Tony Miller caught touchdown passes of 
91 and 50 yards to highlight his big day. He finish- 
ed the game with four catches-for 159 yards, 
despite dropping a couple ofpasses. 
"The thing that impressed me the most was the 
play of Tony Miller," Purzycki said. Purzycki ad- 
ded that "we may have to live with the drops" 
because of the speed and big-play potential that 
Miller provides. 
It was also a big day for Lancaster. The 
freshman, who started at quarterback in the 
Dukes' final four games last season, entered the 
spring in a battle with Eric Green for the starting 
spot, and had apparently lost it. 
But Saturday Lancaster completed 10 of 15 
passes for 261 yards and three touchdowns, while 
Green connected on just eight of 17 throws for 74 
yards. 
"I was very pleased with Lancaster," Purzycki 
said. "He thrives on game situations. He really en- 
joys playing football." 
Purzycki, however, defended his decision to 
make Green the starter. 
"Up until Saturday, Eric had been the top 
passer in spring drills," Purzycki said. "The pro- 
blem was that he wasn't getting the opportunity to 
throw. The first-team offense was going against 
the number 10 defense in the country." 
Defense is the area where the Dukes again expect 
to be strongest. JMU returns 10 of 11 starters on 
defense, and the hole left by the graduation of All- 
American Charles Haley seems to have been filled. 
"In springs past, my very best football teams 
came when we had a dominant defense in the spr- 
ing," Purzycki said. "Good defense will keep you 
Staff photo by Stave Eaton 
Tailback Tony Graddy (right) of the Purple team is pulled down by Pat Gilbert during 
Saturday's spring football game. The Purple team defeated the Gold team 34-7. 
in every game. They don't seem to have suffered 
from the loss of Charles Haley." 
The final area which showed great improvement 
over a year ago was the kicking game. Brad Brown 
and Tim Garritty were perfect on all of their extra 
point and field goal attempts. 
"The kickers did a fine job," Purzycki said. 
"We have improved our specialty game." 
Brown connected on field goals of 33 and 38 
yards, longer than any a JMU kicker hit last 
season, along with four extra points. 
Purzycki was happy with the way the spring 
game went. 
"We have a pretty good feel for the system," he 
said. "We wanted to take a look at some people in 
a game situation with the coaches off the field." 
Schwartz  
•* (Continued from page 18) 
once told friends he would never play. 
After serving as a catcher for most of the fall 
schedule, Schwartz's efforts were finally rewarded. 
When Erie Metzger was cut and Jeff Urban 
graduated, the door was left open for Schwartz to 
come in as a first baseman. 
He met with Babcock earlier this year, and the 
JMU coach told Schwartz that first base was his 
for the taking. He has held the position ever since. 
In 36 games thus far, Schwartz is hitting .306 
with 30 RBIs. More importantly, he has committed 
only five errors, fewest among regular infielders. 
Schwartz again credits hard work for his steady 
per fromance. 
"As a player, I just bust my a- from the first in- 
ning to the end," he said. "If I make an error, I 
just forget about it. I can't let that bother me." 
The work ethic is also successful for Schwartz 
when it comes to academics. He maintains a 3.2 
average as a biology major. 
"I came here to get an education," Schwartz 
said. "I consider baseball and education equal. 
Baseball's more important right now. . . I've 
worked so hard it's gotta be important." 
After graduating from JMU, Schwartz would 
like to apply his degree to a research-oriented 
career, hopefully something that would allow him 
to work outdoors. 
That is, unless something else comes up, namely 
a shot at professional baseball. 
That isn't even on Schwartz's mind right now, 
though, because he is perfectly content with his 
role as JMU's starting fir^&itnan. 
"I know where I have to improve," he said. 
"But look at the improvement I made from last 
year to this year." 
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$3-00 
presents 
Special College Night 
featuring JMU's own 
dnuck   \Jauloi  &  the  <^rf-LL±taxi 
Back by Popular Demand 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1986 
Special Guest 
The one and only Beer Wolf will be  on hand 
to help us celebrate the beginning of Spring 
Doors open 8:30 p.m. Music begins 9:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by Alpha Sigma Chi 
Proper I.D. Required 
Phone: 434-0505 
Located across from Jiffy 66 
DUD 
TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
Ciro's Pizza 
SPECIAL 
Buy a 16" pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
coupon only)        ONLY   3>0.9%7 
The Original Italian Pizza 
778 E. Market Street 
434-5375 
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NEED CASH FAST? 
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T E R V WO C R 0 H 
A Circus word Search 
The circus Is coming! The Circus is Coming! 
And it's a real, live genuine bigtop circus too. 
So here's a special tent-alizind/' Circus word 
search just for you. 
Can you find the 20 words below in the jumble 
of letters making up the puzzle? Remember 
that the words may appear forwards or back- 




Center Ring unicvcle 
Bandmaster under the Big Top 
Buffoonery Greatest Show on Earth 
Ringmaster Trapeze 
Bengal Tiger Elephants 
Performance side Show 
Strike up the Band Juggler 
Acrobats down 
ANDERSON BROTHERS 
1820 South Main Street 
Find the hidden words and win a FREE CIRCUS 
TICKET (for the first 20 entries). 
Bring completed puzzle to The Breeze by 5 p.m 
April 28th. 
SHOW TIMES 
Thursday, May 1 4:30 & 8:30 
Rockingham County Fairgrounds 
JMU ID discount tickets 
"Available at UPB office $4.00 
Don't let 
your lungs 
go to pot. 
Split 
The Breeze, Monday, April 28, 1986, page 21 
Smoking marijuana is a lot m*re danger 
ous than you think And a lot less cool 
Recent studies show that pot can do a 
lot more damage to your lungs than anyone 
ever thought. Especially H you're young. 
So, if you smoke, or if you're thinking 




The Christmas Seal People® t 
Space contnbirtm) by the puMahaf as * pubhc sarvics 
•*■ (continued from page 18) 
ed to start the second game. 
"I felt good at the end of the first 
game," he said. "But after that rest 
(15 minutes in between games) I 
didn't have anything.'* 
Reliever Mike Stout also was 
unable to stop the Eagles, allowing 
two runs in 11/3 innings to give 
American a 6-1 lead. Bobby 
Ivanicki, however, was able to shut 
out the Eagles in their final four inn- 
ings. 
Deren's first homer had sliced the 
deficit to 4-1 in the top of the se- 
cond. He added another round- 
tripper in  the third  to  bring the 
Dukes within 6-4, bringing Mathews 
and Boddie home. 
But those runs were all JMU could 
muster against Eagle starter Vinnie 
Liberti, and the Dukes were sent 
back west with a split. 
"The guy (Liberti) did a pretty 
good job against us," JMU head 
coach Brad Babcock said. 
"We didn't get the leadoff man on 
much in the second game. If it 
weren't for Glen Deren's two home 
runs, we probably wouldn't have 
scored any runs." 
The Dukes will face Maryland at 
Long Field Tuesday for a 3 p.m. 
contest. 
Remember Your Mother 
,on Mother's Day 





set top marks 
The JMU men's track team set 
four new school records last 
weekend at the Penn Relays in 
Philadelphia. 
The 400-meter relay team of Mike 
Rose, Earl Walker, Lenny Russell 
and Darryl Harris finished fourth 
with a time of 40.08 seconds to set a 
new school mark. 
That same team broke the school 
record in the 800-meter relay twice, 
qualifying for the finals with a time 
of 1:24.00 and finishing fifth in the 
event in 1:22.51. 
The 1600-meter relay team of 
Rose, Harris, Russell and Chris 
Miller set a school record with a time 
of 3:10.09. 
D.D. Manns set a meet record to 
win the collegiate section of the long 
jump with an effort of 25 feet, 3 1/4 
inches. 
Women's Lacrosse 
JMU lost to ninth-ranked Nor- 
thwestern 14-9 at College Park, Md. 
Saturday. Jamie Little led the Dukes 
with three goals, while Chris Luke 
scored two. 
The Wildcats led 12-4 after the 
first half and cruised to the victory. 
JMU is now 7-5 heading into their 
final regular season game Wednes- 
day at second-ranked Virginia. 
Archery 
JMU finished second in the men's, 
women's and mixed team divisions 
to top-ranked Arizona State in the 
Atlantic Classic in Atlantic City, 
N.J. 
Doug Fague led the Dukes with a 
1084 score and a fifth-place finish in 
the men's individual standings. Tom 
Hoffman placed ninth with a 1034 
score. 
In women's individual competi- 
tion, Suzi Miller finished fifth with a 
995 total and Libby McConnell came 
in ninth with a 985. 
Clubs 
The JMU men's lacrosse club 
defeated George Mason 10-1 at 
home Sunday to end its season at 
5-4. The club closed the year with a 
four-game winning streak. 
Eight different players scored for 
JMU as the club avenged a 6-5 over- 
time loss to GMU in Fairfax earlier 
this season. JMU held George 
Mason to just seven shots on goal 
for the game. 
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MODELS ARE NOW 
OPEN! 
Come by between 1 - 5 p.m. 7 days a week! 
We have owners looking for renters immediately! 
For more information about University Place 
call toll free in Virginia 
1-800-262-2200, ext 435 
or out of Virginia 
1-800-882-4433, ext 435. 
Come by our model 1-5 p.m. 






IT COULD BE 
THE TEST 
OF YOUR LIFE. 
Knee 
The Breeze, Monday, April 28, 1986, page 23 
► (Continued from page 17) 
jury. Depending on the extent of the 
tear, the amount of fluid on the knee 
varies. If only the lubricating sacs 
(bursas) or cartilage tear, the fluid 
will be minimal. A lot of swelling, 
however, usually indicates serious 
injury. In such a case, the ligaments 
and tissue of the knee tear, breaking 
capi'iaries and allowing blood to 
se«n into the joint. 
. atment of knee injuries is as 
different as the injuries themselves. 
The latest innovation, gaining 
popularity since the early 1970s, is 
the arthroscope: a fiber optic device 
that allows a surgeon to inset a thin 
tube into the knee and view the in- 
side of the joint on a video screen. 
By making a few quarter-inch inci- 
sions in the knee, the doctor can 
view the whole knee; previously, the 
knee would have to be cut open to 
get the same view. 
With the arthroscope, recupera- 
tion time from surgery is reduced 
considerably. A patient can go into 
the hospital early in the morning, 
have arthroscopic surgery, and walk 
out of the hospital the same day with 
little or no pain. Knee surgery used 
to mean at least three to four days in 
the hospital, infection risks and 
severe pain. And you could forget 
about walking for a while. 
More recently the arthroscope has 
been used to repair, as well as 
diagnose. With the scope and other 
surgical attachments, doctors can 
remove parts of a torn cartilage 
without taking out the whole piece.' 
Because cartilage is important for 
distributing weight and pressure on 
the knee, it is to the patient's advan- 
tage to avoid removing the cartilage 
completely. 
For ligament repair, the story is 
not as good — yet. Eventually the 
arthroscope will be used to make 
nearly all knee repairs, but for now, 
most ligaments require open knee 
surgery. 
Because of the seriousness and 
complications of open knee surgery, 
doctors generally try to avoid repair- 
ing ligaments unless it's necessary. 
"Operation is reserved for patients 
with functional disability who are 
unwilling to alter their athletic 
lifestyle, and for those who have 
symptoms during routine daily ac- 
tivities," states the yearbook. 
Instead doctors prescribe leg- 
strengthening exercises, and knee 
braces such as the Lenox Hill brace 
designed for Joe Namath. 
important anytime a person suffers a 
knee injury, according to Stefancin, 
because the leg muscles begin to 
atrophy, or shrink, within 24 hours 
of the injury. After the injury has 
healed, training is a must to help 
build the leg muscles up to normal. 
Even with training though, 
Stefancin says "the knee will never 
be the same knee." 
Neither will the person be the 
same person. The psychological 
scars sometimes can be greater than 
the physical ones. Stefancin says 
people who return to an activity tend 
"The knee will never be the same 
knee ... You'll always know." 
— Ron Stefancin 
A study of 12 men and four 
women with old cruciate tears prov- 
ed the value of leg exercise. During a 
three-month period the patients did 
strength and endurance exercises for 
hamstrings and quadriceps (thigh 
muscles), increasing the weight lifted 
gradually as their legs got stronger. 
The results found less instability 
and pain were present after training, 
and only two had a poor status com- 
pared with nine before. It also found 
muscle training led to improvement 
in knee function although most did 
not regain a fully operational knee. 
Although training improves the 
condition, it doesn't cure it. Without 
ligament reconstruction, the risk for 
reinjury increases if the person 
doesn't limit activity in jumping, 
turning and twisting sports. If a knee 
is reinjured two to three times a year 
over several years, more serious in- 
juries can develop. 
Strength training, nonetheless, is 
to be "a little gun-shy for awhile . . . 
You'll always know." 
With all of the problems knees 
cause, what can you do to prevent an 
injury? While nothing is 100 percent 
guaranteed, the chance for injury, 
especially severe injury, can be 
reduced greatly with conditioning 
and strengthening exercises because 
stronger muscles will support the 
joint better. Stefancin says football 
players now wear knee braces to cut 
down the severity of injuries as well. 
Otherwise not much can be done 
to prevent knee injuries. The joint 
simply wasn't designed to cut on 
plastic grass trying to avoid 
300-pound "Refrigerators," or to 
speed down an icy slope on popsicle 
sticks. 
But of course, knee injuries do 
have one bright side. They make 
good excuses, and even better con- 
versation — just think of all the "old 
knee injury" stories you've heard. 
Junior recounts pain of knee injury 
By Ken Malczak 
staff writer 
"I felt something pop - The next thing I 
remember is being curled up under the basket. 
That's how junior Darrin Woody described in- 
juring his right knee during an intramural 
basketball game this past season. He was driving 
down the lane for a layup when someone knock- 
ed him off balance. He landed crookedly on his 
leg, buckling his knee. 
A knee injury is considered among the most 
painful injuries, and Woody"s was no exception. 
"The pain was to the point that everything was 
black," he said quietly. "I couldn't see 
anything." 
When he hit the floor, the tall, solidly built 
Woody curled helplessly into a ball, clutching nis 
knee — the characteristic position of anyone 
who's torn up a knee. After the initial pain sub- 
sided, his teammates helped him to the bencn. 
He could walk on the knee but it was sore. 
It wasn't until the next morning that the curly- 
haifed Woody realized the extent of the injury. 
Although he had put ice on the knee that night, 
he woke up at 5 a.m. in pain with a "real 
swollen" knee. 
He went to the Health Center where the doctor 
suggested he had torn cartilage, and recommend- 
ed arthroscopic surgery to ascertain the extent of 
the injury. The arthroscope is a Tiber optic device 
that allows a doctor to examine the inside of a 
knee by inserting a probe into quarter-inch inci- 
sions in the knee. The knee then can be viewed on 
a video screen during the operation. 
A full leg brace immobilized Woody's knee for 
three weeks until he went to National Orthopedic 
Hospital in Arlington for the surgery. The whole 
procedure took only a day. He went in early in 
the morning, entered surgery at 2:30 p.m., and 
"started coming to" around 6:30 p.m. He walk- 
ed out of the hospital that evening. 
The arthroscopy found a partially torn inside 
caritlage which was removed by one of the 
surgical tools attached to the scope, and a torn 
anterior cruciate ligament. Because the ligament 
wasn't completely severed, no further 
reconstructive surgery was necessary. 
Although the injury was painful and more 
than just a sprain, it could have been worse had 
the ligament torn altogether. It was a case of the 
typical sports knee injury where the cartilage was 
torn and a ligament was injured but not totaled. 
Since then, Woody has been on a strength- 
training program for his leg. He rides an exercise 
bike and does knee extension and flexion exer- 
cises to strengthen his quadriceps and hamstr- 
ings; he has returned to limited physical activity 
such as an easy game of tennis. Small, dark 
scars still stand out on his knee, and Woody ad- 
mits he "can still tell there's fluid in there." He 
said there's some "pressure pain" on the knee 
when he bends it too far, but it's gradually get- 
ting better. 
Despite his experience, Woody doesn't worry 
about returning to the court. "I'd be timid — 
maybe pass it off this time instead of driving," 
he said, "but I'll still play." 
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viewpoint 
SGA: Spring 1986 J.R. Rose: 
The SGA was riot as productive this semester as the last, but it still 
made some beneficial accomplishments. 
The most recent and visible action is the replacement of Sovran 
Bank with First American. Student dissatisfaction with Sovran Bank 
was revealed by the SGA's seeking of student feedback and SGA of- 
ficers took a limited role in providing the students with better banking 
facilities. 
The SGA responded to student desire for an on-campus pub by call- 
ing on the administration to establish one! The administration has 
responded favorably and we may have a pub by next year. 
The resolution to support the Nicaraguan contras/freedom fighters 
obviously had no effect on U.S. foreign policy. But it did spark debate 
in The Breeze and increased student awareness on an important inter- 
national issue. 
On the other hand.the timing of Spring Break made for an ineffec- 
tive SGA election. The delay in the campaigning and poor organiza- 
tion, both of which affected last year's elections, should have been 
corrected early this semester. The SGA did make a late, but positive 
step to correct this problem by amending its constitution to guarantee 
three weeks of campaigning for every future election. 
As stated previously, we don't like the senate squabbling that ac- 
companied this year's budget. Changes were made this year, but more 
steps need to be taken to ensure a smoother budgeting process. 
Although the SGA supported a change in the graduation format to a 
combination quad/satellite ceremony, it did little to get students to 
support the change and not enough to get student feedback. Those 
students who did speak up favored keeping the traditional format, 
which will be used this year. But next year's SGA should take the lead 
in convincing students of the wisdom of changing to the satellite for- 
mat that will better accommodate this growing university. 
The SGA should also back up its campaign lip service to WJMR by 
encouraging the student involvement needed to bring us a student- 
oriented radio station. 
Although the SGA overall has done an adequate job this spring, we 
look forward to a more productive semester next fall. 
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Key West: Reality shatters Utopian myth 
Now that everyone is over their longing to be 
back in Ke/ West basking in the tropical sun, I 
think I can safely present this column. 
Key West is glorified as an American 
expatriate's dream haven. Many quit their jobs 
and head south to the farthest of Florida's keys to 
begin a life away from life, not knowing what their 
occupation should be. Thousands of college 
students also migrate there every spring in hopes of 
getting away from their school and into the 
mystical Utopia that is Key West. 
I hate doing so in view of the gracious tan and 
good times the island gave me, but I must disagree 
with these beliefs. While I found Key West to be as 
beautiful and crazy as people say it is, I also found 
it no different than many other resorts. 
I drove the 2400-mile, 24-hour distance to this 
island paradise, blaring music by the immortal Key 
West hero, Jimmy Buffett. Visions of palm trees 
swaying in ocean breezes, gorgeous island blondes, 
endless beaches, and drinks by the pool passed 
through my mind. I even thought about opening a 
bar down there and writing a novel or two. 
Destination reached, I did indeed find palm trees 
swaying in ocean breezes, but they were stuck bet- 
ween the thousands of tiny, identical beach homes 
and tourist shops that pepper the island (I'll die if I 
see another Mr. Shell or Shell World shop). The 
gorgeous blondes were there, but they wore JMU, 
Michigan or even (heaven forbid) UVa T-shirts. 
No offense, girls, but I wanted to meet some true- 
blooded, Florida island beauty. 
The endless beaches, and there were only two or 
three of them, ended at the water 15 feet from 
where they began. The bottoms were covered with 
either seaweed, rocks or coral; not like good old 
soft sand. And they were man-made! 
But the drinks by the pool were nice. 
Guest Spot 
John Trumbo 
Key West is attractive and definitely offers a 
wild time, but it is not the complete Utopian escape 
from society that some people expect it to be. Tom 
Burke's March 1986 Gentlemen's Quarterly article 
"Casablanca South," paints an idealistic and 
escapist picture of Key West. He writes that 
"strangers suppose that this tiny coral island, once 
sacred to pirates and smugglers, offers ease and 
repose, when in fact it demands of them 
courageous self-reassessment, followed by trips 
back north to quit jobs and pack in order to return 
and live forever behind the curious psychic bar- 
ricade that Key West has erected against the real 
world." 
But while many go to Key West hoping to find a 
somewhat uncivilized island retreat, they find the 
same touristy atomsphere of many congested 
resort towns. While it does have its eccentric peo- 
ple and unique atmosphere, it also tells the real 
world that it has supposedly "erected a barricade 
against the world" with its tacky tourist shops and 
wall-to-wall beach homes. 
M Because of all the little buildings, I couldn't 
see   anything on the island. I felt closed-in and 
iso ated from the island that was supposed to 
isolate me from the rest of the world. 
Even with its eccentricities comes its similarities 
to the reality we all live with and try to escape 
irom. f-or the hassles some go through getting 
nere, it is not much different than other resort 
rtowns like Nags Head, NC or Myrtle Beach, SC ex- 
cept for the fact that it is simply Key West. That, it 
seems, is good enough for some.  ' 
m/?", Trumbo b a Junior majoring in com- 
munication arts. 
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readers'  forum 
Campusquote 
"What are you going to miss the most 
about JMU?" 
"The people, they're 





"The people, the 
campus, my friends, 
things to do constant- 








"Being with people 





"Probably just my 
friends and the good 





Student responses in Campusquote are not 
necessarily representative of the entire JMU 
population. 
Breeze showing 'left-wing bias' 
To the editor: 
The extreme amounts of bias and hypocrisy The 
Breeze has shown in its last two issues prompts me 
to write this letter. The Breeze once again 
demonstrated its left-wing bias by devoting most 
of the April 21 issue to the 27 students who went to 
Washington, D.C. to protest against SDI research 
and to" the differing views held on SDI. As usual, 
one of the featured editorials was written by a stu- 
dent who is not an American citizen, but whose 
opinion on this country's affairs The Breeze takes 
as the gospel. 
I had guessed that The Breeze had committed so 
much space in the April 21 issue to SDI that they 
could not possibly cover an event attended by 
thousands of JMU students, but they also ignored 
this event in the April 24 issue. Here, they showed 
their hypocrisy as they ignored Spring Fever, one 
of the few surviving JMU traditions. Once again 
Spring  Fever was  a great  success  with   JMU 
students and alumni, but where was The Breeze? 
How many editorials has The Breeze run on how 
the students must fight to keep their traditions? 
Students fought very hard to keep Spring Fever 
and The Breeze ignored the event and the efforts to 
keep it as a JMU tradition. I suspect this might be 
a political move as The Breeze sees UPB as a front- 
end budgeting enemy. 
From last week, it's perfectly obvious who 
serves the students — UPB gave attention to 
thousands and The Breeze gave attention to 27. 
There is a way The Breeze can satisfy its own bias 
and give attention to a UPB event — they could 
devote the next issue to the showing of "No 




Transfers: don't bother with Mr. Logic 
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman 
Photos by Ming Leong 
To the editor: 
So, Rick McQuade thinks transfers presently 
living on campus ought to be classified as residents 
and, therefore, go through housing sign-up with 
everyone else. Rick, buddy, get in the game. This is 
JMU and we disregard logic when it comes to 
housing policy. Let me, a former transfer, try to 
explain. 
If you transfer here (or simply take a Fall 
semester off as I did) and live in a dorm for the en- 
tire Spring semester, you might be tempted to 
think yourself a resident. I don't think so. You 
might assume you can go through sign-up, or get 
pulled into another room as all other residents can. 
I think not. Next fall it's time to hit the bricks, 
you're outta here, and don't go crying to the hous- 
ing office. 
But suppose you did go to them with a 
reasonable request. Say, moving into a room 
where two people want you, a current "resident," 
to be their third roommate. Forget it. They will 
eventually show you to a Mr. Bolding who will 
promptly show you the door to the Greater Har- 
risonburg area saying, and I quote from experience 
here: "That's just one of the dumb housing rules 
we have here." Thank you, Mr. Logic, and see ya 
next time I'm on campus. If that air-tight argu- 
ment doesn't convince you, then there is, and 
again I quote, "You don't have to put up with this, 
you could move off campus." Well, I could com- 
Brfag back our Bill the Cat 
To the editor: 
Where's Bloom County? I used to look with 
pleasure at opening The Breeze and reading Bloom 
County. Now I'm told that it has been cut due to 
space, so it's run irregularly. If its run at all, it 
needs to have every episode run so that we can 
follow the plot. If space is the problem, cut some 
of the articles. Most of the students I have talked 
to are upset about our loss of our favorite comic 
strip with Opus and Bill the Cat! Oh well, I guess I 





mute from suburban Waynesboro, but I'm on 
campus right now. 
You may be wondering why certain resident up- 
perclassmen can't room with other resident up- 
perclassmen after spending three on-campus 
semesters here (that's 20,000 big ones in the JMU 
coffers, for those of you keeping score at home). 
It's because we would be inconveniencing those in- 
coming freshmen, silly. 
So to Rick, and all you other commuting 
residents, I suggest this fall housing alternative: 
purchase one of those soon-to-be-displaced 
Hillside mobile trailers (is that new dorm for 
freshmen, too?), hook it up to your car, and go 
live wherever you darn well please. 
I realize this letter may place me at the bottom of 
the housing waiting list, but when you're wrong, 




Editor's note: Residence life director Bill Bolding 
told The Breeze that Scott Turnbaugh and Rick 
McQuade were informed when they moved on 
campus that they could not be guaranteed campus 
housing for next fall. He also denied making the 
above statements attributed to him. 
Letters policy 
The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor from all 
readers. Letters should be typed and include the writer's 
name, phone number, academic year and major 
Letters without this information cannot be published. 
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor, The 
Breeze. Communication Arts Department, JMU, Har- 
risonburg VA 22807. Letters may also be dropped off in 
77i* Breeze office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger 
Hall. 
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Over 300 of your friends 
are living together! 
Act now and you can 
still join us this Fall 
at Madison Manor 
ft? 
• Fireplaces and ceiling fans 
in every unit 
• Fully furnished 
• 2 &3 bedrooms 
• Swimming pool 
• Tennis court 
• Fitness center 
• FREE cable TV 
• Convenient bus 
service toJMU 
Call today for more information 
or to reserve an all-together great 
place for yourself! 
434-6166 
Roommate Locating Service 
Available 
<7*. 









MAJJO-R      \ 
LIMITED SPACE STILL AVAILABLE 
FOR SINGLES AND GROUPS 
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world 
Reagan starts tour, telephones Marcos 
HONOLULU (AP) — Presi- 
dent Reagan sets out Monday for 
the working portion of his 13-day 
journey to the Far East, going 
first to Bali for meetings with of- 
ficials from Southeast Asian na- 
tions, then on to Tokyo for a 
seven-nation economic summit 
likely to be overshadowed by talk 
of terrorism. 
Reagan and his wife, Nancy, 
are to be met in Bali by their host, 
President Suharto of Indonesia, 
who will escort them to one of the 
resort island's modern tourist 
hotels, which has been taken over 
and sealed off by the White 
House for the occasion. Security 
is extraordinarily tight. 
On Saturday, Reagan telephon- 
ed ousted Philippine President 
Ferdinand Marcos. It was the first 
contact between the two since 
Marcos left the Philippines in late 
February. 
Marcos indicated that he would 
like to return to power in the 
Philippines, but Reagan "said 
nothing to encourage him," a 
senior U.S. official said Sunday. 
The official speaking on condi- 
tion he not be identified, describ- 
ed what he called an emotional 
conversation between the two on 
Saturday after Reagan arrived in 
Hawaii. 
Soviets to send 
Syria shipment of 
MiG-29 fighters 
ABU DHABI, United Arab 
Emirates (AP) — Syria will 
receive a shipment of 
sophisticated Soviet warplanes 
this summer and will integrate 
them into its air force by the end 
of the year, the newspaper al- 
Ittihad reported Saturday. 
In a dispatch from London, the 
paper said Syria would be the se- 
cond country after India to ac- 
quire MiG-29s, combat aircraft 
that were compared in the report 
to U.S.-built F-I6s and French 
Mirage-2000s. 
It did not say how many planes 
Syria would receive. 
Habib encourages 
Contadora talks 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
Contadora peace talks for ending 
conflict in Nicaragua is showing 
new life, partly through the ef- 
forts of presidential envoy Philip 
Habib. 
The Contadora nations hope to 
arrange a signing of a Central 
America peace agreement on June 
6, with Nicaragua joining El 
Salvador, Costa Rica, Honduras 
and Guatemala in endorsing the 
pact. 
Habib, Reagan's new Central 
American envoy, helped revive 
Contadora in an April 11 letter to 
several congressmen in which he 
said the administration would 
halt aid to the Contras when the 
Sandinista government signs a 
peace accord that is true to the 




SALZBURG, Austria (AP) — 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl of West 
Germany praised Kurt Waldheim 
as a "great patriot" Saturday and 
criticized opponents of the former 
U.N. secretary-general, who is ac- 
cused of covering up a Nazi past, 
the Austria Press Agency 
reported. 
The agency said Kohl made the 
comments   while   addressing   a 
gathering in Salzburg of the West 
German Chamber of Commerce. 
The World Jewish Congress 
says Waldheim hid his Nazi 
membership in a World War II 
army unit that committed 
atrocities against Jews. 
Waldheim, who is currently 
running for president of Austria, 
denies the charges but admits he 
should have been more forthcom- 




WASHINGTON (AP) — 
Economic reforms instituted by 
the People's Republic of China 
have increased the output of con- 
sumer goods but also have caused 
high inflation, said a CIA study 
released Saturday. 
The U.S. intelligence assess- 
ment of the economy of the 
world's most populous nation 
was made public by the congres- 
sional Joint Economic Commit- 
tee, which first heard the CIA 
review March 17 in a closed ses- 
sion. 
Despite high inflation, the 
report said, the Chinese economy 
made significant gains due to in- 
creased investment by the state, 
enhanced production incentives 




LONDON (AP) — Britain 
cracked down sharply on Libyan 
students last week, moving to 
force about 360 of them from the 
country. Most other West Euro- 
pean countries began imposing 
cuts or restrictions on Libyan 
diplomatic missions. 
The 12 Common Market na- 
tions decided last Monday to 
reduce the number of Libyan 
diplomats in their cities and 
restrict the movements of those 
remaining. Other Libyan entities, 
like airplane or trade offices, were 
to be examined with a view to 
reducing the number of 
employees. 
The actions are in response to 
Libya's involvement in interna- 
tional terrorism. 
nation 
Mondale: Jackson hurt my campaign 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Walter F. Mondale 
says the Rev. Jesse Jackson got kid-gloved 
treatment during the 1984 presidential cam- 
paign because he is black, but if Jackson runs 
again in 1988 he should be "treated like all the 
other candidates." 
The 1984 Democratic presidential nominee 
said that during the campaign for the party 
nomination "I recognized that he was the first 
significant black candidate for president and I 
thought that he had to be dealt with with dignity 
and respect, and I did. 
"But that was not reciprocated and it hurt my 
candidacy. If he does that again, it's going to 
hurt again," he said. 
Mondale's comments in an interview Friday 
were his strongest and most direct expression to 
date of the frustration he often felt during the 
1984 campaign. 
During the 1984 campaign Jackson accused 
Mondale of lacking a coherent strategy to at- 
tract the black vote. 
Jackson declined to comment on Mondale s 
criticism. t 
Residents say Air Force slowed blast Information 
. _._      Ub> ihr-v u/rre not in danger. 
LOMPOC, Calif. (AP) - Worried people 
seeking information when a Titan rocket ex- 
ploded into a toxic cloud at Vandenberg Air 
Force Base got little help from local authorities, 
who charge the Air Force was slow to tell the 
public t ey were t i  . 
An Air Force general insists he did everything 
right, and one county supervisor says local of- 
ficials must share responsibility for the confu- 
sion immediately following the explosion. 
■■ 
way 
Baggage movers startled 
by prowling cheetah 
LONDON (AP) — Startled baggage handlers 
at Heathrow Airport found themselves eyeball 
to eyeball with a snarling, 250-pound cheetah 
on the prowl Saturday when they opened the 
cargo door of a Boeing 747 from South Africa. 
The sleek, tawny cat with black spots was be- 
ing flown from Johannesburg to a zoo in 
Dublin, Ireland. Airport officials said the 
animal had been drugged for the trip but that 
the drug must have worn off during the 
6,000-mile flight. 
Only a safety net designed to keep baggage in 
place separated the handlers from the testy 
beast. 
Police surrounded the jetliner and sealed off 
a nearby terminal for fear the big cat might dart 
from the cargo hold. 
Officials from the Animal Quarantine Center 








To Save You More Money, S^    Offers: 
All You Can Eat Lunch Buffet for $3.39 
Half Price Pizza Tuesday Night 
Group Discounts with Super Savings 
Mr. Gatti's videotaped Greek Sing. 
Come in and watch yourselves on wide screen T.V. 
This week's 
special 
I     $2.00 OFF     I 
Large Deep Dish 
Pizza 
I     with coupon 
Expires    5.1.86 
■ Dinner Special ■_ 
■Medium 1 Topping'! 
I Pizza ,, 
Plus 2 Free Cokes II 
_   (Reg. crust only)  _ 
!   $6.00    ■ 
I —- '" 
■With coupon,  Expires"! 
■ 5-31-86 
ir 
Dinner Special _ _ 
Medium 1 Topping I 
Pizza - 
Plus 2 Free Cokes | | 
(Reg. crust only) 
$6.00 
-•'* 
With coupon, Expires ■ ■ 
Dinner Special -■ 
Medium 1 Topping I' 
Pizza | 
Plus 2 Free Cokes ■■ 
(Reg. crust only) 
$6.00 
With coupon, Expires ■" 
Dinner Special | 
Large   1   Topping. 
Pizza I 
Plus 4 Free Cokes - 
(Reg. crust only)   | 
$7.50 
5-31-86 .JL 5-31-86 
With coupon, Expires 
5-31-86 
— ^SS^ 7 - 
| Dinner Special | ■ 
■ Large   1   Topping-" 
Pizza 11 
- Plus 4 Free Cokes . I 
(Reg. crust only)   | _ 
i $75° i! 
With coupon,  Expires 
5-31-86 
Dinner Special ■ 
Large   1   Topping ■ 
Pizza | 
Plus 4 Free Cokes I 
(Reg. crust only)   _ 
$7.50 
'iill.Wl '■■ 
With coupon, Expires 
_ 5-31-86 
/ 
Breeze Supplement James Madison University 
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Clerk at Mr. Flip's 
says 
working around 
students is "like 
having 9,000 kids." 
In n the past twenty years, JMU's population has more than 
tripled. 
With three annexations, Harrisonburg also has grown. 
In the 1980s, the university and the city have become in- 
terdependent communities. They interact in businesses, education, 
community services, and social activities. 
By crossing paths, JMU students and Harrisonburg residents 
have learned to live together, and to share their resources and their 
experiences. 
0, MINQ LEONO 
i < 





share faith and time 
photo hy MING LEONO 
Helping Davy Reedy into his roller skates, sophomore Dana Gresham fulfills the role of "Big Sister. " 
Volunteers 'make a difference 
by PAM WILEY 
Sophomore Dana Gresham 
feels she has made a difference 
in the life of eight-year-old 
Davy. 
"I think it's good for him to 
get out and experience things he 
might not get to do otherwise," 
she says. 
Gresham is one of 15 JMU 
student volunteers who par- 
ticipate in the local Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters program, 
in which volunteers are matched 
with children in need of an older 
role model or companion. Jane 
Hubbell, the program's direc- 
tor, says volunteers make a 
commitment to spend at least 
one half-hour a week with the 
children for at least one year. 
Gresham says she and Davy 
go roller skating, see movies, 
watch TV and cook dinner 
together. Davy's mother, Doris 
Hawkins, says she thinks Davy 
has benefitted from his friend- 
ship with Gresham. "He used to 
be scared to go out without me, 
but now he looks forward to do- 
ing things with Dana. It's work- 
ed out pretty good." Hawkins 
has two other children also in- 
volved in the program. 
Hubbell says being a Big 
Brother or Big Sister requires no 
training, but there is an exten- 
sive screening of volunteers. 
"We're looking for high-caliber 
people who want to be involved 
in (he program and work with 
children. It's no light commit- 
ment to say you'll spend time 
with a child." 
Being a Big Brother or Big 
Sister is just one way JMU 
students volunteer their time 
and talents to the Harrisonburg- 
Rockingham County communi- 
ty. While some volunteers focus 
on youngsters, others turn their 
attention to the elderly. 
Sue Smith, activities director 
at Camelot Hall Nursing Home, 
says a number of campus 
groups as well as individual 
students are involved in the 
home's Adopt -a-Grandparent 
program. The students each 
spend at least half an hour every 
week with a resident of Camelot 
Hall, and Smith says it 
brightens the patients' day to 
get a visit. 
"They thoroughly enjoy it. 
They like visitors, especially the 
younger generation. The 
students take a real interest in 
the residents. Some who have 
been coming in have been com- 
ing in ever since they came to 
JMU." 
She also said some students 
find an adopted grandparent is 
very much like a natural one. 
"They want to know what kind 
of grades you're getting, if 
you've been getting home on 
time, if you've been taking care 
of yourself-all the questions 
you'd get at home." 
Helping those in a crisis situa- 
tion is another community ser- 
vice JMU students perform. 
Listening Ear is a group of 
confidential telephone hotlines 
manned by volunteers. Director 
Kevin    Hoschar   says   he   has 
about 45 JMU students who 
serve as telephone crisis 
counselors. "They handle 
everything from a 15-year-old 
breaking up with a boyfriend or 
girlfriend to a suicide, which 
could be the same call." 
Hoschar says hotline volunteers 
undergo 45 hours of training to 
help them learn how to deal 
with the variety of situations 
they may face. 
A student who has worked 
.for Listening Ear for almost a 
year, anonymous due to the 
confidentiality of the hotline's 
services, says Listening Ear 
refers callers to sources of help 
for    their    specific   problems. 
Red Cross taps JMU 
in campus blood drives 
A white van pulls up to the 
entrance of the Phillips Center 
ballroom. Several people in 
uniforms get out and unload 
pieces of equipment. All day 
long, students line up at the 
door to get in. 
Once inside, the students' 
names are taken and their 
temperatures and blood 
pressure readings checked. 
They are questioned closely 
about their health — any 
medication they have taken 
recently, any possibilities of 
pregnancy, any serious il- 
lnesses, any tattoos or just- 
pierced ears. 
A small sample of blood is 
taken, and the students are 
directed to still another line. 
About half an hour later, 
they are back on campus, 
sporting stickers that say "Be 
nice to me. I gave blood 
today." 
Since September, the local 
chapter of The American Red 
Cross has held six blood drives 
at JMU. According to the 
chapter's co-chairman of 
blood services, Lorraine 
Gleason. a total of 753 units of 
blood have been donated by 
students, faculty and staff. 
Each unit is equal to about a 
pint.' 
The blood drives have been 
sponsored by ROTC, the 
Panhellenic Council, the Com- 
muter Student Committee, the 
College of Nursing and the 
health science honor society. 
According to a biology text, 
a person who weighs about 
150 pounds has approximately 
six quarts of blood in his 
body. This blood makes up 
about eight percent of the per- 
son's total body weight. 
Donating one unit of blood, 
which is taken from the arm 
with a sterile needle, takes 
about 20 minutes. A person 
may donate blood approx- 
imately every eight weeks. 
Freshman Heather Kellams 
said she gives blood because, 
"blood is something people 
need, and it doesn't hurt me to 
give some of mine. It makes 
me feel good to know it'll go 
to someone who needs it. I'd 
like to think that if I ever need 
blood, or someone close to me 
does, that somebody else 
would feel the same way." 
Sponsoring groups take on 
responsibilities of publicizing 
the drive, reserving building 
space, recruiting donors and 
providing volunteers 
throughout the day. The 
volunteers register donors and 
escort those who have just 
given blood to a rest station, 
where refreshments are served. 
Before a blood drive, the 
sponsoring group sets a goal 
of how many units of blood it 
hopes to collect. Gleason says 
these goals have been con- 
sistently met or surpassed all 
year. "This year we haven't 
fallen behind^at all, and that's 
great." 
"We're not there to counsel 
them. We're mostly there to gel 
them out of the crisis they're in 
and refer them to somewhere 
they can get help." 
The student says she feels she 
has not only made a contribu- 
tion to the community, but also 
benefitted herself. "It lets you 
get to know the community bet- 
ter. I get to talk to a lot of peo- 
ple I wouldn't get to meet other- 
wise just because I'm a 
student." 
Another local crisis-aid pro- 
gram is First Step, a shelter and 
counseling center for battered 
women. The shelter is tem- 
porarily closed, but plans are 
being made to relocate and 
reopen in May or June, accor- 
ding to director Sue Ann Myers. 
Until then, women in need of 
alternate housing arc being 
referred to other shelters in this 
region. 
Myers said her normal staff 
of 30 volunteers is "mostly 
JMU students." 
One of these students, also 
anonymous, says "I'm on call 
two nights a month, and 1 work 
out of my home. I get calls from 
Listening Ear, Woman to 
Woman (a Listening Ear hotline 
geared to women) and the 
sheriff's department any time 
they get a call about a women 
who is being physically abused 
by her husband or her 
boyfriend." 
The student, who has worked 
for First Step a little over a year, 
says if the situation is an 
emergency, the police are asked 
to intervene and First Step 
volunteers help the woman find 
somewhere else to live. 
Volunteers also counsel victims 
and suggest ways to avoid being 
abused again. 
She says she feels she has 
served the community through 
her work in an area where "peo- 
ple are kind of hush-hush about 
these things. They don't want to 
know about wife-beating. I've 
made a number of people at 
JMU aware of First Step, but I 
think helping women out of 
situations like that is most im- 
portant." 
An afternoon at the skating 
rink with a child, a visit to a rest 
home resident or a voice on the 
other end of a troubled person's 
phone are all contributions 
JMU students make to the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham 
County community. 
by AMY PORTER 
Each fall the same Mexican 
men returned to work in Win- 
chester's apple orchards. But this 
year students from the Baptist 
Student Union, who spend time 
with the migrant workers, faced 
50 new Mexicans who couldn't 
speak English and knew no one in 
the area. Their old friends didn't 
return, but new friends were 
made last fall. The workers 
returned to their families with 
clothes, a better understanding of 
English and new friendships from 
BSU. 
"They were very receptive 
from day one," says BSU Cam- 
pus Minister Archie Turner. "We 
don't try to emphasize that we're 
Baptist, but that we're Christian. 
We're not there to be pushy but 
to be friends. The basic thing — 
they just needed clothes and were 
glad to take clothing for their 
families. They took all they could 
carry." 
Spanish majors and interna- 
tional business majors from BSU 
helped communicate with the 
migrant workers as they ate 
together, played volleyball and 
shared their faith. 
BSU's Migrant Minstry pro- 
gram is just one of the projects in 
which JMU religious organiza- 
tions reach out to the communi- 
ty- 
BSU volunteers spend lime 
with children from Harris 
Gardens apartment complex each 
Saturday as part of a program 
called Saturday Adoption. They 
take the youngsters roller 
skating, to movies, to the circus 
or local parks and then out to 
lunch. 
"They are very energetic. It 
lakes a special college student to 
keep up with them," says Turner. 
The BSU, located on the cor- 
ner of Main Street and Cantrell 
Avenue, has cable television and 
a satellite dish that serves chur- 
ches as far away as North 
Carolina. 
The Baptist Television Net- 
work is run by JMU Baptist 
students who videotape special- 
interest programs that appear on 
cable and via satellite. They send 
the tapes to subscribing churches 
and those requesting certain pro- 
grams. 
To raise money to fund these 
projects, students get sponsors 
and participate in an annual bike- 
a-thon and run-a-thon. 
JMU Baptists may bike or run, 
but the Presbyterians drive a bus. 
Every Sunday morning, junior 
Tom Burkholder, a member of 
Presbyterian Fellowship, starts 
up the "luxury liner" sponsored 
by Sunnyside Nursing Home and 
drives the residents of the home 
to church services and back. 
"Presby's" are very active 
with First Presbyterian Church of 
Harrisonburg. 
In early April, they had a 
"lock-in" at the church for a 
weekend and painted the church. 
Some were sponsored for their 
work and donated the money to 
the Special Olympics. 
John Schneider, this year's 
seminarian campus minister for 
Presbyterian Fellowship, serves 
as a go-between for the church 
and the students. 
"I've tried to allow the church 
to own the students and the 
students to own the church," 
says Schneider. "I think I've suc- 
ceeded because the student atten- 
dance at Sunday services are up 
from last year," he adds. 
Once a week, three or four girls 
from PF spend time with and 
cook dinner for the church's 
Youth Club. 
Through these types of ac- 
tivities the students develop a 
good rapport with the deacons 
and members of the church. 
Some campus religious groups 
are not affiliated with a local 
church, but community interac- 
tion still exists. 
Real Life is a Christian campus 
group whose emphasis is for 
"students to know other Chris- 
tians in the community," accor- 
ding to Lynne German, a Real 
Life staff worker. 
About twice a year Real Life 
members go on a retreat and in- 
vite professionals from the area 
to talk with students about their 
jobs and their faith. 
Hillel, a group of Jewish 
students, is planning a volunteer 
service at RMH. The students 
will work in the admissions 
department and with children 
and elderly patients. 
The Mormons on campus are 
active with the Harrisonburg 
ward of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints. In 
conjunction with the church, 
campus Mormons participated in 
the food relief program for flood 
victims last winter. 
Many of the groups active with 
a church in town have similar 
programs to directly interact with 
church members. 
Leslie I.iss, president of Hillel, 
says the hospital seems positive 
about their services. 
Hillel has also done fund- 
raising for the Rockingham 
Public Library. "A lot of times 
people raise money for 
themselves," says Liss. "We 
have money. Hillel chose the 
library because it's something 
that JMU students use." 
Hillel students 'also are active 
in Bethel Synagogue and work 
with the temple's high school 
students. 
Adopt-a-student/adopt-a- 
parent is another program pro- 
moting interaction with com- 
munity members. Church 
members "adopt" a student 
from a campus religious group 
who attends church services. 
Each student has "parents" with 
whom they share home-cooked 
meals and attend church func- 
tions. 
"It's an overall way to bring 
the two groups together," says 
Liss. Hillel members are assign- 
ed parents freshman year. 
Catholic Campus Ministry par- 
ticipates in adopt-a-grandparent 
with the residents of Camelot 
Hall Nursing Home in Harrison- 
burg. Each week, about 15 CCM 
students read to and write letters 
for the elderly residents. The 
weekly visits allow students to 
develop a special bond with the 
residents. Some even bring 
special presents to their "grand- 
parent" at each visit. 
CCM also participates in 
visiting ministries at Co-Hope, a 
Keezeltown home for physically 
handicapped young people. 
Western State is a home for the 
mentally handicapped in Staun- 
ton that CCM also visits weekly. 
CCM ministers to prisoners by 
writing and visiting. Death Row 
Support Project has members 
corresponding with prisoners on 
death row through letters. They 
visit young prisoners at Linville 
Prison twice a month to talk and 
play softball and volleyball. 
Mass Transit is a very special 
ministry to Debbie, a handicap- 
ped girl who lives in Harrison- 
burg. CCM members pick up 
Debbie at her home and drive her 
to mass on campus every Sunday. 
According to Kathleen Shanklin, 
head of CCM's Committee for 
Justice and Peace, mass is the 
highlight of Debbie's week and 
she appreciates the chance to 
worship. 
Lutheran Student Ministry is a 
group whose focus changes every 
year. Because members graduate 
and new one* join, the group's 
activities vary. 
I.SM's projects have included 
painting Muhlenberg Lutheran 
Church _ and homes of needy 
families in the area. This year, 
LSM raised funds for flood relief 
in West Virginia. 
Other projects include doing 
yard work for Harrisonburg 
residents, visiting nursing homes, 
and working with the Salvation 
Army and Big Brothers/Big 
Sisters. 
Lance Braun, LSM campus 
minister, says he sees himself as 
coordinator, enabler, innovator 
and publicizer for the group. 
Rev. Braun explains LSM's in- 
teraction as beneficial to both 
LSM and Harrisonburg. "Both 
parties learn to grow and respect- 
each other, to build bridges in- 
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'Behind the scenes! 
600 residents 
work at JMU 
by KRISTY KAPLAN 
It's Friday morning and she's 
been on the job since 7:30. 
Masters House, part of the music 
department, is still except for 
faint rustling sounds in a back 
room. Following the sound leads 
to Edna Mitchell. She is a.gray 
haired, grandmotherly lady 
dressed in jeans, a shirt and a 
yellow smock — the sign of a 
JMU housekeeper. 
Mitchell, a Harrisonburg resi- 
dent, came to work as a JMU 
housekeeper in 1961. Twenty- 
four years later, she is still here 
and has been promoted to a 
housekeeping crew leader. 
Mitchell is just one of about 
600 local residents working 
"behind the scenes" on JMU's 
campus. Whether it's cleaning 
the buildings, patrolling the cam- 
pus day or night, planting trees 
and flowers, fixing the plumbing 
and heating, or preparing the 
food we eat, these people are an 
important part of JMU. 
Most of the non-teaching staff 
working at JMU are from the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham 
County area, according to Becky 
Covey, personnel services train- 
ing coordinator. She added that 
some employees commute from 
other counties such as Augusta 
and Shenandoah or even from 
West Virginia. 
These community members 
serve as housekeepers, building 
and grounds crew, accountants, 
campus police, secretaries, food 
service employees and health 
center nurses and doctors. 
Mitchell says she enjoys her 
work at JMU. She says one of the 
best parts of the job is being 
around the students. "I enjoy 
communicating with them." 
In her 24 years here, Mitchell 
says she has "seen a lot of 
changes and a lot of people come 
and go." One of the changes she 
says   she   likes   most    is   the 
benefits that have increased over 
the years. "There are a lot of 
things you can attend at the 
university that are educational 
and free." * 
Employees now have access to 
all cultural and sporting events, 
and are allowed to use the exer- 
cise facilities provided by the 
university. 
Karin Maars is a full-time 
employee who has worked in 
food service at JMU for five 
years. She works at P.C. Duke's 
and is one of 15 community 
members on the staff. 
She says even though the pay at 
JMU isn't as good as other 
places, the benefits make up for 
it. 
A nurse at the Health,Center 
agreed, saying, "Whenever you 
work under the state, there are 
certain benefits a private group 
doesn't have." 
JMU offers its employees a 
wide range of benefits. All full- 
time permanent employees 
receive Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield, accumulate annual and 
sick leave, are permitted 11 paid 
holidays a year, get retirement 
and social security benefits, and 
have access to the recreational ac- 
tivities, reduced prices on season 
tickets and free parking. 
Many of the employees say 
these benefits make working at 
JMU worthwhile. Executive 
Housekeeper Karl Bowman says 
these are benefits people "really 
wouldn't get if they worked in a 
similar capacity for another com- 
pany." 
Bowman says, "The greatest 
benefit and reason we work at 
JMU is we get to work in an 
academic environment." He says 
JMU has the "creme de la creme 
environment to work in." 
JMU and the community are a 
close-knit family that interact 
with each other in entertainment 
and employment. Community 
members who work on campus 
demonstrate this two-way 
cooperation at its best. 
Part-time profs code-named * STAFF' 
by 
ADR1ENNE MENTZER 
Students are often pleasantly 
surprised to find that many of 
the people labeled "STAFF" 
are well-known professionals in 
the community teaching part- 
time at JMU. 
In the 1986 spring semester, 
JMU employed 133 part-time 
teachers, many of whom could 
offer their students increased 
exposure to job-related ex- 
periences. 
"I always try to find out who 
the 'STAFF' people are during 
registration," says Regina 
Wallace, a senior political 
science and English major. 
"Sometimes they turn out to be 
working full-time in the areas 
that I'm really interested in and 
just teaching one night class a 
week." 
"Sophomore year I had a great 
teacher fresh out of law school 
who worked for the state's at- 
torney in the Harrisonburg of- 
fice," says Wallaces "He made 
the class really interesting by en- 
couraging us to come hear his 
court cases and discussing them 
in class." 
Dr. Maynard Filter, pro- 
fessor of speech pathology and 
audiology, heads the committee 
on paVt-time faculty included in 
the university's five-year plan 
for academic excellence. The 
committee consists of represen- 
tatives from every school except 
the School of Nursing because it 
is so small. 
The committee recently sent a 
questionnaire to all part-time 
faculty members about their 
overall satisfaction with com- 
pensation, office space, 
secretarial assistance and 
departmental involvement. 
Judging from the 80 surveys 
returned, Filter says the part- 
time instructors are generally 
pleased with JMU. "The 
significant majority are 
teaching because they like to 
teach." 
Salaries for part-time faculty 
vary according to the depart- 
ment, the experience each per- 
son brings to the position, and 
the reality of supply and de- 
mand. For example, a tax ac- 
countant or specialist in a nar- 
row field of study might be paid 
a higher salary than someone 
only qualified to teach a basic 
introductory course. Salaries 
range from $1.200-$!,500 per 
three credit class, according to 
Fred Hilton, director of Univer- 
sity Relations. 
Michael Beahm, branch 
manager and investment officer 
for Branch Cabell and Com- 
pany in Harrisonburg, teaches 
Management 
470—Fundamentals of In- 
vesting. Beahm filled a vacancy 
in the department. "I was the 
logical choice being in the in- 
vestment business." 
"The students can take ad- 
vantage of my expertise and I 
can offer them a look at what 
it's like in the real world. No 
textbook can explain all that we 
do," Beahm says. 
Overall Beahm has enjoyed 
his two years at JMU because he 
was able to "keep up with the 
current reading along with be- 
ing associated with young peo- 
ple." 
Jim Frazier started at JMU in 
spring 1985. A personal bank- 
ing officer at Dominion Bank, 
Frazier teaches a class in 
business policy. 
After completing his MBA at 
JMU, Frazier was asked to 
teach part-time. He says he had 
never considered teaching 
before but enjoys the interac- 
tion with the students. 
Using his business contacts in 
Harrisonburg and excerpts 
from The Wall Street Journal, 
Frazier presents real-life_^jje, 
studies to his students. He 
believes part-lime teachers help 
the classroom experience 
because these people are not do- 
ing it for the money and this is 
reflected in their teaching. 
Gail Price, director of public 
relations at Rocco Enterprises, 
teaches a class in public infor- 
mation writing 'twice a week. 
She believes there are two 
groups of part-time faculty: the 
younger instructors who hope 
to get into a career as a college 
teacher, and those who simply 
enjoy teaching. 
Price   admits   that   through 
Jim Frazier, personal banking officer, 
shares his experiences with JMU students. 
pholo by MING LEONG 
teaching she feels "a greater 
obligation to give the students 
the best approach by resear- 
ching the latest in public rela- 
tions." 
One problem Price has found 
having two jobs is that there is 
not always the time to prepare 
for each class the way a lot of 
instructors do. "I have to know 
months in advance what lessons 
1 will be teaching each class 
period because I am caught bet- 
ween the demands of two 
employers." 
Shelly Kellam, a student in 
Price's class this semester says, 
"Almost everyone in our class 
wants to go into the field of 
public relations. Gail shows us 
the day in the life of a PR con- 
sultant every lime she leaches by 
giving us feedback about what 
her job is like." 
Students seem to enjoy being 
taught by someone who is ac- 
tually doing what they arc stu- 
dying. "I like having profes- 
sionals who can apply their ex- 
perience to the class," says 
Karen Simpson, a senior ac- 
counting major. "My only pro- 
blem with them is their limited 
office hours — they're often 
hard to gel a hold of." 
Many part-time instructors 
try to make themselves available 
for appointments ai their Har- 
risonburg offices. 
So next time the schedule of 
classes lists "STAFF," take the 
time to find out who that person 
will be by asking the head of the 
department. You might just 
find not only someone who 
thoroughly enjoys teaching 
about his or her profession, but 
also someone who can provide a 
closer look at what comes after 
graduation. 
Adults enticed by 'non-traditional' program 
by ERIC GORTON 
Dolores Schiefer had been out of school for 25 years. Like many 
people, she began college but did not finish. Last fall, she decided she 
would like to get the degree she never earned and enrolled in JMU's 
Bachelor of General Studies Program. 
Schiefer is one of 14 newcomers to the BGS program this year, and 
her motivation for returning to school was typical of many students in 
the program. 
"I'm doing this because it's going to be fun. Just looking at the 
catalog, I was like a kid on Christmas morning," she says. Schiefer 
adds that she put two children through college and "It's time for 
mother to go." 
Schiefer is a classic example of why the program is the most diverse 
on campus. She is concentrating her studies on U.S. culture and 
development, a program that includes courses in history, music, 
English, sociology and anthropology. 
For most BGS students, school is a part-time job. During the day, 
Schiefer works full time for the U.S. Census Bureau. But she does not 
feel this new hobby will change her lifestyle. Schiefer says her family is 
very supportive of what she is doing and helps her out around the 
house. 
Not all BGS students come back for fun. 
Bill Wortman spent four years dropping out of and getting back into 
State*niversity of New York at Geneseo. During that time he changed 
his major from political science to music theory before quitting with 
no degree in either. Now, 12 years later, he wants to get a degree that 
will help him advance in his career. 
The 33-year-old Sovran Bank trust officer says he would like to go 
to graduate school after completing the BGS program. He plans to get 
an MBA, which could lead to a promotion. 
The BGS program began in 1977 and has given 70 people like 
Schiefer and Wortman a chance to better their education. Currently, 
67 people are enrolled in the nontraditional program designed for 
adults'who want to pursue an education according to individual needs. 
Cynthia Erzkus, a 33-year-old student from Franklin, W.Va., says 
she enrolled in the BGS program to further her education and to 
escape the isolation of living in a small town. Her previous college 
education at Erie Community College in Buffalo, N.Y., led to an 
associate's degree in occupational therapy. 
Unlike Schiefer, Erzkus feels returning to school has changed her 
lifestyle. Some of ^differences she has noticed are less leisure time 
and letting go a clean house. She also says the familiar stress of getting 
school work done on time has returned. i 
This is the third semester for Erzkus, who makes the 84-mile round 
trip once a week to study gerontology. She also would like to go to, 
graduate school for a master's degree in gerontology. "It's a change,"" 
she says. "It has been an experience going to school with 18- and 
19-year-olds. I wasn't sure that I could keep up with the younger 
students." But, after making the dean's list her first semester, Erzkus 
no longer worries about keeping up. "I can learn from them, and they 
can learn from me," she says. 
BGS students range in age from 27 to 67, one aspect of the program 
that makes it nontraditional for JMU. The ages of most JMU students 
range from 18 to  22. 
Another nontraditional aspect of the BGS program is the way 
students design programs of study. 
Gary Smith, acting director of the program, says students work with 
advisers to construct programs of study, or concentrations, to fit the 
student's needs. Unlike traditional majors, there is no set of predeter- 
mined courses to take. The students pick their courses from the general 
"I'm doing this because it's going to 
be fun. Just looking at the catalog, I 
was like a kid on Christmas 
morning." 
— Dolores Schiefer 
catalog, but the courses they select often come from more than one 
discipline. 
A third nontraditional aspect of the program is the requirements to 
get in. Students who enroll must have a minimum of 30 hours college 
level work and a lapse of three years in formal education. Dr. 
Elizabeth Finlayson, who directed the program from its beginning un- 
til her retirement from JMU in August 1985, says, "This program is 
not for the 18-year-old. Advanced age is a plus. Experience is another 
essential. The program builds on experience and is there/ore totally in- 
appropriate for the student directly out of high school." 
BGS students can apply under one of three catgories: transfer stu- 
dent, reentry student or adult special. Transfer students have earned 
credit at other colleges or universities. Reentry students are persons 
who have attended Madison College or JMU. Adult special students 
are those who may not have the qualifying credentials to meet regular 
admissions. 
To graduate from the program, students must complete a minimum 
of 128 credit hours and maintain at least a 2.0 GPA. Students are re- 
quired to take the BGS 200 course, 24 hours of general education 
courses, 30 hours in a concentration and complete a BGS project. 
Smith, whose college experience resembles that of some BGS 
students, says the seven-year-old program is strong because of the 
quality education students get. "It has to be quality," he warns. 
Smith dropped out of the University of Arizona and returned to 
school two years later. In his second stint as a student, he earned a 
Bachelor of Science degree in sociology from Northern Arizona 
University and then continued on to the University of Utah for a 
master's in social work. 
Maintaining quality is critical to the validity of the BGS degree, 
which was approved by the State Council of Higher Education in July 
1977. Smith credits the strength of the program to Finlayson. 
Former student Mac McCauley, an August 1983 graduate, also 
praises Finlayson. "Dr. Finlayson was just super," he says. The 
retired navy recruiter and instructor says Finlayson took time to guide 
him in the right direction. He adds that she guided all the students and 
monitered their progress. McCauley also praised JML' and the pro- 
gram. 
"I felt JMU to be very individual oriented," says McCauley, whose 
concentration was public relations. "When my father died, professors 
went out of their way to let me make up work." McCauley, who at- 
tended West Virginia University for a semester 20 years ago, says he 
loved the program because it let him achieve a personal desire to finish 
an undergraduate degree. 
Besides achieving a personal goal by getting his degree, McCauley 
has also furthered his career. The former retail salesman and daily 
operations manager for Shenandoah Interiors, Ltd., a retail furniture 
store in Staunton, has been promoted to general manager. He also co- 
authored an article for the national trade magazine Furniture World. 
McCauley says the achievments have broadened his spectrum on life. 
As far as the possibility of a broader program, Smith says then is 
limited potential to expand. One limitation is quality, which Smith 
says will not be sacrificed for size. The other, is the number of ad- 
visers. Currently, 13 advisers volunteer their time. 
Smith says it is not easy to get advisers because of the diversity of 
student interests. Smith also says the job is very time consuming for 
the advisers who have other duties as full time faculty members. 
But Smith, who started an adult education program on an Indian 
reservation in Iowa between 1966 and 1968, says he would like to see 
the program open up learning experiences all across campus. "The 
ultimate value is what it lets the graduates do. It opens doors for 




JMU classes provide 'hands-on' experience 
by KRISTY KAPLAN 
Practice starts around 3:30. After everyone has 
gotten dressed, the 18 members of Spotswood High 
School's junior varsity baseball team wander out 
onto the field, carrying the practice equipment. 
The players warm up by taking a lap around the 
Field, stretching and throwing the baseball back and 
forth to each other. 
Then their coach, JMU senior Tommy Robert- 
son, talks to them for a few minutes. The talk can 
be about what they will do during practice, what 
happened in the last game or goals for future 
games. Robertson said the talk centers on both 
good and bad things and is a way of preparing team 
members for the practice. 
Next, players break up into three groups: in- 
fielders, outfielders and catchers. Each group runs 
through certain drills. Robertson conducts a "siiua- 
tional infield" where he confronts the players with 
actual game situations. This teaches the players to 
think about what could happen in a game. 
Batting practice is next on the agenda, with each 
player getting in several swings. 
At the end of practice, Robertson and his two 
assistant coaches wrap things up by talking to the 
team again. The players finish with conditioning, 
including base and endurance running. 
Practice usually is finished by 6:00, and Robert- 
son heads back to campus. But the day isn't over 
yet for the6'2", blond-haired, blue-eyed senior. He 
also teaches physical education and health classes at 
Spotswood from 8:30 to 3:00 each day. 
He prepares lesson plans, makes up tests and 
grades papers for each class he teaches. Robertson 
says he likes the student teaching and coaching 
because "it's what I'll be doing the rest of my life. 
It's the real thing." 
The student teaching program is one of three that 
helps prepare students for future jobs. The other 
two programs are practica and internships. 
The university offers more than 15 practica, in- 
ternship and student teaching classes. Majors from 
geography to social work to communication arts of- 
fer different types of work experience to qualified 
students. 
To take most student teaching and internships, 
students must have either junior or senior standing. 
Each department has it's own specific re- 
quirements. An example is the political science or 
public administration internship. A student must 
have no less than a 2.0 GPA, five courses relevant 
to the internship and permission of the internship 
coordinator. 
Each department sets the criteria the student 
must meet in order to be effective in the position. 
The amount of credit the student receives also, 
varies from department to department. Students 
can earn between one and six credits for a prac- 
ticum, up to eight credits for an internship and 
three to eight credits for student teaching. Some in- 
terns receive both credit and a salary, but for the 
most part the work is unpaid. Paid or not, students 
gain hands-on experience. 
One aspect often overlooked is the benefits the 
community receives from practica, internships and 
student teaching. These range from giving com- 
munity members more time to complete their work 
to conducting a project that would not have been 
done otherwise. 
Currently there are five interns working at 
WHSV TV in Harrisonburg. Janet Dove, director 
of creative services for the station says, "If they 
weren't here, I'd really have my hands full." 
Some of these telecommunications interns are in- 
volved in sales and marketing research, collecting 
data for use on a sales marketing tape. Other in- 
terns write commercials for promotions and public 
services. 
"They give a fresh input into what we're doing 
here. They have some real good opinions to 
offer,"says Dove. 
Robertson says he's helping the community by 
teaching their children. "I'm exposing them to a 
different teaching style. I give them some different 
views since I'm from out of town." 
Senior Dale  Nimmo completed  a public ad- 
JMU senior Tommy Robertson directs from sidelines. photo by KEVIN ROPP 
ministration internship where he helped prepare a 
supplement to the Rockingham County proposed 
budget for fiscal year 1986-87. 
Joseph Paxton, director of finance and purchase 
for Rockingham County, says he "probably never 
would have gotten the job done" without Nimmo. 
Lewis Saylor, assistant vice president for institu- 
tional development at Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital says, "The most important aspect in 
receiving a good intern is that a good intern brings a 
burst of energy, a different point of view and 
creativity into a different work environment." 
"The thing I like about interns is they will say 
'Hey — have you ever thought about doing it this 
way?' They help in the brainstorming and that is 
good. It helps me be articulate and deliberate on 
what I've been doing." 
Margaret Fitzpatrick, who completed a public 
relations internship at RMH, says interns "do mat- 
ter." She says she was of help to the hospital 
because "they really are understaffed. I helped ease 
the workload." 
Most of these JMU programs affect the com- 
munity now, but some do prepare students to help 
out in the future. The best examples are the practica 
and student teaching offered through the College of 
Education and Human Services. These classes give 
prospective teachers the chance to see what a 
classroom is really like and to deal with situations 
that arise. 
Junior Tonya Wood is enrolled in a special 
education/learning disabilities practicum at Plea- 
sant Valley Elementary School. 
Wood says students in the JMU programs are 
"gaining important knowledge that someday, 
maybe not now but in the future, will better prepare 
us." She says the practicum has taught her things 
you "can't learn in a book. You learn how to deal 
with things." 
A problem some students have is locating a host 
for their internship, practica or student teaching. 
Dr. Ben Skelley, associate professor of political 
science, says some businesses and organizations 
perceive interns as great burdens, but others are 
very interested in taking full advantage of this op- 
portunity. He says many enjoy working with the 
young people. 
"We have a lot of people who have cooperated 
with us in providing internships." Skelley added 
that the community extends beyond the Harrison- 
burg area to include northern Virginia, Staunton, 
Waynesboro and the Tidewater area. 
Skelley says it is his job to assist students in the 
department in finding an internship he or she 
qualifies for. 
"We try to accommodate student interests. We 
try to help them identify some office to work in and 
provide support in getting an internship. It's the 
student's responsibility to find it, and our role to do 
what we can to help..." says Skelley. 
Once the student locates a possible host, the ad- 
visor screens the organization to see if it will pro- 
vide a "beneficial and enlightening experience" for 
the student. 
During the internship the advisor makes contact 
with the host and often visits the site to talk with the 
student and host. "Students are encouraged to call 
any time they are feeling disadvantaged or confus- 
ed," says Skelley. 
He says there have never been any serious pro- 
blems with the interns or hosts. Overall, hosts have 
been pleased with JMU interns and feedback has 
been positive. Skelley says students should be proud 
of their record. 
After students in the political science department 
complete an internship, they must write an 
analytical paper. Skelley says, "It's supposed to 
force the student to reflect on the learning ex- 
perience." 
The student's final grade for the internship is bas- 
ed on the host's final evaluation of performance, 
the paper and the student's completion of various 
administrative requirements such as deadlines, re- 
quired forms and information. 
Students involved in public relations internships 
are graded "predominantly on weekly reports, sign- 
ed by both the intern and supervisor, describing 
what they've done and the hours they've worked," 
says Dr. Mae Frantz, associate professor of com- 
munication arts. 
Grading also depends on a final sum- 
mary/analysis/evaluation paper which summarizes 
the whole experience of the internship, Frantz says. 
The College of Education and Human Services 
grades students on input from the coordinating 
teacher plus input from the university supervisor, 
according to Dr. Henry Bowers, III, coordinator of 
field and laboratory experiences and associate pro- 
fessor of education. 
Even more important than the grade is the 
knowledge and experience the student gains from 
the practicum, internship or student teaching. 
Nimmo's public administration internship in- 
cluded attending meetings of the Board of Super- 
visors, the Upper Valley Regulatory Park Authority 
and the Community Corrections Resource Board. 
He says the internship gave him "a much better idea 
of how local politics really work." 
He learned how to balance a budget, and has a 
better understanding of how different accounts 
work together. He says he really liked the internship 
because it was "good hands-on work experience." 
Fitzpatrick says what she liked best about the in- 
ternship at RMH is it gave her independence, 
"They would give you a project and wouldn't hover 
over you," she says. "The experience teaches you 
that what you're learning in class is important." 
Wood says the education practicum experience 
"gets you really excited about what you're going to 
do. She says she also likes it because the students 
are given a lot of responsibility, but the coor- 
dinating teacher is there to oversee the work. 
Planning lessons for three classes, teaching the 
class with the teacher present and organizing sup- 
plementary materials such as flash cards, felt letters 
and teaching games are some of Wood's respon- 
sibilities. 
Student teaching has taught Robertson the job is 
"a lot harder work than people think it is. You have 
to put in a couple hours each night..." He says, 
"The hardest part was I wanted to lecture like to a 
JMU class, but you really have to break up the 
lesson into different phases and activities to keep 
the children's attention." 
Overall, students have had few problems while 
involved in the programs. The most common pro- 
blem cited was a lack of time. Fitzpatrick says, "1 
didn't realize how much time and work it would 
be." 
Wood says the College of Education and Human 
Services warns students in advance to take fewer 
credits and "don't overload yourself." 
The students agreed the departments and host 
organizations should clearly stipulate the amount of 
time the internship, practicum or student teaching 
job requires. 
One student involved in the program says, "the 
students need to know up front how much time will 
be demanded of them." Students feel there 
shouldn't be any surprises because they have other 
classes and jobs to worry about. 
Robertson said the extra hours devoted to student 
teaching and coaching are worth it. He feels 
rewarded when one of his students gets an A or one 
of his baseball players hits a homerun. "It makes it 
all worthwhile." 
Bureau puts faculty out of classroom, into community 
by BETH ROGERS 
"The Speakers* Bureau shows 
the community that the university 
has an interest in it and also por- 
trays the university professor as 
someone not only knowledgeable 
in that particular field but as so- 
meone willing to share," says Dr. 
Sidney Bland, professor of 
history at JMU. 
The bureau is a community ser- 
vice that provides JMU faculty 
speakers to various community 
groups throughout the Shenan- 
doah Valley. 
Any clubs, civic organizations, 
school or church groups in this 
area may request speakers for 
their meetings and classes 
through the Bureau. 
Some regular customers of the 
bureau are the Sunnyside 
Presbyterian Home and the 
Rockingham Kiwanis. Many 
specialty groups, such as the U.S. 
Forest Service and the National 
Organization for Women, invite 
speakers from the bureau to ex- 
pand on the topic discussed at 
that particular meeting. 
Popular topics often requested 
are stress management, time 
management, communication, 
the working woman and folklore 
of the Shenandoah Valley. 
Mark Warner, associate direc- 
tor of residence life, decided to 
participate in the program 
because he enjoys getting out and 
meeting others. 
Warner has spoken to the U.S. 
Forestry Service and Parents 
Without Partners in the Har- 
risonburg community. Although 
Warner speaks on many topics, 
his favorite is wellness, in which a 
balanced lifestyle is emphasized 
through the need to integrate 
mind, body and spirit. 
"I got involved two years ago 
and just started speaking in front 
of groups for practice and to 
polish my sutfject." 
Warner says he makes a con- 
tract with the audience he is 
speaking to, which requires each 
individual to identify three 
stresses in their lives and two or 
three ways to reduce those 
stressful areas. 
"The speakers give people 
something new to think about," 
says Alan Wolf of the U.S. 
Forestry Department. 
"Things that are too obvious 
or not obvious enough are 
pointed out; simple things are 
suggested to make the job easier. 
If the program has made us more 
aware of the resources available 
at JMU, we'll have them again," 
Wolf says. 
The National Organization for 
Women hosted Bland, a speaker 
since the bureau was established. 
He spoke on women in (he twen- 
tieth century last semester, 
"The program was very 
helpful and very interesting. It 
made us more aware of the 
female   role   in   history.   The- 
bureau provides a service, 
organizations couldn't get 
anywhere else nearly free of 
charge and also gives the com- 
munity a feel for what type of 
work is being done at JMU," say 
Sue Gier of NOW. 
Averaging six to seven lectures 
per semester, Dr. William 
Kimsey, associate professor of 
communication arts, believes the 
program benefits those in the 
community because of the poten- 
tial existing in the program. 
This potential allows for per- 
sonal and professional growth in 
himself as well as in audience 
members. 
"I am able to develop ideas for 
scholarly publication as well as 
share insights with people in the 
community. I get a lot (of ideas) 
from the people I'm speaking to. 
1 always feel good participating 
in this program," Kimsey says. 
Self-acceptance and selt-love 
are Dr. Kimsey's favorite topics 
because of the impact these con- 
cepts have in the lives of all peo- 
ple. Issues of parental rejection, 
hiding to avoid vulnerability, and 
self-rejection are included under 
these two topics. 
After a hectic day. Dr. Violet 
Allain says the speaking obliga- 
tion is just another thing to 
prepare for. But she 
acknowledges that "speaking is 
really only another hour. . . I've 
never regretted it." 
Future studies — studying the 
future through trends in genetic 
engineering, population and 
technology and their impact on 
society — is Allain's favorite 
topic 
Believers in futurism think they 
may be able to\lnvent or create 
their future, a concept Allain says 
many religious groups cannot ac- 
cept. 
Although this difference of 
opinion creates strained com- 
munication when Allain has 
spoken to some religious 
organizations in the community. 
' 
Allain learned about the 
bureau through the speaker 
forms sent to faculty. "The 
university should be used as a 
resource of ideas. It helps people 
to understand that university pro- 
fessors aren't stuffy," Allain 
says. 
The frequently requested topic 
"Combining Career, Marriage 
and Family," is the result of Dr. 
Elizabeth Ihle's expertise. 
[hie, assistant professor of 
educational resources and affir- 
mative action officer, is a wife 
and mother with a full-time 
career, a combination of roles 
many women attempt. 
"The program gives citizens a 
chance to see what type of life a 
professor has, and emphasizes an 
awareness of the university's 
needs. 
"The program has significant- 
ly enriched my life by providing 
new situations and experiences," 







Small town makes city slickers feel at home 
by MARLENE CHILDS 
One might think deciding bet- 
ween Michigan State, a school of 
more than 40,000, and JMU, 
would be a tough decision. But 
for senior Cindy Gough, there 
was never a doubt. "College is 
the important experience, not 
where you're located," she says. 
"I would never have gone 
anywhere else. I came to school 
all alone, but I felt at home 
anyway. You're so on your own 
in a college community, and you 
have to make the best of it." 
Cindy doesn't feel she's "miss- 
ing out on anything" by going to 
school in a rural setting. "Being 
in a small town forces the college 
to develop more of a sense of 
community. I think that's why we 
have such a friendly reputation." 
"A lot of things you might 
have to go into a city to ex- 
perience are offered on our own 
campus." She adds, "We're not 
stuck here by any means — 
Charlottesville, Richmond and 
D.C. are all very accessible." 
Her family recently moved to 
Dallas and Gough admits it's 
very different from Harrison- 
burg, but she doesn't seem to 
mind. 
"We're in our own little world 
here — it gives you a chance to 
concentrate on what you're here 
for. Of course I think we should 
be aware of the 'problems of the 
world,' but I don't think we need 
to be thrown into them. We will 
be soon enough." 
She says there's a lot more to 
college than going to classes and 
taking tests. "Most of what I've 
learned in the classroom 1 might 
not remember. It's the whole ex- 
perience that I won't forget." 
Junior Neal Helm lives in 
Bethesda, Md., less than seven 
miles outside of Washington, 
D.C. He likes to "experience" 
the city's art and theater offer- 
ings, but admits he tends to shy 
away during the summer because 
of the overabundance of tourists. 
So for nine months a year, 
while living- on West Market 
Street, he takes advantage of as 
much culture as he can. He 
believes "nine-tenths of the im- 
portant things on campus are 
outside of the classroom. I'm not 
sure you get your money's worth 
just going to classes." 
Neal attends Experimental 
Theatre, Latimer-Shaeffer 
Theatre productions, Sunday 
night movies at Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre,' some art shows and an 
occasional guest lecture. 
His theory is: "I've got four 
years to take advantage of as 
much as I can. It would be a 
waste if I didn't. Right now I can 
divide my time in a worthwhile 
way, but I might not be able to 
later on," 
Neal believes in diversifying his 
interests. "I'm not saying classes 
aren't important, but to me it's 
worth sacrificing homework 
sometimes to check some of this 
stuff out. You've got to do things 
on your own — you can't rely on 
being spoon-fed for four years." 
As someone who takes advan- 
tage of campus events, Neal says 
he doesn't see the location of the 
college as a hindrance. "I don't 
really know if the surroundings 
are going to affect what you do 
outside the classroom." 
Dr. David Zimmerman, assis- 
tant to the vice-president for 
academic affairs, graduated from 
Hanover College, a small school 
in a small town in Indiana. He 
received his master's and doc- 
torate degrees from Indiana 
University and soon after 
relocated to Columbia, the urban 
capital of South Carolina. 
Currently he's in his eighth 
year at JMU, and he has been in 
the office of academic affairs for 
three months. 
Zimmerman says he likes living 
in Harrisonburg. "It's a good 
place to raise a family. We're 
removed from the more negative 
aspects of living in a big city, like 
crime and social problems." 
But he doesn't feel this isola- 
tion is negative. "I've never 
witnessed anyone dying in a 
violent manner, and I don't feel 
like I'm any less of a human be- 
ing because of that." 
He believes that while this 
isolation from the "seamier 
aspects of society" attracts some 
people, it may keep others away. 
"We're not exactly a hotbed of 
culture here in the Valley," he 
smiles. "Part of being a well- 
rounded person includes having 
an awareness of the arts." 
Zimmerman says he still feels a 
need to "experience the city" on 
occasion. Together with his wife 
and their 11- and 13-year-old 
daughters, he escapes to 
Washington about once every 
two months to explore the 
Smithsonian, attend Kennedy 
Center performances, discover a 
new restaurant or appreciate fine 
architecture. 
He says JMU does a good job 
of providing music, theater, 
dance and art events and points 
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out that many things that would 
normally be out of reach finan- 
cially are available free or for a 
small admission. And, where the 
rural setting may be lacking in 
sophisticated cultural offerings, 
there are many civil war areas 
and other historical sites nearby. 
"The library has a growing 
special collections department on 
the history of the area," he says. 
But even the most renowned 
guest lecturer or prestigious 
chamber music group can't 
replace the fact that this is a 
predominantly rural environ- 
ment. So, Zimmerman says, "In 
academic affairs we're attemp- 
ting to broaden those horizons." 
The Studies Abroad program is 
made to provide opportunities 
for learning in settings other than 
the Shenandoah Valley. JMU 
students now study in London, 
Paris and Florence. Programs in 
Spain, the Orient, South America 
and a Third World nation may 
soon be added. 
Although still an "embryonic 
thought" according to Zimmer- 
man, details are being filled in for 
a curriculum allowing students 
to spend time at university-owned 
houses in large cities like 
Washington and New York. Such 
an arrangement could create new 
expereinces for students such as 
field studies for sociology 
students. 
"Particularly with a liberal arts 
education you have to learn to ex- 
ist in all aspects of society," Zim- 
merman says. He is a strong ad- 
vocate of Student Learning Out- 
side the Classroom, a committee 
of the five year plan. 
Dr. Charles Turner, professor 
of communication arts, was born 
in New York City and grew up on 
Long Island. Surprisingly, he 
remembers it was very much like 
Harrisonburg. He spent his first 
37 years in New York, where he 
attended Queens College, 
Syracuse University and New 
York University. Later he return- 
ed to Queens, a school he 
describes as rather similar to 
JMU, to teach for 11 years. 
In 1977 he headed south to his 
current position as coordinator 
of the telecommunications pro- 
gram. "To a certain extent 1 was 
through with New York and the 
typical urban problems. But I 
don't think I came to Harrison- 
burg; 1 came to James Madison 
University." 
There are a lot of things Turner 
has grown to love about this 
home away from home. "It has 
become a social ritual to knock 
Harrisonburg. But the degrees of 
safety, simplicity, cost of living 
and lack of deadly versions of the 
social problems of suburbia are 
tremendous." Turner also says 
he appreciates the "general 
friendliness and straighforward- 
ness of the people, on all levels." 
Turner points out that students 
sacrifice "being wired in to a 
cultural support system." He 
says students at big-city schools 
experience a "level of stimula- 
tion" that exposes them to more, 
and leads them to be more opi- 
nionated and more assertive. 
Turner also says he believes all 
that's really lost is the timing. 
"There's something very co- 
curricular about simultaneously 
going to college and experiencing 
things in the city. Your head ex- 
plores more," he says. 
On the other hand, "too many 
option's can be overwhelming" 
and living in a city "dehumaniz- 
ing." 
Dr. Tom Arthur is a "big-city 
man." He grew up in suburban 
Chicago and attended Nor- 
thwestern, a university he 
describes simply as "BIG." He 
was an advertising representative 
for Art Director's Annual for a 
while and says he "must have hit 
every big city on both coasts. 
That was my 'beat.' " 
After stints at the University of 
Chicago, Indiana University and 
Illinois State acting, teaching and 
"creating theater," he came to 
Madison in 1973 and is now a 
professor of theater. "I expected 
an interesting little place, but 
what I found instead was an ex- 
tremely dynamic situation." 
Arthur says he gets teased 
about "running away from the 
Valley" to New York and Lon- 
don a lot, but he is happy here. 
"I think you can make the most 
of anything," he says. "I have 
found the most extraordinarily 
decent human beings here. This 
place is definitely intriguing." 
JMU faculty members value quality of life in the little'Burg' 
by MARIA OSBORN 
Georgetown University overlooks the busy ex- 
pressways of Washington, D.C, Virginia Com- 
monwealth University sits in downtown Richmond, 
and Old Dominion University borders a run-down 
side of Norfolk. Unlike many other universities of 
its size, JMU is established in a fairly small, rural 
community. 
Many students here like to point out Harrison- 
burg's drawbacks. There's nothing to do, they say. 
There's no good shopping. More restaurants are 
needed. The feed mill stinks when the wind's blow- 
ing in the wrong direction. There are too many 
turkey farms. 
These complaints are typical of students — and 
even some factlty and staff members. But for the 
most part, faculty and staff members here have a 
different view of this little "burg" in the Valley. 
About 60 percent of the faculty and staff live in 
Harrisonburg. And although many agree the town 
has limited entertainment, most find an enjoyable 
life here. 
Something appreciated by all is the friendliness 
found in the community. Dr. Z.S. Dickerson, 
associate dean of the Center for Vocational Educa- 
tion, says he was overwhelmed by the friendly peo- 
ple he met when he moved here from Alabama 
almost 30 years ago. Church representatives and 
even bank personnel went out of their way to make 
him feel welcome. 
"The neighbors took me in immediately," he 
says. "My daughter hadn't even gotten out of the 
car when the next-door neighbor's kids came runn- 
ing up and asked her to come over and play." 
Another asset to the area is the recreational 
facilities, Dickerson says. "No town of this size, 
even 28 years ago, could boast of having so many 
fine parks, facilities and a director. And they've 
continued to excel." 
After his retirement in June, Dickerson says he 
and his wife will stay here. "This is home now," he 
says. "And for a Kentuckian to say that, that s 
pretty good." He was born and lived in Kentucky 
for 27 years. 
Not all faculty and staff members move to Har- 
risonburg because they are offered a job at JMU. 
Some move before they have a job, like William 
Merck, vice president for business affairs. He says 
he chose this area because he liked the people, the 
climate and the scenery. "Just the natural beauty of 
the area is one of the things that attracted me to the 
area," says Merck, a mountain-lover. 
When he moved here from GeoSgia 14 years ago, 
Merck had just finished schoolVHe had started 
looking for jobs in the Atlanta a/ea, but decided he 
wanted to move to Harrisonburg instead, so he 
simply "didn't go" to a couple of job interviews he 
had lined up in Atlanta. 
Luckily, he was able to land a job as director of 
housing at JMU. And from that position, he has 
worked his way up at the university. 
"There is a stimulus in the 
city. People do more, think 
more." 
— William Merck 
Merck has noticed a strong work ethic unique to 
this area. 
"People take pride in the work they do. In other 
places they rush to punch the clock and get out of 
there.  Here they go for quality." 
Memberships in community organizations^llows 
Merck to "meet people outside the university, peo- 
ple working in the community." 
"I think if you just stay within the university you 
become ingrown, and that's a mistake," he says. 
He is in the Rotary Club, and is on the board of 
directors for the Chamber of Commerce, Rock- 
ingham Memorial Hospital and WVPT television 
station. 
It's important to be active in the community, 
Merck says. "If you're going to live in a communi- 
ty, you've got to give something to it. You can't 
just take from it." 
Interaction between the university and the com- 
munity is vital, he says. "It helps promote the 
growth and quality of both." Interaction is 
"mutually   beneficial,"   according   to   Merck, 
especially since JMU and Harrisonburg have great 
economic impact on each other. 
Friction sometimes develops between JMU and 
the community. But positive points outweigh that 
friction, Merck says. 
Mary Morris, an assistant professor of science 
and law, says she likes living in a college town. It is 
a "good combination" when you put a university in 
a community, she says. 
"It's good for the town to have that influence. A 
university makes it special." 
Reflecting on her years in Williamsburg, she says, 
"I like seeing the crowds for football games, and 
driving by and seeing graduation going on. It makes 
a nice atmosphere." 
After only three and a half years here, Morris 
says she is happy and does not foresee moving for a 
while. Her husband works in a downtown law of- 
fice. 
"We love the neighborhood we're in," she says. 
"We're all settled. We have a yard so there's a place 
for the dogs. We have nice neighbors and just an 
overall good lifestyle." 
If she moved to a bigger city, Morris says she 
would miss the open spaces, the lack of traffic and 
the community atmosphere. 
As the mother of a 6-month-old girl, she says she 
would feel confident about raising children in this 
atmosphere. "It's a great place to bring up a fami- 
ly." 
Yvonne Helms, of the math and computer 
science department, agrees. The mother of five who 
has lived here two years says, "It's fairly small, so 
you ddn't have to worry about them (children)." 
Parents are always concerned with the quality of 
the school system. "For a small town," says Merck, 
"we have a particularly good high school and gram- 
mar school." 
For years, the Harrisonburg City Schools have 
rated in the top 10 percent in the state through 
evaluations done on standardized test scores, accor- 
ding to Marian Stickley, director of instruction. 
She attributes this high rating to the large number 
of professionals living in the area. There is an "ex- 
pectation for achievement" from the parents, she 
says. 
Despite their praise, the faculty and staff also 
find shortcomings in Harrisonburg-. 
Merck says this area couldn't support many 
forms of entertainment. Even so, he misses the 
restaurants, cultural museums and shopping op- 
tions found in bigger cities. 
Big cities stimulate more intellectual vitality also, 
Merck says. This vitality is lost in small towns like 
Harrisonburg. "There is a stimulus in the city," he 
says. "People do more, think more." 
Yet many would not replace the laid-back 
atomosphere found here if they could. John 
Woody, a telecommunications instructor, 
graduated from JMU and left the area for about 12 
years. After living in rural and metropolitan areas 
around the country, moving to a country home in 
Harrisonburg "brought back a lot of good 
memories," he says. 
"If you like to fish and get out and really enjoy 
it, Harrisonburg is the place to be," Woody says. 
The "rural character of the area" is the best thing 
about Harrisonburg, says Caroline Marshall, a 
history professor.." 
A 1960 JMU graduate, she has lived in the area 
most of her life. At times she wishes she had easier 
access to the entertainment found in cities, but she 
loves the agricultural aspects of the area. "I've 
always lived on or around farms and I like them," 
she says. 
Over the years, Marshall has seen JMU grow 
faster than the community. "The community has 
not been able to completely absorb the increase in 
student and faculty population," she says. "I hope 
it evens out." 
In the summer,, "the whole population tends to 
diminish greatly," she says. Permanent residents 
probably like this break, "not because they have 
anything against the students, just because there are 
fewer people." Roads and grocery stores airless 
crowded, she says. 
When students take off for the summer, most 
faculty and staff members settle into a summer in 
Harrisonburg or the surrounding area. This is their 
home and although they are not without com- 
plaints, the majority are very happy here. 
A prime example is Hugh Hobson, an associate 
professor of finance. After three years here, he says 
he likes "the atmosphere, the quality of life here" 





Students 'charm' local merchants 
by MARLENE CHILDS 
What do people think of JMU 
students? 
Maggie:   "They're terrific!" 
liehhie: "They're the most 
well-mannered kids." 
Maggie: "They're funny, 
bright, friendly ..." 
liehhie:  "And so patient." 
Maggie: "We have a really 
good relationship." 
In a virtual battle of com- 
pliments, Maggie Spiers and Deb- 
bie Phillips go one-on-one in 
describing the JMU students they 
deal with as clerks at Mr. Flip's 
Mini Mart on South Main Street. 
The two have nothing but 
wonderful things to say about 
students who frequent the 
24-hour convenience store. 
An assistant mangager, Spiers 
started working at Mr. Flip's two 
years ago. "At first 1 thought, 
•Oh my God I'm going to be 
working with a bunch of college 
students.' But it's just the op- 
posite of what most people would 
expect it to be like," she says. 
She estimates roughly 90 per- 
cent of her customers are JMU 
students. "They're quick, they 
know what they want, we give it 
to them and they leave. And if 
you make a mistake it doesn't 
blow their minds." 
Phillips points out. "They 
know the routine of the store, 
they know therules about pump- 
ing gas and writing checks and 
they follow them. When the store 
is rMJJy busy they do whatever 
they can to helpiyou out." 
- One of the problems the clerks 
cite is bad checks they receive, 
lint ihey say the problem is 
minor. "For the number of. 
checks we take in it's not bad, 
maybe two or three a week," 
Spiers estimates. 
Shoplifting, however, is a 
serious problem. The clerks say 
shoplifting probably occurs 
about every other night, but 
preventive   measures  have  been 
taken and the problem isn't near- 
ly as bad as it used to be. "1 think 
it's more like a game to them," 
says Spiers. "It's not vicious, but 
it's definitely wrong." 
Both women stress that their 
relationship with students ex- 
tends far beyond the walls of the 
convenience store. Each has a 
"JMU scrapbook" filled with 
pictures they sometimes take of 
students who come into the store. 
"It's like having 9,000 kids," 
Phillips suggests. "They've really 
brought my personality out, and 
they've taught me a lot 
patience." 
Spiers says a lot of the regulars 
report to her as if she is their 
mother. "It's sweet," she smiles. 
They both get Christmas cards, 
Valentines, postcards, party in- 
vitations ' and graduation an- 
nouncements. This year they ask- 
ed for sand and sand dollars from 
students going to Florida for spr- 
ing break, and they got it. 
Sometimes students bring their 
parents in to meet the ladies. "It 
makes your ego go so high," says 
Phillips. "We're just as sad at 
graduation as parents," she con- 
tinues. "But they don't forget 
about us. They write, and they 
stop by when they're in town." 
Perhaps nut all residents have 
such a positive attitude about 
these outsiders who invade their 
town for nine months each year. 
Phillips suggests the vote is split. 
In the summer she says she often 
hears, "Aren't you glad the 
students are gone?" but denies 
ever feeling that way. "1 feel pro- 
tected with the students here and 
lonely  without  them.   Besides," 
she adds, "the courtesy penny 
cup is always empty when the 
kids aren't around." 
Connie Farell, owner of 
University Hairstylists near Mr. 
Flip's on Main Street, depends on 
JMU  students for most of her 
'business. "1 would have nothing 
but good things to say about the 
students," she says. "They're 
friendly and very easy to talk 
Mr. Flips workers, Debbie Phillips (left) and Maggie Spiers, enjoy working with I college students. 
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to." She admits to being enter- 
tained by students who "sing and 
dance for us." 
Farell says she feels very close 
to her young customers, and she 
also receives cards and post- 
graduation visits. "When they 
leave it's like losing a part of the 
family." 
She says her four operators 
become friends with the students 
and will invite them over occa- 
sionally or all go out to dinner 
together. Her own children, ages 
18, 19 and 21, often parly with 
JMU students. 
The only problem she sees con- 
cerns parking. "Sometimes I'll 
come in to work and there won't 
even be a space left for me." 
Gail Morris, an area resident 
and JMU employee, says she 
values the contact she has with 
students. "It keeps your mind 
fresh and open to new ideas," 
says the secretary for university 
advancement. 
One of her responsibilities is a 
small loan fund established by 
alumni for students. She says at 
least three-fourths of those who 
take out loans take it seriously 
and are responsible about repay- 
ment'. She's understanding with 
those students who come to her if 
they can't pay back on time. "1 
can't be Mother Superior - they 
have so many other people telling 
them what to do. 1 try to be more 
of a friend." 
As stepparent of a teenager, it 
helps Morris to be around kids 
every day. But she can empathize 
with other parents who "might 
resent the influence they think 
9,000 college students would have 
on their own children. It's easy to 
think all they do is party." 
"And," she points out, "all it 
takes is one student writing a bad 
check or getting arrested for 
drtink driving to ruin it for the 
rest.'' 
Morris says the younger 
residents have different attitudes. 
"The students come here trying 
to fit in and be accepted by the 
community, while at the same 
time the young adults in the area 
have to 'defend their territory.' " 
She believes it has taken a 
while for the area's "rural men- 
tality" to adapt to an expanding 
university. "You have to think 
about the things Harrisonburg 
didn't have to deal with before 
the growth of JMU, like traffic 
problems and checks that might 
bounce," says Morris. 
"A lot of businesses come here 
not just for the current students 
but for students who graduate 
and stay and for people who are 
attracted to the area because of 
how the college has changed 
things," she adds. 
"I think the locals sincerely 
miss students when they're not 
here. They bring so much life." 
Alumni stay a little longer 
by SHANNON JENNINGS 
Harrisonburg has enticed many JMU alumni 
into establishing their residencies here. 
Since the school opened, there have been 
32,000 graduates, half of whomgraduated after 
the school became James Madison University in 
1977. 
'  According to Steve Smith, director of alum- 
ni, 22,000 JMU graduates live in Virginia and 
4,500 live in the area between Winchester and 
Roanoke. 
Smith, originally from Richmond, is a JMU 
alumnus who chose to slay in Harrisonburg. 
"While" I was an undergraduate, 1 felt like most 
students — Harrisonburg is a small town 
without a lot of night life," says Smithi But he 
soon change'd his mind. 
Smith received a part-time job in the JMU 
admissions office after graduation, which 
allowed him to pursue a masters degree. He 
worked 20 hours a week recruiting prospective 
students and took three graduate courses dur- 
ing this time. • 
When Smith received his masters degree in 
1975, he decided, "at this particular point in 
my life, I was ready to tackle the job full-time." 
"I felt that I had gained a good insight into 
this institution and.I would be able to get some 
projects started in this office that had not yet 
been done,"says Smith. 
The job at JMU was his primary reason for 
staying in Harrisonburg, but he also was at- 
tracted by the beauty of the Shenandoah Valley 
and all of the possibilities it offers. He says he 
especially enjoy? the facilities available for 
canoeing, a hobby of his. 
While working for the Admissions office, he 
tfaveled all over Virginia recruiting. This gave 
■  him (he opportunity to travel to larger cities like 
Washington D.C. and Richmond, but he says it 
was always nice to come home. 
In May of 1985, Smith became director of 
alumni at JMU. As director, he does a lot of 
public relations work for JMU. His duties in- 
clude working on the programming for 
homecoming and reunions, compiling the 
Montpelier (an alumni newsletter), and work- 
ing with the Alumni Board of Directors. This is 
a job Smith says he enjoys doing. "When I 
think about it, I can hardly believe that I have 
20 years wrapped up in JMU," says Smith. 
Through his dealings with alumni. Smith has 
noticed many of them chose to live in Harrison- 
burg because of the less hectic lifestyle of this 
town. 
"Harrisonburg is pretty much a crime-free 
and pollution-free town, which also attracted 
these alumni,"says Smith. 
The pace of life here and the beautiful 
scenery attracted many alumni, but others re- 
mained because of the job opportunities. 
Harrisonburg is a growing community with 
many career choices, of which several alumni 
took advantage. 
Results of a random phone survey of local 
JMU alumni showed that most of them receiv- 
ed jobs in local businesses, in area law firms, at 
JMU and at Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
after graduation. 
"When I think about it, 
I can hardly believe 
thh I have 20 years 
wrapped up in JMU." \ 
— Steve Smith 
Some alumni took advantage of the growth 
potential by starting their own businesses, while 
others became involved in family businesses. 
Several of the alumina surveyed, like Darla 
Audia and Jennifer Robertson, said they stayed 
because they married local residents whose jobs 
were here. "I had looked elsewhere for a job, 
but since Sam (her husband) already had a job 
in the Valley, I found one here and we stayed." 
She nbw works for the personnel department at 
JMU. 
Some alumni moved to other cities after 
graduation but eventually returned to Har- 
risonburg. Robert Blakey took a job away from 
the Harrisonburg area for a year before return- 
ing. "I really liked this area and when I was 
given the chance at a job that would bring me 
back to the area, 1 took it." 
College in their 'own back yards' 
gives 'locals' best of both worlds 
by SHANNON JENNINGS 
When most young men and 
women go away to college they 
have to adapt to a new lifestyle 
which includes not having their 
families 'and friends near. But 
for 353 "local" students at 
JMU who have chosen to go to , 
college in or near their 
hometown, this isn't the case. 
These students have many 
problems which out-of-town 
Students do not. Every negative 
aspect, however, seems to be 
balanced by a positive. 
They have lived in this area 
anywhere from three to 23 
years, and many of their friends 
are still close by. Harrisonburg 
resident Mary Bryant goes to 
JMU and lives on campus. She 
finds this situation challenging 
because she has to make a 
special effort to divide her time. 
"I have to put aside time for 
school, family, friends on cam- 
pus and friends from home," 
says Bryant. 
Some find it difficult to make 
a lot of friends on campus 
because they have so many old 
friends. Other students lose 
touch with their friends from 
home because they spend a lot 
of time with new friends on 
campus. 
A survey of a random selec- 
tion of these local students 
showed that many of them find 
it awkward to combine their 
separate sets of friends. 
Another feeling they share is 
that JMU students who aren't 
from the area typically have a 
negative attitude towards those 
who are. "Some of them tend to 
forget that JMU is in Harrison- 
burg, not the other way 
around," one survey respon- 
dent says. 
Not only does this attitude 
make it difficult for them to get 
their friends together, but 
sometimes it also makes it dif- 
ficult   for   them   to   "fit   in." 
While many of these students 
were in high school they 
thought of JMU as a place to 
"hang out." They attended 
either Broadway, Eastern Men- 
nonite, Harrisonburg, 
Spotswood or Turner Ashby 
high schools where a lot of their 
opinions about JMU college life 
were formed. 
Some have found that it is 
hard to become a part of the cli- 
ques formed by some JMU 
students. 
One student says, "For some 
reason non-residents of Har- 
risonburg seem to think that 
there is some extreme difference 
between them and the people of 
Harrisonburg." Some say 
they're tired of being called 
"townies," while others find 
people are shocked to discover 
they are townies. 
Housing is another problem 
these students face. Many can't 
get on-campus housing because 
they are already from Harrison- 
burg. Because these students 
live at home, they find it dif- 
ficult to establish some of the 
relationships other students ex- 
perience. 
But getting on campus does 
not guarantee an escape from 
problems at home. With home 
less than an hour away, local 
students say family problems 
tend to follow them to school. 
Some of these students also 
have found they commute back 
and forth quite often. "1 know 
my roommate goes home at 
least two nights a week," says 
one JMU student who rooms 
with a local. 
On the other hand, some of 
these area students- find it ad- 
vantageous to have their parents 
so close. There are times when a 
crisis arises that only a hug from 
home can soothe. 
Another advantage of being a 
local student is not having to 
become familiar with a hew col- 
lege campus or town. They 
already know where the best 
places are to eat and to go for 
entertainment. 
Sophomore Douglas 
Fankhauser says, "When I was 
in high school, we thought it 
(JMU) was a school where all 
the students did was party." 
When these students were 
considering college, the basis 
for their decisions varied. 
JMU offered a solution for 
several students who were hav- 
ing personal problems that re- 
quired them to be near home or 
for those who were not ready to 
leave home. 
Some students who first 
refused to go to school in their 
"own back yards" went 
elsewhere, but transferred to 
JMU later. After going to other 
schools, these students decided 
JMU offered better programs 
for them. The majority returned 
for the accredited business 
school. 
Ann Brown, a surveyed stu- 
dent, says, "I came back for the 
excellent business program, but 
I'm also glad to be with my 
friends again." 
And then there are the 
students who did not want to at- 
tend college. Darlene Andes 
from Broadway was one of 
these students. "1 didn't really 
see what college was going to do 
for me, but my parents kept in- 
sisting that I go." 
"If I had to go to college, I • 
was at least going to be near my 
friends. My brother-in-law was 
a big help to me then. He con- 
vinced me to apply to JMU. and 
it seemed to be what would 
make everybody happy," says 
Andes. 
Andes was accepted last spr- 
ing. Since then she has joined a 
sorority, gotten a job at D-Hall 
and become involved in her ma- 
jor, hotel-restaurant manage- 
ment. 
She is glad, now, that her 
family convinced her to go to 
JMU. She likes the campus and 
feels that it is just the right 
distance from home -- not too 
far but not loo close.   . 
-\ 
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Local merchants profit from students 
by MARC IA CORN 
Whether they are building up a 
base tan before going to Florida, 
blowing their spending money at 
Valley Mall, or finding a place 
for Mom and Dad to slay on 
Parents' Weekend, students com- 
prise a sizable portion of some 
local merchants' business. 
Merchants do not have precise 
figures on how much of an im- 
pact students make on local 
businesses, but some businesses 
cater more to students' spending 
habits than others. . 
According to Valley Mall 
Director Tami Morello, 
"Students are really important to 
oiir business. We definitely feel 
the difference during spring 
break and in the summer. Some 
feel it more than others, of course 
— the music store, for example." 
Valley Mall's management of- 
fice has estimated their "target 
market population," the number 
of area mall-shoppers, is about 
200,000 people. 
Thomas Newberry, manager of 
the Regency Motor Inn, estimates 
30 percent of his business is 
directly related to JMU. The 
.Regency, which is located near 
the Convocation Center, draws 
business from meetings, conven- 
tions and sporting events. 
Beulah Long, manager of 
Horizon Sure Tan, says students 
make up anywhere from five to 
75 percent of her business, depen- 
ding on the time of year. Many 
"Students are 
really important 
to our business. 
We definitely feel 
the difference 
during spring 
break and in the 
summer." 
— Tami Morello 
students begin going to the tann- 
ing center in February and com- 
prise the majority of her 
business. By April the number of 
her customers who are students 
tapers off to about half, and in 
the summer her clientelle is 
almost exclusively local residents. 
Merchants cooperate with 
JMU's academic programs in 
a variety of ways. In addition to 
holding individual internships, 
students also complete class pro- 
jects   at   some   of   these   local 
businesses. 
Hotel and Restaurant Manage- ( 
ment classes work with the 
Regency Motor Inn. Students in 
introductory public relations 
classes are required to work 
closely with a local business as a 
term project. 
Valley Mall has sponsored 
health fairs in conjunction with 
the nursing program and athletic 
promotions designed to get more 
local interest in JMU sports. 
Mike Helburg, president of the 
Downtown Retail Merchants 
Association, says that the 
association's sole purpose is not 
to promote business to residents 
and students. "We don't just 
push retail. It's heartbreaking 
when a student graduates without 
knowing what's downtown," 
When merchants want to reach 
students, many agree advertising 
in The Breeze is the most effec- 
tive way. The Downtown Retail 
Merchants Association runs pro- 
motions irj The Breeze every fall, 
in addition to providing coupons 
and discounts for incoming 
freshmen. 
Morello says,"Advertising in 
The Breeze is the best way to get 
to students." The mall generally 
runs a large back-to-school cam- 
paign "to let the students know 
we're glad they're back." Mr. Flips is a local business geared to students. 
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Time, university recast community identity 
by JENNIFER BA TTY 
Twenty years ago Harrison- 
burg was known as "the wheel of 
the Shenandoah," because it is 
centered in a 120-mile ring of 
spokes leading to cities such as 
Washington, D.C., and 
Roanoke, Va. 
"Harrisonburg was a supply 
depot where people could get 
what they wanted and there was a 
lot more store variety back 
then," says Glen Stiteler, owner 
of Glen's Fair Price Store and a 
member of the planning commis- 
sion. 
Downtown, Julius' Restaurant 
and Hot Dog Stand and the soda 
fountain shop were the teenage 
hang-outs. There were several 
barber shops, furniture stores, a 
fruit stand, Mick-or-Mack's, 
drug stores, restaurants, The 
Virginia Theatre and department 
stores such as J.C. Penney and 
Leggett. 
People walking down the 
sidewalk greeted each other by 
name and knew almost everyone 
in their church. 
Madison College had a 
modest-sized student body of 
young ladies who barely affected 
the community. 
Twenty years later, Harrison- 
burg has experienced changes 
which have altered its physical, 
economic and social structure 
and atmosphere. 
"We're becoming a big city 
and losing our small town 
closeness. You used to know just 
everybody, now when 1 go to 
church 1 only know about 40 per- 
cent of the people there," Stiteler 
says. 
The population of Harrison- 
burg has grown from 11,916 in 
1960 to 26,100 in 1984. Accor- 
ding to Robert Sullivan, planning 
director, the population has con- 
tinued to grow steadily at 1 per- 
cent per year. 
Harrisonburg not only has ex- 
panded in population but also in 
area. As a result of three annexa- 
tions, Harrisonburg has grown 
from a 3 square mile city to 17.4 
square miles. 
As Harrisonburg grew so did 
JMU. In 1965 the student enroll- 
ment was 2,000. JMU's enroll- 
ment grew the most in the 70s. 
"You have to add almost 8,000 
students and faculty to what you 
had 20 years ago and there alone 
you can see how JMU's growth 
had to affect Harrisonburg with 
an increase in demand for ser- 
vices and products," says Fred 
Hilton, director of public infor- 
mation at'JMU. 
Hilton says the student body 
population will remain about the 
same in the future. 
Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital expanded along with the 
town and college, to meet the 
needs of tK immediate and sur- 
rounding areas. More commer- 
cial outlets and professionals 
entered the area, following the 
growth of industry created by the 
demands of a growing population 
of students and residents. 
In 1979 Rockingham County 
was rezoned from an agricultural 
to an industrial district. This oc- 
cured mainly so Coors, which 
had announced its interest to 
build in 1978, could locate here. 
Sullivan says, "Harrisonburg 
was pretty neutral about the 
rezoning but for the county it was 
a very big deal. There were pro- 
tests and heated arguments." 
The protests came from 
farmers and organizations (such 
as non-drinking groups) in- 
terested in preserving the quality 
Of life. 
JMU's growth has had an im- 
pact on the community but 
Sullivan says a lot of the changes 
were inevitable. 
''The Valley Mall would have 
been built anyway because there 
was a need for one. Although 
students are definitely part of the 
traffic flow out at the mall, from 
surveys I've taken I've found that 
most of the customers are from 
Rockingham County," Sullivan 
says. 
A new mall is scheduled for 
construction behind Mosby's 
Mill and will bring with it many 
chain stores. 
"It surprises us that all these 
chain stores are up here looking 
for places to locate. We're flab- 
bergasted," Sullivan says. 
Sullivan says some of the 
reasons for Harrisonburg's 
growth are an ample supply of 
water from the mountains and a 
g^>od sewage treatment system. 
Also, the city is located near the 
interstate and the land is not too 
rocky for construction purposes. 
"A long time ago Harrison- 
burg was nicknamed 'rock town' 
but in reality we have good land 
for building," Sullivan says.- 
Dwight Hartman, chairman 
and chief executive officer of 
Truck Enterprises, says, "The 
community has become quite 
built up and very progressive in 
the last 20 years because it has en- 
couraged colleges and universities 
and the businesses which revolve 
around them to the point that we 
now have a very low unemploy- 
ment rate. Fluctuations in the 
economy affect us much less 
because our businesses are so 
diversified." 
Stiteler says many downtown 
businesses left when the mall 
opened in 1978. 'Although the 
downtown area is much quieter, 
he says the stores actually arc do- 
ing more business because people 
come to the mall from surroun- 
ding areas and then wander into 
the town. A lot of the business 
also comes from JMU students 
and faculty. 
Lewis Slrite, president of 
Shenandoah Manufacturing, past 
Chamber president and also vice- 
chairman of the JMU Founda- 
tion, says, "The community 
changed dramatically when JMU 
began bringing business into the 
area." 
He added that the actual 
amount of revenue JMU 
generates in the community is 
unknown to him, but says "when 
you consider all the students, 
faculty, staff and guests of the 
school, there is a significant 
amount of money spent here and 
that has had a great economical 
impact." '  , 
Strite says JMU also provides 
benefits other than economic, 
such as furthering education 
classes, seminars, entertainment 
and library services. 
The biggest change is in the 
downtown   area,   according   to 
Residents adjust to influx of students 
by MARK LONGENBACH 
Like it or not, JMU has expanded. 
The expansion has been gradual but inevitable, and the school's 
academic reputation also has grown. An article published in 
U.S. News and World Report further boosted JMU's reputation by 
classifying the university as a highly regarded institution. 
Academics is not the only area of expansion; the physical size and 
population of the university also have grown. (This type of expansion 
has affected the surrounding community in many ways, and officials 
of Rockingham County and the city of Harrisonburg have mixed 
views on the results. 
City Planning Director Robert Sullivan says, "As JMU expanded, 
so did the community. In the last 15 years, the school has increased 
its enrollment and the area of the campus tremendously. The town's 
size has also increased." 
The increase in size was caused by a series of gradual land annexa 
tions. Sullivan says these annexations have helped make Harrison- 
burg more widely recognized. 
"JMU began to grow and there became a need for the city's limits 
to increase in order for Harrisonburg to be able to accommodate the 
growing number of students and faculty. Since the time we began 
the annexations, the town of Harrisonburg has tripled in size and the 
city's limits are now shown on the interstate." 
Sullivan says the most beneficial physical expansion at JMU has 
been the construction of the Resource Recovery Facility. 
The facility was built on campus in 1982 and has significantly 
reduced landfilling, which was the only other way of storing waste. 
The facility incinerates 100 tons of waste per day and recovers huge 
amounts of steam. This steam replaces gas as the primary source of 
heating and cooling on most of the campus. 
Victor Smith, commissioner of the revenue for Harrisonburg, says 
JMU's expansion has been great, but he adds it should level off so 
the town and county can have a chance to assimilate. 
"I believe the county needs time to catch its breath and the city 
time to adapt to the new lifestyles that the students have brought." 
Smith says the main problems caused by the expansion deal with 
personal property tax. "Students who live off campus and own 
automobiles are constantly disputing whether or not they should 
have to nay a personal property tax. They don't understand that if 
you owif a.car off of JMU's campus, regardless of where the title of 
the car is held, a personal property tax must be paid." 
Smith says he has received many visits from students and phone 
calls from angered parents this past semester, but has found a solu- 
tion to the problem. He now keeps a copy of the Report of the At- 
torney General on his desk, which clearly states that students are 
responsible for paying this tax. 
One new problem has developed among students living off cam- 
pus. According to Beverly Simmons-Miller, city treasurer, this pro- 
blem involves water bills. 
Miller says, "Several students who live together off campus, will 
tend to put their water bill in one person's name. This would be fine; 
however, it is rare that the check we receive is endorsed by that one 
person." 
"Instead we receive multiple checks all signed by various people 
who live with that person. This can cause problems if the check 
bounces because we must then track the person down before it can be 
cleared." 
Other than this problem, Miller believes most students are 
cooperative and the expansion of the university has been beneficial. 
Sheriff Glenn Weatherholtz feels 'he students are relatively helpful 
and cause only minimal problems. 
He says, "As more students arrive each year, the beginnings of 
each semester become a little hectic. Freshmen arrive and tend to cut 
loose for the first time. This leads to more vandalism and theft 
(street signs) and most recently, drug trafficking. In response to this, 
there must be more policemen patrolling to prevent these problems. 
Then after a few weeks pass", the students calm down." 
Wayne Harper, clerk of the circuit court, agrees with 
Weatherholtz. "Certain problems with,the law are expected to arise 
when such great changes occur. As JMU expands, these problems 
will be confronted and corrected." 
Although some JMU students cause these problems, Harper says 
the number is only a minority of the students enrolled at JMU. He 
says the majority of problems dealing with the law are caused by 
residents of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County. 
JMU's expansion, whether physical, academic or population 
oriented, has been more of a benefit than a hindrance. Sullivan 
paralleled the feelings of other officials by saying, "Harrisonburg 
and Rockingham County^would like to see JMU continue to expand 
in its comprehensive offering of academic, cultural and athletic 
aspects. However, we would like to think that a medium-sized cam- 
pus with a medium-size enrollment, like JMU has now, would best 
suit .rveryone." 1 
John Wilson, a volunteer at the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham 
Historical Society. 
"The growth of JMU has 
changed the make-up of the 
stores and the entertainment op- 
tions so that more stores are 
geared toward students." 
Wilson also says the downtown 
area "is no longer the business 
section that it was. When the 
shopping center started, the 
downtown died." 
Sullivan says, "We don't like 
to thir^p ihat downtown has died; 
it's full of 2.000 workers 
everday." 
College towns, even small 
ones, often have a progressive 
streak. Harrisonburg is no excep- 
tion. 
"We tend to think we have 
progressive leadership — Har- 
risonburg has always said, 'Yes, 
we will do what we can to get in- 
dustry here'," Sullivan says. 
"City government has always 
had councilmen who have been 
pro — not 'I want things the way 
they were in Grandad's day'." 
JMU's growth has strengthen- 
ed this progressive vein and has 
also given a cosmopolitan air to 
the population. 
Sullivan says, "We have a mix 
of people with many different 
bacligrounds, intellectually, 
economically, etc." 
The influx of teachers and 
faculty from the colleges into the 
area is one reason area school 
systems have improved. Har- 
risonburg sends more of their 
high school graduates to college 
than the county does, Sullivan 
says. 
"People with higher educa- 
tions want better schools for thei[ 
children and thus wc have better 
school systems." 
The most beneficial change in 
the community according to 
Sullivan has been this 
cosmopolitan mix of people 
which will help insure Harrison- 
burg remains progressive. 
The most detrimental change is 
the increase in car and truck traf- 
fic. "When no one is in school in 
August, there is a noticeable 
change," Sullivan says. 
Harrisonburg is considered a 
small town by many but it is con- 
tinually shedding its skin to ex- 
pand. Although it may no longer 
be "the wheel of the Shenan- 
doah," and everybody may not - 
know everyone else's name — 
Harrisonburg still retains its 
character and charm. 
Wilson adds, "I don't think 
anybody 20 years ago though! 
this place would grow as it has — 
I can only guess what the next 20 
will bring." 
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View of expansion 
Growth of JMU creates problems 
by MIKE MA THEWS 
They come from 41 different slates and 11 different countries. They 
bring different lifestyles into a modest-sized city with conservative 
roots. They introduce various backgrounds and cultures to the blue 
collar and agricultural setting. 
Each year more of them invade the city. This year the total is almost 
10,000. Many of them live in off-campus housing, not only because 
they choose to, but because the school cannot house all of them on 
. campus. "* 
"They" are the students of JMU. 
JMU's era of expansion began with the presidency of Dr. RrJTiald 
Carrier in 1971. Under the Carrier administration, both enrollment and 
the number of university faculty have more than doubled, and a dozen 
major campus buildings have been built. 
JMU's rapid enrollment expansion has demanded both the Har- 
risonburg resident and university student adjust to living together. Last 
fall, enrollment reached an all-time high of 9,580 and of those, 4,195 
(43.8 percent) lived off campus. 
Most city residents remember when the university was still called 
Madison College and was a small school consisting mostly of women. 
Men were accepted as regular day students as early as 1946, but it was 
not until 1966, by action of the Virginia General Assembly, that the 
university became a co-educational institution. 
In 1976 enrollment reached 7,659 and a year later the school name 
was formally changed to James Madison University. 
The population of Harrisonburg is 26,100, according to the 
Chamber of Commerce. However, •'when school is in session the 
population count balloons to almost 36,000, which necessitates an ad- 
justment period for the year-round residents of the city. 
Ray Dingledine has been a member of the JMU faculty since 1948 
and served as the History Department's first head when the department 
was formed in 1966. He retired fh 1984 but currently is a part-time 
history instructor. 
A member of city council since 1972, Dingledine has seen many 
changes take place and has worked to make the citv and university exist 
together peacefully in the community. He admits the city has had to 
make some major changes in accordance with the school's growth. 
"The city was used to a small women's college when I began 
t. .hing, and enrollment was between 1,300 and 1,400. Today the 
graduating class is larger than the entire enrollment back then, and we 
are a large co-ed college with many students living off campus." 
The biggest change, and the one that has caused the most problems, 
is the increase in number of off-campus students. Dormitory space on 
campus has dwindled, although two new dorms were built and another 
is scheduled for construction next fall. 
On-campus housing has not been able to keep"up with enrollment in- 
creases, forcing more students to live outside the campus each year. So, 
in what may have seemed an overnight facelift, residents of the city had 
to adjust to the off-campus students. 
In store for the Harrisonburg resident was the more relaxed, 
unregulated lifestyle of the student, according to Dingledine. During 
the 1960's there was a very strict alcohol policy pertaining to students. 
However, off-campus parties, loud music and parking became pro- 
blems brought before the city council, Dingledine says. 
Dingledine says a move by Dr. Carrier in 1972, although not in 
response to the complaints of residents, helped ease the problems. 
The change was a shift in the academic calendar. Until that time, the 
school semesters ended in mid-January and June. Carrier changed the 
fall semester to end before Christmas and the spring semester in mid- 
May. The move was supposed to aid JMU graduates in competing for 
spring job openings. \ 
"The spring semester ended in June," recalls Dingledine, "and as 
the days became warmer and the nights more appealing, there were 
more complaints of parties and opened windows that allowed 
amplified music to escape the houses. Now that the semester ends in 
May there is less of a problem, mainly because the weather isn't as 
warm in the evenings." ■$ 
The city council has the power to choose which parts of the city are 
suitable for off-campus student housing. The council's power comes 
through the city planning commission which is in charge of the city's 
zoning procedures. 
The ideal situation is to have student condominiums and town 
houses removed from family-type residential areas. The Squire Hill 
and Hunter's Ridge developments located on the south side of Port 
Republic Road are good examples, according to Dingledine. 
A bad example is the new Madison Manor complex that was com- 
pleted in the fall. The builders threw a "curve ball" to the city's plann- 
ing commission to get the necessary authorization to begin construc- 
tion. 
Nielson Construction Corporation, builders of Madison Manor, 
submitted a request to start construction for what they said would be a 
"The city was used to a small 
women's college when I began 
teaching, and enrollment was between 
1,300 and 1,400. Today the 
graduating class is larger then the en- 
tire enrollment back then." 
— Ray Dingledine 
senior citizen-type development, Dingledine says. 
"We (city council) approved the authorization for the construction 
to begin, and then after it was completed the builder claimed to have 
turned the development over to the company to lease. They misled us 
and leased to students." 
Dingledine says the council never thought of legal action or rezoning 
the area, but they now keep careful tabs and constantly check the area 
for any problems. 
The trouble with Madison Manor is its location. It is in a largely 
residential area where there are a lot of young children, says 
Dingledine. Now there is a large influx of traffic through the area's 
main street and parking is a problem. 
Two groups have formed in order to make their feelings about off- 
campus students better known to the city council. 
The Old Town Homeowner's Association was organized last year 
and consists of the residents living in the area north of the university, 
bounded by South Main Street, Newman Street and Ott Street. 
The Old Town association hopes to promote an appreciation of the 
older houses and exert influence on the city council planning and zon- 
ing boards. 
One of the major problems in this residential area is parking. If a 
house is rented to students, usually four or five will occupy the dwell- 
ing. Those four or five students bring with them four or five vehicles. 
The second group is the Port Republic Road Homeowner's Associa- 
tion. Their major concern is traffic flow; some members have com- 
plained about the difficuly of getting into town, Dingledine says. The 
state just completed widening the lanes and installing traffic lights on 
the 1-81 overpass, but Port Republic Road is still only a two-lane 
highway. Dingledine says it must be changed, but the improvements 
cannot come "overnight." 
Parking and traffic concerns also surfaced in a telephone survey of 
Harrisonburg residents. The survey researched problems caused by the 
university's expansion. In the survey, II (36.7 percent) residents men- 
tioned parking problems, eight (26.7 percent) spoke of traffic flow pro- 
blems, and four (13.3 percent) told of a lack of respect for other's pro- 
perty. 
• 
The same poll showed 23 (76.6 percent) felt JMU should keep the 
student population at its 9,580 present-day total. Twenty-seven (90 per- 
cent) thought JMU's expansion has helped the city, with respondents 
citing the city's economic state and the many programs offered by the 
school as examples. 
Bob Tucker, of 498 S. Mason St. says he feels most of the problems 
between residents and students come from resident's negative attitudes. 
He says the school's size is fine, but it doesn't fit in with what the city 
has to offer. 
"The city is not representative of the size of the school. It (Harrison- 
burg) is not really a college-type town because it is not geared toward 
the student. Charlottesville is proportionately right (for the University 
of Virginia) because there is a 'strip' full of restaurants geared toward 
the student and they have lots of shops that meet the interests of the 
students. 
"There seems to be a negative attitude between the resident and stu- 
dent. Perhaps the doghouse incident is still remembered and the Purcell 
Park problems this year. I think that a lot of the residents may have the 
attitude of 'damn college students.'" 
"It's like the people know that they gotta live with the school 
because it's good industry and it helps the economy, but they are 
bothered by it. Since JMU is a liberal arts university the students are 
educated on expanding new ideas. I think that the town is not culturally 
willing to change its ways or try new things, such as theatre and plays," 
he says. He mentioned JMU's attempt to buy the Virginia Theater 
downtown for use in theatre and play productions as an example. 
Tucker has lived in Harrisonburg for three and a half years since 
moving from Alexandria, but says in his mind the city has benefitted 
tremendously from the school's expansion. "The city, definitely has 
benefitted 100 percent through tax revenues, local economy, and more 
jobs." 
Living on South Mason Street, Tucker is aware of the parking situa- 
tion. However, he says the run down appearance of some houses 
students rent may be an even bigger problem. 
"The residents get mad because of the conditon of some of the 
houses but it's not the student's responsibility. It is the person who is 
leasing the place. In the summer, though, things change. The students 
leave and the people really come out of the woodwork." 
Most of those responding to the survey, however, echoed the sen- 
timents of Dingledine on the size of JMU in relationship to the city. 
I believe we should try to stay around 10,000 (students)... where we 
are now," says Dingledine. "I'm not sure we have the campus space to 
keep expanding." 
Fine Arts bring quality acts 
Jerome Hines of the Metropolitan Opera. 
photo By i'»THICK DENNIS 
by KA THY WHITEHEAD 
On March 25, Oliver Rice of 
Victoria, Va., travelled 150 miles 
to JMU. He had seen an ad in the 
Richmond Times-Dispatch for 
the JMU Fine Arts Series. Jerome 
Hines, a world class singer from 
the Metropolitan Opera, was ap- 
pearing in concert. 
Altee Beal, of Harrisonburg, 
says she receives a JMU calendar 
of events every year and attends 
"when there is a good program." 
Beal says she enjoys the cultural 
aspect of the series. "It means a 
lot to me," she says. 
These cases are unusual. Only 
10 percent of Fine Arts Series 
tickets are purchased by Har- 
risonburg residents. The rest are 
sold to JMU students and faculty. 
Dr. Donald L. McConkey, 
dean of fine arts and communica- 
tion and coordinator of the Fine 
Arts Series, says the program is 
"a representative series, of what is 
going on contemporarily in the 
arts." 
Each year McConkey plans 
four to six performances, depen- 
ding on the $30,000 annual 
budget. An additional $5,000 
each year from the UPB is 
allocated specifically for musical 
productions. Each act costs 
S3,000 to $10,000, and a complete 
series is programmed one year in 
advance. 
"I look back to the past when I 
schedule," he says. McConkey 
programs different types of acts 
each year. 
Following   what  is   "hot"   is 
another way McConkey books 
performances. He reads the arts 
sections of ^newspapers and 
magazines to get an idea of what 
is in demand. 
McConkey is assisted-py a Fine 
Art Series committee which ad- 
vises him on what groups to pre- 
sent. Committee members also 
help organize ticket sales and 
usher for events. 
Admission is free with a JMU 
ID and there is a $5 fee for 
residents. The same play JMU 
charges $5 for is often performed 
in Washington D.C. the next day 
for S20-S30, says McConkey. 
Even with the diverse program- 
ming available, student and resi- 
dent attendance is low. 
Dr. Joseph listock, head of the 
music department and a Fine Arts 
Series committee member, says 
the major problem is promoting 
the event. "If I thought 90 per- 
cent of the students even knew 
what the Fine Art Series was, I 
would be happy." 
"JMU is like a TV set on at all 
times. There are so many ac- 
tivities going on, it's hard to 
know what is available," he says. 
The series is advertised on cam- 
pus through 771? Breeze, posters 
and the UPB calendar. A mailing 
list is sent to residents, and ads 
are placed in the Daily News- 
Record and the Staunton and 
Waynesboro newspapers. Still, 
this doesn't seem to draw a com- 
munity crowd. 
Only 51 tickets were sold for 
the Eastman Brass ensemble on 
February 19 in Wilson Hall. 
"Ain't Misbehavin" performed 
for a full house with 20 percent 
resident ticket sales. 
McConkey says the community 
seems attracted to "the popular 
light stuff." Gordon McRae, a 
baritone known for his lead role 
in the musical "Oklahoma," 
drew the biggest crowd last year 
with 40 percent ticket sales to 
residents. 
Hstock says there is a "small 
percentage of people interested in 
esoteric artistic events." There is 
so much to do on a given night, 
the community gets tired of hear- 
ing about it. They would rather 
stay home and watch TV, he says. 
Another reason for low atten- 
dance is inconvenient parking. "I 
could not find a parking space 
myself one night ... so I went 
home," he says. 
Estock feels he has a profes- 
sional and personal responsibility 
to provide music for the com- 
munity. He would like to find 
new ways to inform and increase 
the participation of students and 
Harrisonburg residents. 
"There is a frustration of not 
seeing the house full. We could do 
it if we change the philosophy, 
but we are not going to do that," 
he says. 
More internal promotion on 
campus is a future objective to at- 
tract people. New slogans, such as 
"a touch of class," will be used to 
indicate the program is something 
special for students and residents, 
Estock says. 
But McConkey says, "Our first 
obligation is to serve the students 
and faculty at JMU. 1 never want 
a seat filled by a community 
member and a student not be able 
to come in." 
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